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The Retrofit and Acceptance Test program was conducted primarily to
modify six government furnished 900-series 30-cm thrusters to the J-series
design as it had been defined under NASA contract NAS 3-21052. 1 ,2 Each of the
modified thrusters was then evaluated by a standardized acceptance test.
Additional work was performed for evaluating the performance and improving the
techniques for fabrication of porous tungsten vaporizors. As a consequence
of preliminary test results obtained during this program, and in testing
under other programs, iteration was necessary on several of the design modi-
fications to satisfy the objectives of the retrofit activity. The thruster
components that required resolution of critical problems were the ion optics
assembly, the vaporizer assenblies, and the swaged, coaxial heaters. Other
relatively minor adjustments of the design were also made to correct observed
or potential failures (wire routing or clamping, etc.).
1The standardized procedures for acceptance testing of thrusters were
also refined to improve the accuracy and reproducibility of test data. Pro-
pellant flow is the most difficult performance parameter to measure accurately,
so testing procedures were modified during the program to incorporate the
improvements recommended by the NASA Lewis Research Center. Dispersion in the
propellant flow data obtained was reduced appreciably (from ±3% to ±l%).
The documentation for the J-series thruster design (drawings, etc.) was
upgraded under this program to include all of the modifications incorporated
as a consequence of the work under this program, and to approach the standards
set by the DOD-D-1000, level-2 specifications. The design can now be con-
sidered finalized until new system requirements or test results dictate new
thruster design requirements (the J-series thruster design objectives are for
production of l30-mN of thrust at 2.68-kW input power, with a specific impulse







The program described in this report was conducted with the objective
of performing retrofit modifications on six government-furnished 30-cm ion
thrusters, and then acceptance testing these thrusters, using standardized pro-
cedures, before delivery to NASA's Lewis Research Center (LeRC). At the outset,
it was planned that the six thrusters would be modified in the same way as the
"prototype" J-series thruster (SN Jl) had been modified under NASA contract
NAS 3-21052. Testing of thruster SN Jl under contract NAS 3-21052, and testing
of isolator vaporizer components under this program revealed unanticipated defi-
ciencies in some aspects of the J-series thruster design th:'lt'was the "baseline"
at the beginning of this program. Consequently, it was recognized early-on
that iterations would have to be made on the design modifications, as deter-
mined under contract NAS 3-21052, and this program was subsequently expanded
and extended to complete the development of the J-series, 30-cm mercury ion
thruster design. The major design deficiency noted was in the ion optics
assembly; however, fabrication procedures and material specifications also
had to be revised for vaporizer subassemblies and all swaged heaters to achieve
acceptably reproducible hardware. The hardware failures (heaters and vapor-
izers) that led to tightening of tolerances on parts and specifications for
heaters and vaporizers also caused a closer scrutiny of all of the drawings
and assembly procedures that document the thruster design. An iteration on the
upgrading of drawings and inpsection and process documents (IPDs) resulted.
A standardized acceptance test had been formulated under NASA contract
NAS 3-21052 and applied to thruster SN J1. Under this program, the test pro-
cedures were revised and refined to provide for the measurement of the same
basic data, but under a streamlined procedural approach. Procedures were
formulated on the basis of using a thruster power processor and control system
that is automated like that of the NASA LeRC two-inverter power processor
developed for endurance testing of a 30-cm thruster under NASA contract
NAS 3-18914. This power processor was used to perform all acceptance tests
under this program in order to eliminate any possibility for introduction of
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power-processor-related anomalies in thruster operation. Nevertheless,
inconsistencies in measurement of thruster performance were observed. Thus,
it became necessary to vary test procedures in an attempt to minimize the dis-
persion in test results that would be attributed to test procedures (primarily
propellant flow measurement).
The work performed under this program, therefore, constituted consider-
ably more than a straightforward retrofit and acceptance test of six 30-cm
ion thrusters. The retrofit modification was, in fact, a final development
of the design modifications required to achieve the desired performance capa-
bilities for the 30-cm J-series thruster. Acceptance testing comprised a
refinement of test procedures and techniques to provide an accurate, repro-
ducible record of a thruster's performance capabilities. The details of this




RETROFIT MODIFICATION OF THE GOVERNMENT FURNISHED
900-SERIES, 30-CM THRUSTERS
Six thrusters were furnished for this contract for retrofit to the
J-series design by implementing the modifications defined under NASA contract
NAS 3-21052, and described in Appendix A. Testing of the first retrofit
thruster (SN Jl) revealed a thermo-mechanical instability in the ion optics
assembly. As a result, investigation and elimination of that instability
became the foremost activity under this program.
New criteria for determining the acceptability of vaporizers (porous
tungsten vaporizer material) were defined under NASA contract NAS 3-21052, and
one task under this program was to remove all the isolator-vaporizer assemblies
and perform evaluation tests. These tests revealed that most of the existing
components could not meet the new criteria in all regards, nor could the new
components from a small sampling that were fabricated and tested under this
program using the revised procedures. This led to a redesign of the vaporizers
and fabrication of another set of components.
Cathode heaters failed in the initial cathode conditioning on several of
the retrofit thrusters, and this led to an investigation of swaged-heater
fabrication. Specifications on insulator compaction, welding of the inner to
outer conductor, and quality control inspection were revised to ensure that
swaged-heater fabrication would produce the heater reliability that had been
established previously. This resulted in a very long delay in obtaining
heaters. The resolution of the heater problem is still somewhat uncertain.
This section discusses the work performed to enable completion of the
retrofit modification with regard to the components described above. Several
other minor modifications were incorporated in the later retrofit thrusters
to correct deficiencies noted in the endurance testing of the earlier retrofit
thrusters. A brief description of these thruster modifications is included .
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A. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ION OPTICS ASSEMBLY DESIGN AND FABRICATION PROCEDURES
The performance of the ion optics assembly is governed by the values
specified for the aperture parameters as defined and listed in Figure 1. For
the J-series, 30-cm thruster, the design values for these aperture specifica-
tions are as follows:
d 0.114 cm (0.045 in. )
a
d 0.191 cm (0.075 in. )
s
t t = 0.038 cm (0.015 in. )
s a
9- = 0.063 cm (0.025 in.)g
¢a 0.243
¢s 0.674
S 0.22 cm (0.087 in.).
The grids have approximately 15,000 such aperture pairs, and maintaining
these aperture pairs in proper alignment and spacing (~ ) has been a majorg
focus of attention in advancing the thruster design from the 600 to 900 series.
The only modifications to the ion-optics-assembly parameters that were deter-
mined under contract NAS 3-21052 were a change in d from 0.152 cm (0.060 in.)
a
to 0.114 cm (0.045 in.), and a change in t from 0.05 cm (0.020 in.) to
a
0.038 cm (0.015 in.). The ion optics grids for the retrofit J-series thrusters
were initially formed and mounted using the same procedures and support ring
as specified for the 800-900-series design. Figure 2 shows the electrode
support ring for an ion optics assembly of the 800-900-series design. The
details of the attachment of the grids to the mounting ring for this design
are shown in Figure 3. In this assembly, the screen grid (molybdenum) was
fastened directly to the rigid mounting ring (titanium) using countersunk
machine screws. The accel electrode was similarly mounted to a molybdenum
"stiffening" ring. While this design had proven successful for all of the
tests performed on 700-800-series thrusters, the initial testing of the retro-
fit thrusters using the smaller accel aperture were accompanied by erratic
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Figure 3. Cross-section of ion-opties-eleetrode mount used in
NASA/Hughes 700-900-series 30-em thruster •
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In testing thruster SN Jl, it was noted that the extraction voltages
could not be applied at the time called for in the start-up procedure without
severe overload of the screen power supply (arcing). It was later determined
that the electrodes did, in fact, come into contact for a period of time during
heating of the discharge chamber in the start-up sequence. As the discharge
chamber and ion-optics-assembly temperature approached the steady-state oper-
ating temperature, the contact between electrodes disappeared. Since all of
the ion optics assemblies had been retrofitted with the small hole accelerator
grids, it was decided to proceed with the testing of these assemblies. Table 1
shows the results of these tests. Perveance was measured at beam currents of
0.75 A and 2.0 A using the procedures prescribed by the acceptance test docu-
ment (IPD-PR-138). The entry shown as "minimum total voltage" is the value of
the total voltage (Vb + V 1) for which a further decrease in voltage causes
acce
a rapid rise in accelerator current. All of these measurements were made
using thruster SN J4, and therefore, the dispersion in the perveance charac~
teristics can be attributed solely to the ion optics assemblies. The perfor-
mance variations shown in Table 1 were considered unacceptable and the task of
identifying and correcting the cause of the difficulty was divided between
NASA LeRC, an ongoing NASA technology program (contract NAS 3-21040), and this
program. Finite element analyses of the grids and support structure were per-
formed both at NASA LeRC and under NASA contract NAS 3-21040. Temperature
distributions were measured on operating thrusters at both HRL and LeRC to
support these calculations. The details of the HRL analysis are described in
the final report for contract NAS 3-21040. 5 ,6 Without going into detail, these
analyses show that the titanium support ring increases in diameter by a greater
amount than the edge of the molybdenum grids. In the 700-900-series assembly
shown in Figures 2 and 3, this produces stresses that form moments about the
attachment points between the grids and the mount. This moment deforms the flat
portions of both of the grids. Because the grids were fastened with counter-
sunk screws, the deformation probably varied from grid to grid and from point
to point around the periphery of each grid. Consequently, the deflection of
the screen grid and accel grid and the spacing between them was not uniform.
A design modification was proposed and modeled analytically to predict
performance. Instead of attaching the grids directly to the rigid titanium
structure, the grids were mounted on heavier molybdenum rings by riveting.
18
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•Table 1. Perveance Measurement Summary
Electrode Minimum VT Minimum VT









Design value 650 1240
*Electrodes measure short circuit during warm-up period
These heavier rings were then attached to the titanium mount through
"softened" supports, as shown in Figures 4 through 7. In this mounting con-
figuration, the titanium support ring provides rigidity in the axial and
azimuthal directions, but is weak in the radial direction. This type of sup-
port was accomplished by cutting slots in the titanium mounting ring at the
points where the molybdenum grid support ring is attached to the mounting.
In addition to the changes made in the mounting ring and grid support
rings, the procedures for forming and stress relieving were modified. Pre-
viously, the grids were hydroformed and stress was relieved with a spacer at
the flat, supporting edge of the grid. It was originally thought that this
technique would ensure that the minimum interelectrode spacing would occur in
the curved, active region of the grids. Analysis under this program indicated
that use of the spacer distorted the spherical surface of the grids and may
have contributed to the non-uniform thermal expansion of the grids that resulted
in the unstable, unpredictable performance observed. Consequently, the grids
with 900 series serial numbers were hydroformed without spacers, and all grids
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Figure 7. 3D-em electrode mounting detail-rivet locations.
relief heat treatment is performed in a vacuum furnace, and the time and
temperature are specified at 2 hours and 927oC.
The combination of the changes in configuration and fabrication procedures
produced the J-series ion optics assemblies that were used to retrofit the six
thrusters provided. All of the 900 series ion optics assembly components were
fabricated on another NASA contract (NAS 3-21759) and provided as GFE to this
program. The perveance measurements performed during the acceptance tests of
thrusters SN J2 through SN J7 produced the minimum total voltage values shown
in Table 2. * It is apparent that there is far less dispersion in the perfor-
mance of these assemblies than was seen in the performance of the 800-series
mounting as shown previously in Table 1. Consequently, it can be concluded
that the ion optics assembly, as modified under this. program, can provide the
required performance under the normal operating conditions of the J-series
thruster.
Table 2. Perveance Measurement Summary
THR Grid Set Hinimum VT Minimum VT
at Jb = 0'-75 at Jb = 2.0
SiN S/N* V V
J2 902 830 1220
J3 901 834 1179
J4 837 899 1220
J5 834 790 1090
J6 903 792 1220
J7 904 850 1232
It should be noted, however, that the accel grid mounting is still quite
rigid, and differential thermal expansion of the grid support and the mounting
ring causes relative motion between the screen and accel grids. This behavior
was predicted by the computations in Reference 5 and has been supported by the
*Note that two grid sets have 800-series serial numbers. These grids were
reprocessed by the revised procedures (stress-relieved).
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results obtained in measuring the ~erveance limit as a function of ion beam
current during the thruster acceptance tests under this program. It should
be noted, however, that the validity of the design has been analyzed and veri-
fied only for thruster operation under nominal conditions existing in ground
test facilities, and not for all possible thermal conditions that could exist
in space environments.
B. DEVELOPMENT OF THE J-SERIES VAPORIZER DESIGNS AND FABRICATION PROCEDURES
In a mercury ion thruster, the vaporizer acts as the propellant control
valve that meters the flow of propellant gas to the hollow cathode discharges
(discharge cathode and neutralizer) and to the discharge chamber. Phase sepa-
ration and flow control has been successfully demonstrated (SERT II) using
porous tungsten as vaporizer material. Mercury does not readily "w.et" tungsten,
and therefore the capillary forces of the minute pores in the porous tungsten
prevent penetration of liquid mercury, while the vapor can flow through the
porous material. The vapor flow depends on the temperature of the mercury
(vapor pressure) that is in contact with the porous material and the trans-
mission coefficient of the porous material. At the outset of this program,
it was recognized that the vaporizer designs and fabrication procedures that
had been used in fabricating the 700 and 800-series vaporizers had resulted in
assemblies that displayed a relatively wide dispersion of performance charac-
teristics (mercury intrusion pressure and mercury flow versus temperature
characteristic). Variations occurred not only between vapor assemblies, but
also between purchase lots of vaporizer material. Consequently, a standardized
screening test was formulated to evaluate vaporizer performance during the
fabrication and assembly of vaporizers (IPD-PR-133). This screening test pro-
vides for the following measurements:
• Measurement of the pressure of mercury at ambient temperature that
the porous tungsten vaporizer can withstand before mercury begins
to intrude the pores (intrusion pressure).
.. •
•
Measurement of the mercury vapor flow through the porous tungsten
vaporizer at four standard temperatures (260°, 2800 , 3000 , and 320°C).
Measurement of the vaporizer intrusion pressure at 4000 C vaporizer
temperature.
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• Operation of the assembled vaporizer for 50 hours at elevated temper-
ature and pressure (3500 C and 60 psia) with measurement of flow at
three points during the test.
Absolute standards for these screening tests were not established during the
program; however, selection of components for use on the retrofit thrusters
was based primarily on the results of these tests. At the outset, the only
isolator-vaporizer components available were those removed from the GFE
thrusters. These components were subjected to the above tests, with the results
shown in Table 3. It was planned that three new sets of isolator-vaporizer
components would be fabricated, and the best six of the nine would be used in
the retrofit. The selection criteria was as follows:
• High mercury intrusion pressure.
• Small variation in flow during the 50-hour test.
• Vapor-flow/temperature characteristic in the "typical" operating
range.
The values of the vaporizer properties listed in Table 3 that were considered
somewhat arbitrarily to be the objectives for satisfying these criteria were:
• Intrusion pressure greater than 120 psi.
• Less than 10% increase in flow during the 50-hour test.
• Vapor-flow/temperature values in the shaded region of Figure 8.
It is apparent that none of the main vaporizers met the intrusion pressure
screening objective. However, all except one of the cathode vaporizers (SN 817)
and one of the neutralizer vaporizers (SN 911) passed the intrusion pressure
screening. Six of the 17 vaporizers tested were unable to operate for 50 hours
without ~n increase in flow exceeding the 10% objective. The temperature-flow
characteristics are compared graphically against the "desired" behavior in
Figure 8.
If the vapor flow through the porous tungsten is a diffusion process, the
-1
variation of flow with temperature should be proportional to a exp (-b TVAP )
where TVAP is the vaporizer temperature in degrees Kelvin, and a and bare
arbitrary constants dependent on the porous matrix. From the flow character-
istics shown in Figure 8, it can be concluded that Some consistency has been
26




Component Serial Number 910 911 815 909 907 906 821 219 823 817 811 807 805A 815 815 817 814
Test Performed
1. Measured Intrusion Pressure, PSIA
at roam temperature >125 117 >125 >125 >125 >125 121 >125 >125 112 120 94 90 110 104 97 89
at 4000 e after 50 hour test >125 >125 >125 >125 >125 >125 120 >125 >125 107 112 93 94 78 95 80 77
2. Pressured Flow Rates (Equiv. rnA rnA rnA rnA mA mA rnA mA rnA rnA rnA A A A A A A
rnA, A)
at 260°(; 9 14 13 10 11 6 15 1: 14 16 21 0.63 0.62 0.75 0.62 1.14 0.61
at 280°C 17 20 14 15 25 12 25 17 22 30 46 1.1 1.06 1.25 1.18 1.84 1.11
at 300°C 27 36 31 27 31 20 45 30 32 45 79 1. 89 1.73 2.12 1.94 2.98 1.72
at 320°C 46 61 52 46 48 32 66 51 48 80 122 2.93 2.88 3.39 3.11 4.54 2.6
at beginning of 50 hr. test 93 155 126 108 138 76 159 123 119 258 289 1.31 1.38 1.64 1.43 2.6 1. 35
during 50 hour test 104 192 137 107 143 75 155 119 123 261 283 1. 32 1. 36 1.51 1. 39 2.5 1. 35
at end of 50 hour test 101 216 148 152 135 74 155 121 117 339 283 1.31 1.24 1. 55 1. 33 2.1 1. 33
,
3. Change in Flow Rate, % 3.1 39.4 17.5 40.7 2.2 2.7 2.5 1.6 1.6 31.4 2.1 0 10.1 5.5 6.9 19.2 1.5
4. Manufacturer of Porous Tungsten a a b a a a a a' a b b b b b b b b
a. Spectra-l1at, Inc.
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obtained in the transmission of vapor through the porous material. However,
the effective transmission area of the porous material was not reproduced
very consistently. Consequently, the porous tungsten material specifications
were revised for fabrication of vaporizers under this program. Table 4 lists
the essential parameters of the revised specifications for procurement of
porous tungsten. The flow and intrusion characteristics of three of the first
neutralizer vaporizers fabricated are shown in Table 5 and Figure 9. These
characteristics show less variation, but still fall outside the desirable
region. For neutralizers, this vaporizer material would produce normal
thruster operation with a neutralizer vaporizer temperature in the 280-300oC
range, and would be quite acceptable. The remainder of the initial lot of
porous tungsten vaporizer material procured to the specifications in Table 4
was "rejected during the fabrication process (for one reason or another).
Because of this, and propellant line failures that are described in the fol-
lowing paragraph, the vaporizer design and fabrication procedures were reviewed
and revised.
Table 4. Specification for Porous Tungsten Vaporizer Material
1. Tungsten Powder:
a. Nominal particle size to be 4.5 microns.
b. Powder to be classified to eliminate particles and
agglomerates above 10 microns.
2. Powder Shape:
Angular or spherical
3. Size of Porous Plug:
a. Thickness - 0.152 ± 0.005 cm (0.060 ± 0.002 in.) for main
vaporizers
- 0.117 ± 0.005 cm (0.046 ± 0.002 in.) for cathode
and neutralizer vaporizers.
b. Area - cylindrical discs capable of being machined to a
diameter of 1.55 cm (0.61 in.) for main vaporizers





Table 5. Vaporizer Test Summary
IV-N Vaporizers
Spectramat Hateria1 Semicon Material
Component Serial Number 910 911 909 907 4 7 19
Test Performed
l. Measured Intrusion Pressure, PSIA
at room temperature >125 117 >125 >125 119 >125 122
°at 400 C after 50 hour test >125 >125 >125 >125 >125 110 112
2. Measured Flow Rates, rnA equivalent
at 260°C 9 14 10 11 12 10 13
at 280°C 17 20 15 25 25 22 23
at 300°C 27 36 27 31 36 31 41
at 320°C 46 61 46 48 61 58 63
at beginning of 50 hr. testA 93 155 108 138 166 164 153
during 50 hour test 104 192 107 143 182 168 153
at end of 50 hour test 101 216 152 135 183 180 159
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Figure 9. Vaporizer flow (in equivalent amperes) versus inverse vapor-
izer temperature for neutralizer vaporizers made from porous
tungsten fabricated using" the specifications shown in
Table 4.
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The vaporizer configuration that was in use on the 900-series thrusters
is shown in Figure 10. As a consequence of manipulating the propellant line
for screening tests and then for reinstallation on thrusters, many of the
assemblies began to leak at the transition from the tantalum vaporizer housing
and the stainless steel propellant line. This was thought to be caused by the
difficulty in establishing the correct tolerance between the stainless steel
tubing and the hole drilled in the tantalum housing. If the parts fit too
tightly, the expansion of the tubing during brazing forces the braze material
out of the hole. If the parts fit too loosely, the braze material will not
fill the void. Thus, the configuration shown in Figure 11 was adopted. In
this case, the transition was both welded and brazed to the propellant line so
that the spacing between the tantalum vaporizer housing and the propellant
line transition could be readily controlled. All of the vaporizers were retro-
fitted to this configuration to prevent development of propellant leaks.
Although the vaporizer configuration shown in Figure 11 was satisfactory
for eliminating propellant line failures, the seal (by electron beam welding)
between the porous tungsten vaporizer plug and its housing evolved as the next
problem area. Review of the vaporizer configuration and fabrication procedures
used by NASA LeRC in building the vaporizers for the SERT II thrusters resulted
in a further design refinement and a newly defined vaporize~ task. The con-
figuration for the cathode vaporizer is shown as Figure 12. The essential
features of this design are as follows:
• The edges of the porous tungsten plug are sealed by melting (washing)
with the electron beam in the electron beam welder.
• The weld between the porous plug and its housing is made from the
side (tantalum to beam washed tungsten).
• The wall of the tantalum plug housing has a very thin wall to pre-
vent stresses in the weld upon differential thermal expansion.
• The vaporizer assembly housing has a "built in" temperature sensor
receptacle to improve the reproducibility of attaching the platinum
resistance-temperature-sensing element.
To obtain the performance goals for the vaporizer assembly, the following
process steps were considered necessary, and were used in fabricating five
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Figure 12. Cathode vaporizer assembly - J-series thruster design.
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••
The porous tungsten vaporizer plug was checked for porosity and pore
size using a porosimeter; to be acceptable, results must fall within,
or to the right of the shaded area in Figure 13.
The porous plug was inspected at lOx magnification and rejected if




• All tantalum parts were vacuum fired at 1000 C for 15 minutes.
• The edge of the porous tungsten plug was electron beam washed to
sea199% of the surface (determined by visual inspection at lOx
magnification).
o
• The "edge washed" vaporizer plugs were vacuum fired at 1650 C for
one hour (at vacuum pressure less than 10-5 Torr).
• The fired vaporizer plugs were inspected at 30x magnification and
rejected if cracks were visible.
• The vaporizer plug was electron beam welded into its housing and
inspected again for cracks in the plug or the weld at 30x magnifi-
cation (or greater).
• The plug and housing assembly was put through thermal cycle and then
flow-tested by observing the bubble pattern obtained when flowing
gaseous nitrogen through the porous plug while it was immersed in
methanol.
• The transmission coefficient for the flow of gaseous nitrogen was
measured.
After assembly of the vaporizers, the screening tests (intrusion pressure and
flow calibration) were performed as described earlier in this section. The
part (drawing) numbers for the J-series thruster vaporizer designs are 1095763
(IV-C), 1095755 (IV-M), and 1095761 (IV-N). The details of the fabrication
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Vaporizer screening test results for vaporizers fabricated to the con-
figuration shown in Figure 12, and by the procedures listed above, are shown
in Table 6 and Figure 14. These vaporizers were not all fabricated under this
program. However, the test results are included here to show the variation
that was still observed in the screening tests. For the cathode vaporizer,
the test results show a marked decrease in the dispersion of the flow charac-
teristics. The results for the main and neutralizer vaporizers did not show
the same improvement. In the case of the neutralizer vaporizers, two assem-
blies (SN 904 and SN 905) deviate significantly from the other three assemblies
(for which the data shows minimal variation in characteristic). It is thought
that these vaporizers were not adequately '~aked out" after the intrusion
pressure screening test before the flow calibration was performed. The flow
characteristic for neutralizer vaporizer SN 903 was initially identical to
that of neutralizer vaporizer SN 904 durinp, flow calibration. However, after
a bakeout of about 30 hours, additional data was obtained at NASA LeRC (see
Figure 14). The main vaporizers displayed similar results, in that the main
vaporizer SN 902 changed flow characteristics after installation and opera-
tion on the thruster. If it is assumed that the flow calibrations for neu-
tralizer vaporizers SN 904 and SN 905 and for the main vaporizer, SN 902, were
in error because of partial intrusion, then the flow characteristics of the
remaining vaporizers show relatively little dispersion. Consequently, the
improvements in vaporizer material and fabrication procedures were considered
to have accomplished their goals; however, the final screening test procedures
(IPD-PR-133) require further review and refinement. As will be discussed
later, new requirements have been identified for propellant reservoir con-
figuration, mercury filling procedures, and flow data collection. These
improvements in flow measuring techniques will have to be incorporated in
the screening tests before variations in vaporizer flow characteristics like




Table 6. Vaporizer Test Summary
Vaporizers
CV NV MV
Component Serial Number 901 902 903 904 907 908 901 902 903 904 905 901 902 903 904 905 909
Test Performed
1. Heasured Intrusion Pressure, PSlA
at room temperature ·125 125 .·125 >125 123 :·125 ·125 >125 >125 >125 123 105 >125 88.7 113 111. 7 101.2
at 400°C after 50 hour test 125 ·125 ·125 107 120 123 >125 >125 >125 G) >125 96 108 121. 9 115.5 104.7 102.3
2. ~leasured F10\.J Ratt's, A
at 260°C .010 .010 .010 .012 .012 .014 .012 .007 0 .034 .022 .216 0.72 .261 .192 .166 .714
at 280°C .019 .019 .018 .022 .022 .025 .022 .024 .021 .062 .036 .363 1.26 .424 .301 .308 .818
at 300°C .041 .041 .032 .034 .035 .038 .035 .039 .036 .106 .058 .595 1.99 .709 .508 .510 1.088
at 320°C .051 .051 .045 .053 .053 .062 .057 .064 .057 .181 .094 .959 3.27 1.08 .842 .792 1.389
at beginning of 50 hour A .101 .113 .117 .111 .121 .138 .111 .116 .123 0 .142 .497 2.27 .526 .643 .394 1.834te~t
during 50 hour test .103 .176 .125 .116 .122 .141 .111 .115 .128 .163 .496 2.46 .538 .679 .404 .514
at end of 50 hour test .106 .209 .128 .119 .127 .151 .111 .119 .12/\ .147 .516 2.61 .542 .670 .394 .528
CD The main vaporizer \.,ras opera'ted at a temperature of 290°C and a reservoir pressure of 60 PSIA during the 50 hour test.
o Testing terminated after flO\.] calibration.
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The final vaporizer assembly assignment for the retrofit thrusters is
shown in Table 7. To date, no anomalies in vaporizer operation have been
observed for these vaporizers.
Table 7. Vaporizer Subassembly Assignment for the
Retrofit Thrusters (as delivered)
Thruster IV-M IV-C IV-N
J2 903 901 815
J3 825 805 917
J4 819 807 907
J5 821 817 906
J6 811 814 919
J7 901 902 920
C. CATHODE HEATERS
The changing of cathode heaters was not a part of the retrofit
modifications planned for the GFE thrusters; however, heater failures occurred
on three thrusters during preliminary cathode conditioning and thereby made
replacement of the failed heaters a necessity. The cathode heater is a coaxial
swaged heater with a configuration as shown in Figure 15. The center conductor
is the heating element and is electrically insulated from the outer conductor
by compressed magnesium oxide. For the cathode heaters (discharge and neutral-
izer) the center conductor and sheath material is tantalum. The heater is
fabricated in a swaging operation that compresses the outer conductor, magne-
sium oxide insulator, and center conductor to final diameter, and expands
these diameters in a gradual transition to larger diameter for a "lead in" to
the active element. The failure of the heaters was traced to poor quality
tantalum that formed flakes on the interior of the outer conductor during
swaging. These flakes were then compressed and forced into the magnesium
oxide insulator, eventually resulting in a short circuit between the center
and outer conductor. This failure led to the addition of specifications and
assembly instructions to the heater procurement drawing (Bl025262 Rev E). The
quality controls that are considered essential are:
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Figure 15. Typical configuration of swaged coaxial heater (dimensions shown are for cathode heaters).
• Magnesium oxide (MgO) insulation of 99% purity.
• Center conductor wire and sheath tubing to be free of nicks, notches,
abrasions, reduced diameter or other defects as determined by inspec-
tion under 30x magnification.
• All annealing operations to be performed 1204 ± 100 C (2200 ± 50op)
with time in heat zone limited to 6 min.
• Compaction density of MgO insulator to be 90 ± 2% (verified by test).
• Weld of center conductor to outer conductor to be checked by die
penetrant test.
• Active section of heater and weld to be radiographed (two views,
o90 apart) before coiling of heater.
• Heating uniformity to be checked by infrared scan (transient and
steady-state with heater operated in argon atmosphere; acceptable
variation is ±500 C from average).
Heaters of this type had been more-or-1ess routinely supplied by vendors
specializing in heater fabrication. Addition of these specifications both
escalated the costs and all but eliminated the suppliers willing to bid (with
extremely long delivery times). None of the heaters that were delivered in
accordance with these manufacturing controls has shown any evidence of deteri-
oration or failure.
In addition to the establishment of more stringent quality controls in
heater fabrication, screening tests were instituted for ferreting out potential
early failures. Each heater was carefully measured (for heater resistance)
and then thermally cycled (in vacuum) to full operating temperature for
100 cycles. The heater resistance was then re-measured, and had to be within
±10% of its original value or the heater was rejected.
These controls were applied to all of the heaters used in repairing or
fabricating new parts for the thrusters retrofit under this contract (including
the nichrome-center-conductor isolator and vaporizer heaters). No attempt has
been made to correlate any relaxation of these control measures with heater
failures (since there was no opportunity to do so within the scope of this
program). Consequently, a rather rigid adherence to arbitrarily severe accep-
tance criteria was employed. This resulted in a rather low yield of accept-
ability in the heaters fabricated (25%). Heater fabrication processes and
controls that bear further attention are:
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• Materials specifications for tantalum wire and tube (purity,
hardness, testing required).
• Number of annealing operations, cleanliness of annealing environment.
• Process for welding center conductor to outer conductor (type of
weld, heat sinking, molding of outer conductor before weld).
• Correlation of inspection results with failure rates.
D. OTHER MODIFICATIONS INCORPORATED INTO THE THRUSTERS RETROFIT UNDER
THIS PROGRAM
Several other minor modifications were required in performing the retrofit
modifications either to accommodate fabrication problems, to correct incom-
patibilities introduced by the design modifications previously approved, or
to correct design deficiencies recently identified under other programs. Five
of the more significant modifications are listed below:
• Modification of the outer casing to accommodate the dimensions of
the revised ion optics assembly.
• Increasing the number of anode support insulators from six to nine.
• The material of the rivets used to fasten nut plates to the discharge
chamber was changed from aluminum to stainless steel.
• The material used for fabricating the wiring cable clamps was changed
from MACOR(R) to VESPEL(R).
• The dimensions of the wire diameter and spacing were changed for the
wire mesh used to cover the main-keeper-insulator shields. This
also required a new procedure for attachment of the wire mesh to the
shields.
These and other less significant changes (e.g., dimensions of parts, etc.)
have been incorporated in the design documents (drawings and IPD) and in some
of the retrofit thrusters. Table 8 identifies which of the five changes listed
above that were incorporated in each thruster.
Other requirements for modifications in the thruster design or fabrication
procedures have been identified since completing the retrofit of thrusters
SN J2 through SN J7 as a result of testing performed by NASA. Some of these
requirements were determined under this contract as a result of analyzing the
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Table 8. Matrix of Additional Modifications Incorporated
in the Retrofit Thrusters
Thruster SiN J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7
Outer casing modification Yes No No No No Yes
Additional anode supports Yes No No No No Yes
Stainless steel rivets Yes No No No No Yes
Vespel harness clamps Yes No No No No Yes
Keeper-insulator shields Yes Yes No No No Yes
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thrusters returned to HRL after test. Other requirements have been identified
by the staff of NASA LeRC, or under other contracts. The objective here is to
make the list of requirements as complete as possible, and representative of
the status at the time this report is printed. A brief description of the
requirements that have been identified at this point follows.
1. Isolator Insulator Protection
The insulation of two cathode isolators was observed to deteriorate during
testing in the Mission Profile Life Test (NASA contract NAS 3-20399). Although
the investigation of these failures has not yet been completed, it has been
determined that the principal contaminant on the surface of the insulator is
carbon. An improvement in protection of these insulators will be required.
The form of this improvement depends on whether the insulator becomes con-
taminated during fabrication, during preliminary testing or handling (test
facilities or shipping procedures), or as a consequence of outgassing of
materials used in the thruster during operation of the thruster.
2. Spalling of Sputter-Deposited Material
Most of the interior surfaces of the thruster discharge chamber have
special coverings to retard erosion by ion sputtering, or to inhibit the
spalling of sputter-deposited coatings. One surface that becomes deposited
with back-sputtered material (tantalum) has been overlooked; and spalling of
relatively large flakes of material resulted during the testing of thruster
SN J7 (leading to early termination of an endurance test). This surface is
on the interior of the baffle support cylinder (mild steel) that is part of
the cathode pole assembly. A grit-blasted tantalum covering for this surface
would be the most tractable thruster modification.
3. Vespel Cable Clamp
The cable clamps that secure the wiring harness at the point where the
wiring exits the thruster's outer casing represent an unshielded high voltage
insulator. Consequently, deposition (of some form of material) on the surface
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of these clamps has led to electrical breakdown and cracking of the insulator.
These clamps will have to be shadow-shielded in the same manner as other high
voltage insulators.
4. Isolator Shadow Shields
The isolator shields are re-entrant shadow-shields fabricated from thin
stainless steel sheet. The sharp edge of the inner shield is negative with
respect to the outer shield, and there is evidence that discharges have occurred
between the shields of the two cathode isolators that failed, perhaps contri-
buting to the failure. The conditions for breakdown can be enhanced by any
slight distortion of the concentricity of the isolator shields (which can
easily occur during installation of the isolator because of the flexibility of
the shields). A design revision to eliminate the sharp edge of the inner





A set of test procedures was formulated under NASA contract NAS 3-21052
to provide a standard acceptance test that could be performed on newly
fabricated thrusters and periodically throughout the life of the thrusters to
determine operating characteristics and performance parameters. In formulating
these procedures, an attempt was made to make the instructions and descriptions
sufficiently general to enable anyone with an elementary understanding of
thruster operation to reproduce acceptance test conditions using an arbitrary
set of power supplies. Having experienced considerable difficulty in perform-
ing the acceptance tests on thruster SN Jl, the test procedures were revised
and redefined under this program to facilitate testing. The procedures as
now written require a test console with a certain degree of automation, as
described in a NASA LeRC document entitled "Thruster Requirements Document"
(see Appendix B). Several iterations on the procedures were required, first
to provide opportunity for a real time review of the test data by NASA LeRC
personnel, and finally, to improve the accuracy of propellant flow measurement.
The discussion in this section describes the essential issues raised in evolu-
tion of the acceptance test procedures, presents data relating to the problems
of obtaining accurate measurement of propellant flow, and compares test results
for the retrofit thrusters. A summary of the test data for each thruster is
provided in Appendix C. More complete data packages were provided to NASA
LeRC; copies may be obtained directly from that center.
A. ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES
The procedures for performing acceptance testing of the 30-cm J-series
thruster are described in six documents in the Hughes IPD (inspection and
process document) format. These IPD's are numbered IPD-PR-138 through IPD-PR-
143. A short description of each document is as follows:
• IPD-PR-138, 30-cm Thruster Acceptance Procedure, provides detailed
instructions for taking data and reducing data.
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• IPD-PR-139, Thruster Test Facility, specifies the vacuum facility
and thruster interface requirements.
• IPD-PR-140, Power Processor, specifies the power supply requirements
and characteristics needed for thruster testing.
• IPD-PR-141, Instrumentation and Calibration, describes the test
equipment and methods used for calibration.
• IPD-PR-142, Preliminary Thruster Preparation, describes the measure-
ments and procedures required. in installing a thruster in a test
facility.
• IPD-PR-143, Data Formats for Thruster Testing, contains the data
formats for recording the data in acceptance and performance evalua-
tion tests.
The performance of the thruster testing is governed by IPD-PR-138. The
major test elements are:
• Initial cathode conditioning.
• Thruster start-up.
• Determination of the minimum magnetic baffle current for stable
operation.
• Measurement of neutralizer-keeper-voltage/vaporizer-temperature
characteristics.
• Determination of the minimum emission current (eV/ion) for selected
operating points.
• Measurement of thruster efficiencies for ten operating points.
• Documentation of oscillation in specified thruster parameters.
• Documentation of thruster high voltage overload recycle characterstics.
• Documentation of the ion optics system for selected operating points.
The sequence and procedures for performing these tests is described in the
IPDs (available from NASA LeRC). Although the sequence of tests may seem
relatively unimportant, it was determined during this program that there is
a preferred sequence for performing these tests if the data is to be obtained
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reproducibly without accumulating an excessive amount of thruster operating
time. The ten standard test points are specified by selecting the net
accelerating voltage, Vb' the ion beam current, Jb , the discharge voltage, Vn,
and the discharge emission current, J E• Two other reference values are
required to fully specify the thruster control parameters: neutralizer-keeper
voltage, VNK , and the magnetic baffle current, J MB . The values for these
parameters are determined as a function of beam current in the tests described
in the third and fourth elements above. Table 9 gives a matrix of the test
points and tests performed during a standard acceptance test. Test points
numbered 1, 4, 6, 7, and 9 are typically referred to as the principal throttling
points, and therefore receive the majority of attention in the acceptance test.
Test point number 11 provides information about the neutralizer control charac-
teristic that is useful in predicting the effect of the high voltage recycle
algorithm on the operation of the neutralizer cathode.
The first quantity toat must be determined for operation of a new thruster
is the value of magnetic baffle current for obtaining the correct division of
propellant flow into the discharge hollow-cathode and the discharge chamber.
The form of the characteristic for cathode keeper voltage, VCK ' versus magnetic
baffle current, J MB , is shown in Figure 16. The value of J MB that becomes the
reference value for each value of beam current is determined from this charac-
teristic (as shown in Figure 16) by the following criteria:
• J MB should be about 0.2 A less than the value for which VCK is a
minimum
• VCK for the selected value of JMB should not be more than 0.02 V
greater than the minimum value of VCK
This characteristic changes during the first few hours of thruster operation,
and the minimum value of VCK shifts (usually to a lower value of J MB). Conse-
quently, it is necessary to allow the thruster to "run-in" for a minimum of
about eight hours before meaningful characterization can be obtained.
If the thruster is new and being run for the first time, some period of





























MAGNETIC BAFFLE CURRENT, A
Figure 16. Characteristic of cathode keeper voltage versus magnetic
baffle current.
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•Table 9. Matrix of Acceptance Test Control Parameters and Tests Performed
Control Parameters
Test Point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Jb,A 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.6 1.3 1.3 1.0 .75 .75 .75 0
Vb,V 1100 1100 1100 940 1100 820 700 1100 600 600 0
VD'V 32 31 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 31 36
JE,A 12 12 11.4 10 8.5 8.5 7.0 5.75 5.75 5.75 0
Tests Performed
c. Magnetic Baffle • • • • •Current
d. Neutralizer Keeper • • • • • •Voltage
e. Minimum eV/ion • • • • •
f. Electrical and • • • • • • • • • •Propellant
Efficiencies
g. Oscillatory Behavior • • • • •
h. High Voltage Recycle • • • • •
i- Ion Optics Perveance
• • • • •
• Indicates Test Performed
infrequent overcurrents or "arcs" and operating parameters in normal range).
Consequently, the preferred sequence of performing the acceptance test is to
"condition" or "activate" the cathode inserts by heating and start the thruster
by the algorithm shown in Figure 17. This brings the thruster on at the
conditions for test set-point number 9. The thruster operator then adjusts
the value of VNK and J MB to keep the thruster operation stable and in "normal"
ranges of parameters while gradually increasing the beam current until the 2-A
set-point (test point number 1) is reached. The thruster is allowed to operate
at this point for approximately four hours without recording data (other than
for reference purposes). Operation and monitoring of the thruster during this
initial run-in is best performed by an experienced operator, since it is diffi-
cult to describe all possible variations or combinations of abnormalities (or
apparent abnormalities) that can occur. After the thruster has operatecl stably
for at least four hours at the test point number 1, (TP 1), the magnetic baffle
test procedure (c) and the neutralizer characteristic procedure (d) are per-
formed to obtain the values of J MB and VNK that are used for the remaining tests
under TP 1, TP 2, and TP 3. Procedures for (i), and then (e) are performed before
recording data for determining thruster efficiency. At least three hours of
operation must be performed at the beam current level for which the thruster
is being tested if the propellant flow data is to be valid (this will be dis-
cussed in more detail in the next section). Consequently, the procedures for
TP 2 and TP 3 are performed immediately after those for TPI. In terms of
working time, the testing up to this point has required two 12-16 hour days.
At least four additional days of testing are required to complete the
test - one day each for the test group as follows: TP 8, TP 9, and TP 10;
TP 5 and TP 6; TP 4 and TP 7; TP 11 and test procedures (g) and (h) for all
applicable TP's. The order of these test groups is not important, provided
that the thruster is allowed to stabilize at each new value of J b for at
least three hours (except for procedures g and h). Test times (beam on) have
varied from as little as 43 hours to in excess of 100 hours. This variation
depends on the amount of time required to stabilize the thruster at J b = 2 A
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Figure 17. Thruster start-up algorithm.
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malfunction, or difficulty in obtaining some particular characteristic because
of a narrow range of thruster stability).
The sequence described above differs slightly from that in the latest
revision of IPD-PR-138 because of the requirement for three-hour operation to
obtain stable propellant flow. The period of three-hours operating time for
obtaining thermal equilibrium may not, in fact, be long enough, and therefore
further revision of the procedure is considered premature without more test
data.
B. PROPELLANT MEASUREMENT
The measurement of the propellant (mercury) flow must be performed with
high accuracy to provide a valid data base for comparing one thruster with
another, or for monitoring the characteristics of a given thruster over its
lifetime. The electrical efficiency of the thruster is determined almost
entirely by the thruster control parameters that are established by the operator.
The efficiency of the thruster in ionizing the mercury to produce the programmed
beam current is, therefore, the most significant measure of a thruster's
performance characteristic. The pertinent figure of merit is the propellant
or mass utilization efficiency. To be absolutely valid, this efficiency should
be defined as the ratio of the number of ions that leave the thruster in the
ion beam to the number of neutral atoms that enter the discharge chamber each
second. The rate of ions leaving the discharge chamber can be readily deter-
mined by measuring both the beam current and the ration of singly to doubly
charged ions in the extracted ion beam. The ion beam current can be measured
quite accurately; however, measurement of the ratio of singly to doubly charged
ions requires a relatively sophisticated probe measurement. An analysis of
the accuracy of this measurement technique has been performed under NASA
contract NAS 3-21943, with the re~ult that the inherent capability (error <1;')
exceeds that of the capability for measuring propellant flow (see Appendix D).
Propellant flow has been measured, traditionally, by recording the volume
of mercury remaining in a calibrated supply reservoir, as a function of time.
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The accuracy of the measurement depends on several factors. First, since
the volume of mercury used per unit of time is relatively small, any change
in temperature of the propellant system can produce an apparent change in
the mercury remaining in the supply reservoir. Secondly, if a small amount
of gas is trapped in the mercury supply lines, it will expand more rapidly
than the mercury as it moves nearer the high temperature of the thruster
and vaporizer, thereby changing the apparent flow from the reservoir. Finally,
because of the small volume of propellant used per unit of time, the propellant
flow measurements have to be made over a time interval of at least one-half
hour. This imposes a rather stringent stability requirement on the power
electronics unit and its control system. In the course of testing the thrusters
that were retrofit under this program, procedures were implemented to address
the elimination of gas trapped in the propellant system, and to ensure a
steady-state temperature before recording flow data.
The retrofit thrusters were tested in the sequence as follows: J5, J4, J6,
J3, J7, J2. The first three thrusters in this sequence were tested before
attention was focused on the relatively large dispersion in propellant flows
being measured. Figure lS shows the propellant efficiencies measured at each
of the test points for these three thrusters. An intensive examination of the
propellant system, the reservoir calibration, and the filling procedures was
undertaken to improve the accuracy of propellant measurement, primarily at
NAS LeRC, but with some work performed under this program. Making use of the
information provided by NASA LeRC in TRIM 104, (see Appendix B), the propellant
reservoir configuration and filling procedure was modified. The dispersion in
propellant flow measurements was markedly reduced, as shown in Figure 19. All
of the data shown in Figure 19 was obtained after ensuring that the propellant
system was free from trapped gas pockets by using a pressurization criteria
derived from the NASA experiments. The propellant utilization efficiency data
obtained in acceptance testing of thrusters SN J8, J9, and J10 (not performed
under this contract) have been included in Figure 19 to illustrate the improve-
ment in the data. Whereas the scatter in propellant efficiency for the data
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Figure 18. Comparison of the propellant efficiencies mea-
sured at each of the acceptance test points
for thrusters SNJ4, J5, and J6.
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It is likely that Figure 18 displays only measurement error, while the
variations seen in Figure 19 may, in fact, be real differences between
thrusters.
Some measurement error may still be present, however, since it was
determined during thruster testing at NASA LeRC (see Appendix B), and then at
HRL in testing of thruster SN J7, that the time required for the propellant
system to reach thermal equilibrium is on the order of three hours. This was
indicated by the variation of propellant efficiency and manifold temperature
with time after the thruster was turned on (see Figure 20). This means that the
thruster must be operated at the point under test for a minimum of three hours
before propellant flow data is recorded, at least for startup from a cold
start. It is not known whether this is adequate for all initial conditions
or test facilities, or whether it is necessary to monitor the temperature
stability of more of the propellant system components.
Variation in performance between thrusters Qn the order of ±ll. would not
be unreasonable since there has been no effort directed towards identifying
critical tolerances of thruster dimensions or magnetic field strength that
correlate with performance variations. The axial component of magnetic
induction measured on the centerline, for example, varies from a minimum value
of 58 gauss (thruster SN J8) to a maximum value of 66 gauss (thruster SN J9),
with values for other thrusters distributed rather uniformly between these
limits (variation ±6i.). Based on Figure 19, this variation does not appear
to result in significant performance variation; however, this is only one of
many possible observations.
C. ACCEPTANCE TEST RESULTS
As a part of the acceptance test for each of the thrusters (SN J2 through
SN J7) that were retrofit under this program, the data was reduced and a
detailed report was delivered to the NASA program manager. These reports
are available through the NASA Lewis Research Center. The symbols, definitions
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Figure 19. Comparison of the propellant efficiencies measured
at each of the acceptance test points for thrusters









































TIME ELAPSED AFTER THRUSTER (BEAM EXTRACTION) TURN-ON, hrs
Figure 20. Variation of propellant efficiency and manifold temperature as
a function of time after thruster turn on •
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in Appendix C with a summary of the more important acceptance test data for
each thruster. A short discussion of these data is presented in this section.
The most important characteristics of the thruster from the viewpoint of
the thrust system designer are the power input required (PT) , the thrust
produced (F), and the effective specific impulse (I ). These characteristics
sp
are shown for the principal operating points in Table 10 (as defined by ion
beam voltage, Vb' and ion beam current, J b). Since the control of the J-series
thruster is based on beam voltage and beam current, Table 10 provides a cali-
bration for the thruster tested with regard to the performance that can be
anticipated. Some variations would be expected, based on the error in pro-
pellant measurement contained in most of these data (discussed in the preceding
section). Although the statistical sampling is too small to provide any
validity to the averages shown, they should be useful as representative values.
It should also be noted that propellant efficiencies measured at NASA LeRC
have consistently been 1 to 2% lower than those measured at Hughes .. Conse-
quently the values of nT and I shown in Table 10 should be consideredsp
optimistic (at least until the remaining source of error can be identified).
Two other important thruster "calibrations" are the reference values for
the magnetic baffle current (JMB) and the neutralizer keeper voltage (VNK) as
functions of beam current. Figure 21 shows the values of magnetic baffle
current determined as "optimum" by the acceptance test procedure (including
two points repeated at NASA LeRC)! The dashed line indicates a best fit to
the data shown that could be acceptable for determining the reference value
of magnetic baffle current at any given beam current without appreciable loss
of stability or change in propellant flows. However, it would have to be
verified experimentally that stable thruster operation would result from using
the best fit value of magnetic baffle current for a specific thruster.
Figure 22 shows the neutralizer voltage reference values for each thruster
that were determined by the acceptance test procedures. Again, the dashed
curve represents a best fit of the data; however, this curve is of value only
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Figure 22. Neutralizer keeper voltage




Table 10. Summary of J-Series Thruster Performance Characteristics
Thruster Performance Characteristics
Vb' J b ,
p
T' c0 FCD nT' I sp 'F,siN V A W T ., mN/0 sec
2 1100 2.0 2647 0.977 0.988 74.6 130;5 3091
3 2661 0.966 0.986 73.1 129.3 3066
4 2663 0.964 0.982 72.2 128.5 3049
5 2626 0.967 0.982 72.5 127.7 3043
6 2653 0.982 0.986 77 .0 131. 3 3179
7 2664 0.958 0.989 73.1 J28.5 3094
Average 2653 0.969 0.986 73.7 129.3 3087
2 no 1.6 1874 0.985 0.988 71. 7 96.8 2833
3 1877 0.975 0.987 69.2 96.3 2771
4 1890 0.972 0.977 68.1 95.1 2764
5 1889 0.945 0.983 65.0 93.0 2695
6 1861 0.972 0.936 70.9 96.6 2824
7 1890 0.972 0.985 73.3 95.8 2828
Average 1880 0.970 0.984 69.7 95.6 2786
2 820 1.3 1397 0.991 0.989 68.7 74.5 2630
3 1394 0.978 0.986 64.8 72.9 2531
4 1406 0.978 0.978 67.6 72.6 2510
5 1398 0.967 0.982 61.9 72 .2 2447
6 1394 0.976 0.985 64.7 73.0 2511
7 1399 0.973 0.983 63.6 72.4 2510
Average 1398 0.977 0.984 65.2 72.9 2523
2 700 1.0 982 0.995 0.983 61. 4 53.0 2320
3 980 0.984 0.984 58.4 52.0 2249
4 978 0.983 0.977 59.6 51.7 2251
5 977 0.97 0.982 55.3 51. 5 2142
G 978 0.988 0.984 62.8 52.6 2390
7 982 0.98 0.986 59.9 52.0 2306
Average 980 0.983 0.984 59.6 52.1 2276
2 600 0.75 692 0.999 0.988 54.7 37.1 2085
3 691 0.99 0.98 51.3 36.3 1993
4 681 0.99 0.977 50.7 35.6 1941
5 696 0.98 0.983 50.3 36.16 1977
6 691 0.99 0.984 50.2 36.7 1926
7 694 0.99 0.99 52.7 36.7 2035
Average 691 0.992 0.984 51.6 36.4 1992
CD It is the correction factor for contributions of doubly charged ions to J b .
CD Fr is the correction factor for non-axial velocity components of beam ions.
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for thruster SN J7, for example, cannot operate stably at a value of VNK on
the best fit line since the minimum point of its characteristics (VNK vs TNV )
are only slightly less than the values determined by the llbest fit ll line (in
voltage, see Appendix C). Consequently, the dispersion displayed in the data
shown in Figure 22 demonstrates the need for individual thruster calibration
and the provision in the power processor for accommodating these differences.
The conclusions that can be drawn from the acceptance test data for the
retrofit thrusters are as follows:
• There is relatively little dispersion in the important performance
measures, even though the test procedures and quality control
measures used were undergoing refinement throughout the retrofit
activity.
• All of the thrusters can be operated stably by the same power






The documentation discussed in this section is the collection of
engineering drawings and inspection and process documents (IPDs) used for
fabrication of the 30-cm J-series thruster. The design of the J-series
thruster, as determined by these documents was reviewed, modified, and con-
sidered to be complete and final under the Retrofit and Verification Test
contract (NAS 3-21052). There were approximately 200 drawings and 40 IPDs
that described the thruster design in somewhat more detail than required by
the DOD-D-1000, level 1 standard. However, in the formal terminology of Con-
figuration Management, the design documentation was incomplete for establish-
ing "configuration identification" and a detailed "end item" specification.
The work performed under this program upgraded and augmented the existing
documents to improve the "technology readiness" status for a more formal con-
figuration management and document control program.
A. INITIAL REVIEW
With the completion of the documentation update to include the retrofit
modifications designed under contract NAS 3-21052, the completeness of the
drawings and IPDs for the J-series thruster was considered adequate for the
status of the thruster development at that time. It was soon learned that
further design modifications (primarily in the vaporizer and ion optics
assemblies) would be necessary to meet the objectives of the thruster retrofit.
Consequently, a new task was added to this program to incorporate into the
drawings and IPDs the changes that were required to correct the deficiencies
in the thruster design that had been observed in verification and acceptance
tests. This work was completed and the drawing and IPD package was placed
under control of the HRL document control organization. A formalized procedure
was established for providing further engineering changes, subject to Hughes
and NASA review and approval. Shortly after the documentation package had
been completed and placed under drawing control, closer scrutiny by both Hughes
and NASA personnel began to uncover relatively minor, but significant errors
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of omission, inconsistencies between drawings, and inadequacies in the
cross-referenced parts list. The discrepancies noted were of the following
general types:
• omission of some critical dimensions or tolerances
• omission of IPD references
• omission of process specifications
• inconsistency of dimensions or tolerances
• incorrect dimensions, callouts, or tolerances
• inadequate criteria for inspection
• confusing or ambiguous instructions
• incorrect sequence of operations
In the end, 89 engineering change requests (ECRs) were written and pro-
cessed, with 85 being resolved and completed, and four rejected for lack of
data to formulate the missing specifications in a meaningful way (so that
specifications could be met without radically changing the way in which HRL
previously has built or procured thruster parts). The type of specifications
that require a more definitive formulation cover the general'areas of
• welding (electron beam and TIG)
• materials (impregnated porous tungsten" tantalum, etc.)
• purchased parts (heaters, etc.)
Adequate treatment of these areas could not be performed within the scope of
the resources allotted to this task.
To provide a guide to the documentation available for the 30-em J-series
thruster, the final indentured parts list has been included in this report as
Appendix E. The completeness of the documentation for the 30-cm, J-series
thruster as represented by this parts list now satisfies the requirements of
the DOD-D-lOOO, level 2 standard. Consequently, the objectives of the docu-





Under this program, six 900 series, 30-cm mercury ion thrusters were
modified to the J-series design and evaluated using standardized test pro-
cedures. The performance of the retrofit thrusters now meets the design
objectives with regard to operating characteristics, electrical efficiency,
and mass efficiency. On the basis of preliminary test results (obtained under
other programs) it can be inferred that the design objectives for all other
thruster properties (not evaluated under this program) will also be satisfied
by the thruster design. In order to complete the retrofit modifications and
satisfy the evaluation tests, it was necessary to advance the status of
several technology areas. First, the design of the ion optics assembly was
improved to provide dimensional stability under normal thermal conditions.
Second, the porous tungsten vaporizer design was improved to eliminate vapor-
izer failures (by penetration of the mercury propellant). Third, quality
control measures were instituted to improve fabrication of swaged heaters for
cathodes and vaporizers. Finally, the procedures for preparation and testing
of thrusters were improved to reduce inherent measurement error.
The test data for the six thrusters shows relatively little dispersion,
considering that the improvements in fabrication and testing procedures were
cumulative throughout the program. If the fabrication and testing uncertain-
ties were factored out, the performance variations would be less than ±2%.
Moreover, the thrusters could all be operated with a single power processor,
and within a "normal" range of control parameters.
The drawings and IPDs for fabricating thrusters of the J-series design
are now quite adequate for reproduction of J-series thrusters by any industrial
organization having the appropriate fabrication and assembly skills, and some
understanding of ion thruster operating principles. The completeness of the
documentation for a formal "configuration management" program is subject to
question.
Not all of the initial design objectives were met during the program.
The vaporizer design that evolved resulted in characteristics for vaporizer
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temperature versus propellant-flow that require operation at a temperature
approximately SOoC higher than was considered desirable at the outset of the
program. If it is necessary to operate the thruster in a higher temperature
environment than anticipated (e.g., for a Comet Encke redezvous), the vaporizer
design may, in fact, be satisfactory. The adequacy and finality of the
J~series design will therefore depend on future definitions of systems require-
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•MODIFICATIONS FOR UPGRADING 900 SERIES 30 CM THRUSTERS
TO THE J-SERIES THRUSTER DESIGN

APPENDIX A
MODIFICATIONS FOR UPGRADING 900 SERIES 30 CM THRUSTERS
TO THE J-SERIES THRUSTER DESIGN
The design of the 900 series 30-cm thruster was reviewed under NASA 3-21052,
and 20 design modifications were identified to correct failure modes that had
either been identified in design validation testing or were considered potential
failures. These modifications were implemented in thruster SN 901 to obtain the
first of the J-series thrusters (SN J1). A discussion of these design modifica-
tions follows.
Screen Grid
Based on the erosion rate of the screen grid during a 4000-hour endurance
test, the projected lifetime of the screen grid was estimated to be less than
10,000 hours. Since the design goal for the thruster lifetime is 15,000 hours, it
was imperative that a corrective measure be taken. The action taken was to alter
the accelerator grid design. Lewis Research Center (LeRC) and Hughes Research
Laboratories (HRL) technology programs showed that a low transmission (less than
30%) accelerator grid permits a lowering of discharge chamber voltage without a
loss in thruster efficiency. A lower discharge voltage reduces the fraction of
doubly charged ions that are produced in the chamber; therefore, the lower energy
and fewer doubly charged ions reduces the screen grid wear. The recommended
change was to decrease the diameter of the apertures in the accelerator grid from
0.152 cm (0.060 in.) to 0.114 cm (0.045 in.). More will be said later about a
modification to the accelerator support brought about by this change.
Insulation of Wire Near Cathode Polepiece
Teflon/Kapton insulated leads connected to the cathode heater, magnetic baf-
fle coil, and cathode keeper pass through the region around the cathode polepiece.
Operating temperatures of 300°C caused the insulation to loosen, which could per-
mit a short between the leads and surfaces at different potentials. In fact, this
happened to the cathode keeper lead during the endurance test after 4000 hours of
operation. To prevent this from occurring, a change in the insulation in the hot
region was proposed. Ceramic beads were suggested as replacements, as shown in
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;/ MAGNETIC BAFFLE
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Figure A-I. Modification in wiring to eliminate Teflon/
Kapton insulation in proximity to the cathode
pole piece.
Cathode Polepiece Wire Mesh Covering
Wire mesh is used to cover surfaces where sputter deposition is anticipated.
The mesh inhibits spalling by providing an irregular curved surface for the depo-
sition. In spite of this, large flakes were observed in the interior of the cath-
ode polepiece during an examination following 4000 hours of testing. Tests at
LeRC showed that a better choice for mesh size would be a 0.018 cm (0.007 in.)
spacing between 0.009 cm (0.0035 in.) diameter wires. This wire size was proposed
as a replacement for the original mesh.
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Gimbal Bracket Insulators
Two gimbal pads are used to support the thruster. Both are diametrically
opposite each other on the outer cylindrical surface of the thruster and are sup-
ported by ceramic insulators. Some of these insulators fractured during a vibra-
tion test. For this reason, replacement with insulators made of Vespel have been
suggested. The Vespel insulator design includes threaded steel inserts, and a
temperature limit of 300·C, which would be acceptable since the insulator tempera-
ture is not expected to exceed 200°C.
The following are lesser modifications that were also proposed and have been
accepted.
Anode
Stainless steel wire mesh was attached to the inner surface of the anode in
several places. The purpose of the mesh was to minimize the formation of flakes.
Unfortunately, the method of attachment permitted the mesh to lift away from the
anode surface. The proposed modification was to use anode material that had the
mesh bonded to it.
Baffle Support and Magnetic Coil
The end of the tubular baffle support has openings that permit electrons to
pass from the cathode past the baffle into the discharge chamber. The material
next to these openings is covered with tantalum foil. This foil interfered with
the magnetic coil when it was installed on the support tube. The proposed design
increases the magnetic coil diameter and the diameter of the part of the baffle
support used to mount the coil. The dimensions of the openings in the end of the
baffle support would remain the same.
Cathode Inserts
Tantalum wires were used to attach the porous tungsten inserts to the
cathode tube. These wires frequently became brittle and broke during assembly.
Rhenium wire was suggested as replacement to decrease the chance of failure.
Neutralizer Erosion Shields
Examination after the 4000-hour test revealed erosion in the neutralizer




An increase of the harness wire length (to 3.65 m) was proposed to
accommodate the interface requirements for thruster testing. A Hughes specifica-
tion for lead wire was also proposed for wire purchases.
Anode Insulator
Since Lucalox is no longer available, HRL proposed that the anode support
insulator be changed to alumina (AL 300).
Vaporizer
Variation in vaporizer behavior was observed in several instances. In order
to obtain more uniform vaporizer material, a new specification was proposed.
Detailed fabrication instructions were also suggested to be incorporated into the
design package.
Neutralizer Fasteners
Neutralizer fasteners were located in places that were close to insulated
wire leads. Using excessive torque on these fasteners resulted in damage to the
insulation in some cases. This damage was difficult to prevent and detect. The
relocation of these fasteners was proposed to avoid the problem.
Wire Harness Clamp
The Mycroy harness clamp broke several times during assembly. The design
change proposed that the material be changed to machinable ceramic.
Insulator Shield
Cup shields are used to protect insulators from material deposits. Misalign-
ment of the shields could occur easily creating a short. A self-centering design
for the shields was proposed.
Gimbal Pad
Tolerance buildup could create an extremely small clearance between the
gimbal pad (at spacecraft potential) and the accelerator grid mounting (at screen
potential). This required a custom fit to avoid arcing. A change in the pad
dimension was suggested to eliminate this special handling during assembly.
The backplate was fitted to the backplate structural brace with shims. This
procedure was time consuming and inaccurate. The design proposed incorporates




Identical main and cathode isolator heaters were fabricated, but the heater
used on the cathode isolator had to be partially uncoiled when assembled. This
bending of an active part of the heater was undesirable. A request to change the
design of the cathode isolator heater to its final configuration was made.
Ground Screen
Once a thruster was attached to the gimbal pads, access to the wiring termi-
nals or inspection of some thruster components required that the thruster be
removed from the mount and the neutralizer assembly detached from the ground
screen. The proposed design altered the ground screen so that it could be removed
without disturbing the neutralizer or the mount.
Propellant Manifold
Performance testing requires individual monitoring of mercury flow to the
three vaporizers. This meant that propellant line connections had to be made
within the ground screen and required undesirable manipulation of the propellant
lines. A manifold was proposed that would be located at the rear of the thruster
for acess to the feed lines for the three vaporizers, and that could be used for
- either single or multiple mercury lines.
Coaxial Heater Terminal
Coaxial heaters are used on the vaporizers and cathodes. The terminals are
complex, fragile, and difficult to fabricate. It was proposed to use the simpler
terminal that is employed on the 8-cm thruster.
Two additional modifications were proposed and rejected. They dealt with the
backplate wire mesh specification and the isolator heaters. It was determined at
the design review that there was nota good justification for the proposed changes
and they were dropped.
Only fifteen of the design modifications listed and described in the para-
graphs above were approved for retrofitting existing thrusters. The modifications
incorporated were those affecting the following components or subassemblies:
1. Ion optics electrodes (accelerator aperture diameter)
2. Cathode pole-piece subassembly (wire mesh coverings)
3. Anode (bonded wire mesh)
4. Gimbal pad mounting insulators (Vespel)
5. Porous tungsten cathode inserts (lead attachment)
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6. Neutralizer erosion shields (change in area)
7. Wiring harness (wire size and lengths)
8. Anode insulators (alumina)
9. Neutralizer housing subassembly (dimensions)
10. Wire harness clamp (material)
11. Insulator shields (self-centering)
12. Ion optics assembly mounting ring (fastener recess)
13. Backplate structural brace (custom spacers)
14. Outer ground screen (improve fit)











This appendix is comprised of internal NASA documents
that were supplied for reference under Contract NAS 3-21357.
The work described in these documents was essential to the













This document identifies the electrical power and control capabilities
required to operate a J-series 30-cm thruster according to the
algorithms of Refs. I and 2 and Section 7.0.
2.0 DEFINITION OF TERMS
2.1 Load resistance is measured at the heater terminal and does
not include cable, connectors, or instrumentation impedances
(standard thruster is supplied with 12 foot harness per Table I).
2.2 Operating points are the independently selectable current or
voltage val~es required for thruster operation.
2.3 Regulation and low frequency ripple includes all line, load,
.and thermal variations; accuracy and repeatabil ity of operating
point selection; and any low frequency «100Hz) oscillations.
2.4 High frequency ripple includes all oscillations and variations
>lOOHz.
2.5 Symbols are defined in Table II.








Preheat High (PHT Hi)
Preheat Low (PHT Lo)
Ignition Heat (IG/HT)
Run (Normal) - including throttle
3.3 All off-normal detection and correction algorithms.
3.4 The recycle sequence algorithm (see 7.0 below).
3.5 Algorithms of 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 are detailed in Ref. 2.
4.0 THRUSTER LOADS
The thruster consists of 12 loads consisting of 6 heaters, 1 electro-
magnet, 3 discharges, the beam and the accelerator grid.
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Isolator Heater (2 in parallel)
Neutralizer Keeper Discharge
Cathode Keeper Discharge
Ma i n Dis cha rge
Magnetic Baffle Coil
Beam Extraction (Screen Grid)
Accelerator Grid





Reg. and L. F. Ripple





o to 14.2W + lW vaporizer heater
power to m~Tntain JB constant




















load Res is tance
Operating Points:
Reg. and L. F. Ripple




Reg. and L. F. Ripple





Continuously Variable from 0 to
13.2W + lW vaporizer heater
powe r to rna in ta i n t:;V I" cons tan t
to within + .05V (0 to 2A rms
or DC) -








Continuously variable from 0 to
13.2W + lW vaporizer heater
power to maintain VNK constant
to with in + .2V














watt (2.5A rms or DC)
watt (4.25A rms or DC)
Reg. and L. F. Ripple
H. F. Ripple
4.2.5 Neutralizer Tip Heater
Load Resistance:
Operating Points:





Reg. and L. F. Ripple
H. F. Ri pp1e
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18.8w (2.5A rms or DC)
48.ow (4.0A rms or DC)




(main and cathode in parallel)
108w (7A rms or DC)
S5W (5A rms or DC)





4.2.7 Neutralizer Keeper (Low Voltage)
Volt/Amp Requirements
Operating Points
Reg. & L. F. Ripple
H. F. Ripple (> 100Hz)






Output Z - Inductive, required for recycle algorithm, 7.0
Present values for power processor of Refs. land 3
1.9 mhy @full load DC




Reg. & L. F. Ripple
H. Fe Ripple (:7 100 Hz)
Output Z






4.2.9 Boost Section (High Voltage for Keeper Suppl ies)
Volt/Amp Requirements
Max. power not to exceed 3.5 watts
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375 + 25V @OA
























Output Z - Inductive, required for recycle algorithm, 7.0
Present values for power processor of Refs. 1 and 3
0.48 mhy @ful110ad DC
0.55 mhy @ 2A - DC






It •2. 11 Beam




Reg. & L. F. Ripple(l)










Reg. & L. F. Ripple
H. F. Ri pp 1e
Output Z
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1100V @ O. 4A
1100V @ 2.1 A


















Capac it ive , 2: o. 1~ f
O. 2.Jl. nom.
O.5Jl. max.






4.3 The algorithms and phases for which each operating point is required is given below:
I' "
Pre-Condo PHT Hi PHT Lo IG/HT Run (Norm.) Run (Off-Norm.)
Main Vap. (a 11 JB set pts.) X X X
Cath. Vap. (a 11 /iVI set pts. ) X X X
" .. - ._...- _..
.....• __ .
- .. _- ... - .. .._".-_ .. -
- . _. -_.-
Neut. Vap. (a 11 VNK set pts.) X X X X
Cath. Tip 54.2\01 X X X(1) X(1)
18.8\01 X
Neut. Tip 48.0\01 X X X(2) X(2)
18.8\01 X
I so 1. Htr. 108\01 X
SSW X
Neut. Kpr. 2.4A X X X X
2. lA X X
Boost X X X X
Cath. Kpr. 1.0A X X X
Boost X X X X
Discharge (a II JE set pts.) X X X
Beam (all VI set pts.) X -- X
Accelerator 300V X X
Mag. Baffle (a 11 JMB set pts.) X X X
(1) On 1y if JE l 4A for 5 sec
(2)Only 'If J 7A fNK ~ • or 5 sec
9.
5.0 CONTROL FUNCTIONS
The following control functions must be provided by the power processor
or some other controller.
5.1 Sense JE and insure that the cathode tip current is set to OA within
5 sec after JE exceeds 4A.
5.2 Sense JNK and insure that the neutralizer tip current is set to OA
within 5 sec after JNK exceeds 0.7A.
5.3 Sense Je and JA and initiate and control the recylcle sequence in
accordance with the attached recycle algorithm. Total sequence time
< 600m sec (see 7.0).
5.4 Provide continuous control of 3 vaporizer heaters as described in 4.2.
6.0 TELEMETRY
6.1 The following parameters must be measured and made available for
algorithm decisions or thruster operational and performance evaluation:
VI' Ja, JA' ~VI' JE, JMa, VNK , J NK , VCK ' and VG'
6.2 The following parameters are useful for thruster operational and
performance evaluation:
6.3 Platinum resistance vaporizer temperature sensors are provided for
temperature measurement. These sensors are Nom. ZOOJl@ OOC with a
gain of 0.7201°c.
7.0 RECYCLE SEQUENCE ALGORITHM
1.1 Conditions for Initiating Sequence
Ja>Z.lA and/or JA>60mA for>70m sec.





Turn off screen and accel. voltages
Decrease JE to 2.6A ~ 0.2A
Increase JNK to 2.4A ~ 0.05 A
Disable Je, JA Comparison Circuits
7.3 At Sequence Time t = 150m sec + 10m sec









Reset J E to previous run value
Reset JNK to previous run value
Enable J~, JA comparison circuits and reset 70m sec timer
to zero If necessary.
7.5 Rise and Decay Times (Typ i ca 1) are as Follows:
Rise Decay
Vs <: 30m sec <5m sec
VAS < 30m sec <5m sec
JE 100 - 150m sec <50m sec
JNK < 5m sec <5m sec
7.6 Typical sequences are attached. Photo Set 1, 3, and 4 are for 0.75A Ja
at 600v VI; Photo Set 2,5,6, 7 and 8 are for 2A JB at 1100V VI'












#1 VI 500 v/em
#2 VA 200 v/em
#3 JO 4 amp/em
#4 JNK 1 amp.em
no delay
Set #3
#1 VI 500 v/em
#2 VA 200 v/em
#3 IB 0.5 amp/em
#4 IA 0.1 amp/em
no delay
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Set #2
#1 VI 500 v/em
#2 VA 200 v/em
#3 Jo 4 amp/em
#4 JNK 1 amp/em
260 msee delay
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Set #4
#1 VI 500 v/em
#2 VA 200 v/em
#3 IB 0.5 amp/em
#4 IA 0.1 amp/em
260 msee delay
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#1 VI 500 v/em
#2 VA 200 v/em
#3 18 1 amp/em
#4 IA 0.1 amp/em
no delay
Set #6
#1 VI 500 v/em
#2 VA 200 v/em
#3 18 1 amp/em
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#1 VI 500 v/em
#2 VA 200 v/em
#3 Jo 4 amp/cm
#4 JNK 2 amp/em
no delay
Set 118
#1 VI 500 v/em
#2 VA 200 v/em
#3 JO 4 amp/em
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14.
8.0 POWER REQUIREMENT MARGINS
8.1 Two potential areas of degradation which might impact power require-
ments exist. These are cathode degradation and beam extraction
degradation. Although no evidence of either of these problems has
appeared in any long term tests to date, final verification through
15,000 hours has not explicitly been achieved.
8.2 Cathode degradation could cause difficulty in starting and/or
difficulty in maintaining desired emission current levels during
steady state. Although neither difficulty has been encountered,
present power processor designs carry a 4 to S watt power margin for
the former and the capability of operating tip heaters during steady
state operation for the later. Neither margin has been required to
date in J series thruster testing.
8.3 Beam extraction degradation could require higher total extraction
voltages for a given beam current. Current power processor designs
carry an extra 200V margin (SOOV total capability) in the accelerator
supply if needed: This margin has never been required to date in
J series thruster testing.
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15.
TABLE I - Thruster Wire List
TERMINAL NO. TERMINATION AWG NO. WIRE NO.
1 Cathode Vaporizer 16 1
2 Neutralizer Keeper 16 2
3 Neutralizer Heater 16 3
4 Neutralizer Vaporizer 16 4
5 Neutralizer Common 16,16 5A, 5B
6 Accelerator 20 6
7 Main Vaporizer 16 7
8 Main Isolator 16 8
9 Discharge (Anode) 16,16,20 9A, 9B, 9P
to Cathode Heater 16 10
11 Cathode Keeper 20 11
12 Magnetic Baffle (Outer) 16 12
13 Cathode Isolator 16 13
14 Vaporizer Return 16 14
15 High Vol tage Return 16,16,20 15A, 15B, 15P
16 Sensor Common 20 16
17 Mag Ba ff 1e (I nne r) 16 17
,. 18 Main Vaporizer Sensor 20 18
19 Cathode Vaporizer Sensor 20 19
20 Neutralizer Vaporizer Sensor 20 20
21(-) 22(+) Main Vaporizer Thermocouple 21 (-), 22 (+)
23(-) 24(+) Cathode Vaporizer Thermo-
couple 23{-), 24{+)


























TABLE II - Symbols
Cathode Tip Heater Voltage
Neutralizer Tip Heater Voltage
Neutralizer Keeper Voltage
Ca thode Keepe r Vo1tage
Discharge Voltage
Accelerator Potential
Beam or Net Accelerating Potential
Neutralizer to Ground Coupling Voltage
Main Vaporizer Current
Cathode Vaporizer Current
Cathode Tip Heater Current















TABLE III - SUMMARY OF RESISTIVE LOADS
Load • ..n. Electrical Req. Type Ref. Reg. & L. F. H.F.
Nom. Max. Power. W Current. A Control Para LF Ripple RiDDle
Main Vapori zer 6.3 6.8 15.2 --- Vary \J/JB 4.2.1 --- ---
Cathode Vaporizer 3·3 3.6 14.2 --- Vary W/liV I 4.2.2 --- ---
Neutralizer Vaporizer 3.3 3.6 14.2 --- Vary W/VNK 4.2.3 --- ---
Cathode Ti p Heater 3.0 3.3 54.2 --- Fixed 4.2.4 + lW + 10%
- -
(Hot) 18.8
Neutral izer Ti p Heater 3.0 3.3 48.0 --- Fixed 4.2.5 + lW + 10%
- -
(Hot) 18.8
Isol ator Heater 2.2 2.5 108 --- Fixed 4.2.6 .!. 5% + 10%
-
55
Magnetic Baffle 0.2 0.5 --- 4.5 Fixed 4.2.7 + .1A .!. 5%








30-cm Ion Thruster Subsystem Design Nominal -
(Section 5) NASA TMX 79191.
Bechtel R. T. and James, E. L.: Pre1 iminary Results
of the Mission Profile Life Test of a 30-cm Hg
Bombardment Thruster - NASA TMX 79261, AIAA No. 79-
Biess, J. J., et al., Electric Prototype Power Processor
for a 30-cm Ion Thruster NASA-CR-135287, March 1977.
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"CALIBRATION OF FLOW TUBES FOR MEASUREMENT
OF THRUSTER MERCURY PROPELLANT FLO\J RATES
March 24. 1980









co 108.5862 x CMin.)
(CC )
• 1.80977 x (~
(ee )
Amps) = 6.515172 x 10 3 x (Sec)J (Eq
Note that the density of Hg varies approx..02%/oC
and hence small thermal vartations about ambient
do not affect the calculation.
Q = 6.5151723 x 103 coul/ccV
M = AMU of Hg = 200.61 gm/mole
~ = Charge of Ion = 1.6021917 x 1019 couloumb
Hg'= Density of Hg = 13.546 gm/cc @200 e
N = Avogadro's number = 6.022169 x 1023 atoms/mole
Q = N QV M x 0 x Hg
CALIBRATION OF FLOY TUBES ~OR MEASUREMENT OF
The conversion of time rate of change of volume to equivalent Amps is given by:
rhe determination of ion thruster efficiency and evaluation of performance re-
~uires accurate. determination of neutral mercury propellant flowrate to deter-
nine propellant (mass) utilization efficiency. Unl ike the electrical operating
parameters, the measurement of Hg flow is not a straightforward one. The tech-
nique most commonly used is to measure the volume of Hg used per ul:lit time.
This can then be converted to mass per unit time and, with the assumption of
a single charge per atom, to couloumbs per unit time or equivalent amperes. The
ratio of the measured electrical beam current to the equivalent amperes of Hg flow,
is the propellant or mass util ization efficiency.
The conversion from volume to charge is given by the equation:
2.
The usual method of determining the time rate of change of volume is" to measure
the difference in "height in a glass reservoir per unit time. In order to en-
"hance resolution, tubes having diameters of .040" to .12011 are used depending
on the expected flO\<Jrates. If the glass reservoir is calibratedin'CC or ml,
then the conversion factors above can be appl ied directly. If the glass res-
ervoir is calibrated in em, then the bore diameter must be known. The following
table shows the conversion factor for commonly used diameters bore tubes.
EQ. -AMP)




39.37 (l mm) 0.8528
40.00 "0.8803
"78.00 3.3475






In some instances it may be desired to confirm the bore diameters of a known
tube or measure the bore diameter of an unknown tube. Several techniques are
available. One is the use of precision pins which can be slipped into the bore.
This technique can determine the diameter to the nearest .0001 inch. However,
eccentricity over the tube length may not be confirmed by this technique. The
calibration technique in this procedure consists of filling with Hg, draining,
and weighing to determine the volume. Effective bore diameter can then be
calculated and it does not depend on bore roundness or straightness. As a
practical matter, past calibrations of many glass tubes have shown that these
tubes are usually within several tenths of a mil of the manufacturer's quoted
diameter.
It should be noted that the accurate determinations of the calibration constant
Is only one factor in the accurate detrmination of the thruster flowrates.
Principles of the fill procedure that follows are also appl icable to filling






This paper defines a methode for calibrating mercury flow tubes by a fill,
drain and weigh technique. Factors other than calibration of Hg flow tubes,
which affect the accuracy of thruster flowrate measurement, are beyond the
scope of this document. This method was derived for use with the apparatus des-
cribed in 3.0. However, the general approach is valid for all types of calibra-
tion and feed systems.
3.0 DESCRIPTION OF CALIBRATION APPARATUS
The test setup for performing cal ibrations is shown in the following figure.














Most of the tubing used is 1/3 inch diameter stainless steel tubing. The
number of valves and fittings used should be minimized so that trapped gas
and voids in the filled system can be minimized. Voids in the system lead
to erroneous results due to compressibil ity effects as head height changes
or due to surface tension effects as varying intrusion into void volumes.
"lero displacement" or stop-cock type valves are recommended. Circleseal
series 9500 miniature plug shutoff valves have been used successfully. The
drain valve should be mounted backwards to the indicated flow direction so
that the plug of mercury stays in the movable part of the valve during on-off
operations.
A vacuum pump capable of achieving 10 micron or better vacuums i5 needed.
A pressure source for pressurizing the flow tube up to 12 psig is needed.
A weighing system with 0.001 gram accuracy and resoluation is needed.
4.0 FLOW TUBE FILL PROCEDURE
1) Install flow tube in 1/4" swagelok, close drain valve.
2) If line between reservoir valve and fill valve is not filled satisfactorily,
close reservoir valve and open fill valve to drain line.
If line is filled sol id to fill valve, leave fill valve closed and check
to confirm reservoir valve open.
3) Connect pumping station to top of flow tube) pump to better than 10 micron
vacuum. (Oiffusion pump pressures are preferred.)
4) If fill valve is open, close fill valve and open reservoir valve to fill
line. If fill valve is closed, continue.
5) Open.fill valve slowly unitl flow is felt in line. Hg should move into
glass portion of tube smoothly without bubbl ing.
6) Fill to high-level of tube. Record level
5.0 FLOW TUBE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE







2) Vent to ATM, record level
3) Pressurize to 10 psig, record level
4) Cycle all valves until cycling does not cause
change in Hg level
5) Vent to ATM, record level
6) Re-pressurize to 10 psig, record level. Compression




6) If compression is acceptable continue, otherwise
drain and re-fill.
Record 1eve 1.
Weigh ~mpty bottle, record.
Ora:n about 1/3 of tube - record level.
·Weigh bottle, record.
Drain another 1/3 of tube - record level.
·Weigh bottle, record.
Drain remainder of tube - record level.
Weigh bottle, record.
7) Calculate the mass dr'ained per centimeter height
change on each of the three increments and also on
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All the values calculated should be the same within experimental accuracy. It should
be considerably better than one percent. If the data is not reasonable, repeat the
procedure.
8) If needed, calculate the tube diameter.
d
cl=J9.40lir ' mm
at ~J1.4576rl x 102 , mils



















FROM: 6122/Manager, Solar Electric Propulsion Office
SUBJECT: Statistical Analysis of 30cm Thruster Steady State Propellant
Flow Rate Data
REF: Report on Flow Tube Variation During Warm-up/Startup by C. E. Siegert
Thruster testing in the technology readiness program is designed to document
performance of several thrusters. Certain data is obtained on each thruster
so that thruster-to-thruster variations can be determined. It is necessary
to separate data scatter from real thruster-to-thruster variations. This
analysis was performed to determine how much data scatter exists in flow data
being taken by the usual method.
Flow Rate Determination
Flow rates are usually determined by measuring the rate of flow tube height
change. Typically, at least six data points are taken with time intervals of
5 to 10 minutes when the thruster is operating steady state. The reading time
of the main flow tube is accurately timed by countdown. Cathode and neutralizer
tubes are read in ~onsistent rhythm after each main reading.
Flow tubes normally used have inside diameters of 2mm for the main vaporizer and
1mm for the cathode and neutralizer. The tubes have millimeter graduations.
Readings are estimated to O.lmm.
Flow rates are calculated from flow tube data by one of two methods. One method
is to determine the height change in each interval and multiply the average
height change per interval by a constant to determine flow rate for each vapor-
izer. Another method is to perform a straight line, least square fit of the
flow tube height verses time data. The slope of the line is determined and
multiplied by a constant to determine the three flow rates. Conversion factors
are then used to convert flow rates to "equivalent amperes" units. Flows for
the three vaporizers are then summed and compared to the actual beam current to
determine efficiency.
Data Discussion
The data base for this analysis was developed during a test on April 21-24, 1980
to measure flow tube variations during thruster startup. The test was conducted
by Su Gooder, Cliff Siegert and myself at Port W-1 of Tdnk 6 EPL. The referenced
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2memo will summarize the results of that test. Data used in this analysis had
been taken after the thrusters had reached thermal equilibrium after over
night, steady state runs. Thrusters J-l and 702 were mounted side by side in
"Bimod" configuration. Once a thruster was started, it was left to run over-
night. In the morning, flow data was taken. Five sets of data exist in
which lO-minute flow readings were taken for 1 hour when the thrusters were
known to be at equilibrium. Tables attached summarize that data for the
following cases:
Table Thruster Beam Current
1 J-1 .739 a Thruster 702 was off
2 J-l .739 a 1 simultaneous data3 702 .739 a4 J-l 2.009 a } Simultaneous data5 702 1.958 a
CAUTION: Do not use the absolute efficiency values contained in this memo.
The feed system-of thruster J-l contained too much air to produce good
effici~ncy data. Thruster 702 magnetic baffle current was not set at the
optimum value.
This analysis was undertaken to quantify the scatter that exists in the data.
If one assumes that the data represents independent measurements of a constant
process, standard deviations for data sets can be calculated and compared.
The flow rate measurement data sets do not precisely fit that criteria. The
data points are not tndependent since the end time of one interval is also
the start time for the next interval. An error in one measurement will affect
two readings. If a single large measurement error is made, relatively large
and small height change values will be adjacent. For the 90 height changes in
this data set, the maximum and minimum heights were adjacent only five times.
It was decided that the standard deviation could be calculated and used as an
indicator of variations of the data sets.
An explanation of the entries in Tables 1 through 5 follows. The flow tube
height changes for each of the three vaporizers are shown for each inte~l. The
calibration constant for converting to equivalent milliamperes is listed for
each tube. Using those calibration factors, utilization efficiencies are
calculated for each of the six time intervals.
The entry labeled 10psi compression has direct bearing on the accuracy and
repeatability of measurements. The flow system is pressurized to lOpsi above
atmospheric and the flow tube height changes are recorded. The value is indicative
of the trapped air or gas in the system. As flow readings are taken, the pressure
on the "bubble" drops as the head height reduces. The bubble then is continuously
expanding and subtracting from the fall of the mercury column. Hence Iitoo-low"
flows are measured. Tables 1 and 3 show that J-l had a "poor" fill and 702 had
a "good" fill. One of the results of this test is to compare and document results






The statistical data in Tables 1 through 5; namely, mean, range, variation,
standard deviation and 3~ apply to the six point data set above in each column.
The slope and correlation coefficients also apply to the column above. The
efficiency calculation in the lower right results from calculating efficiency
from the individual flows determined by the slope method.
Observations and Conclusions
The following observations and conclusions resulted from this analysis.
1. Table 6 shows that efficiency readings had less variation in the 702 thruster
with the "hard fill 'l than in the J-l thruster with the "soft ll fill. Even
the best hard filled system showed efficiency varied over a range of 0.8
to 1.5 percent. Three-sigma deviation would be expected to be +1.0 to +1.7
percent for quarter power to full power operation. Precise flow readings
require a "hard filled" system. It may be possible to ca.Jculate out the
compressibi 1ity effects in a "soft-fi lled" system but that is a compl icating
factor and such techniques have not been developed.
It should be pointed out that the data variation noted applies to 10-minute
readings. When six such readings are averaged, the accuracy of the efficiency
calculated from that mean would be better - perhaps six times better. As
stated previously, the 10 minute data points are not really uncoupled since
the end point of one interval is the start point for the next interval. The
absolute value of the time and height reading errors are the same for a one
hour reading as for each of the 10 minute intervals. The accuracy of that
one hour reading (or the average of six 10 minute readings in this case)
would be much more accurate and less variable than the values shown in
Table 6 for 10 minute readings.
2. In Table 7 the data for the 15 flows is arranged in order of increasing
standard deviation. The measurement range followed the same order. Most of
the "hard" compression feed systems appear near the top of the list and
"soft" compression systems appear near the bottom.
3. Table 8 shows that the "average delta" method and the "slope" method of
calculation produce the same result. The small variations are probably due
to roundoff in making calculations. The correlation coefficient test of the
slope method is more difficult to interpret than the standard deviation test
that arises from the "delta" approach.
4. Review of Tables 1 through 5 shows that cathode and neutralizer indicated
flow rates had a large percentage variation. Ten minute timing intervals
are not long enough to obtain definitive cathode and neutralizer data. In
general, the longest practical interval time periods will produce more
accurate data. Another modification to produce more accurate flow data in
a shorter time would be to use smaller bore tubes. Height changes would be
larger and reading errors would be a smaller fraction of the total.
5. If test objectives permit, more accurate total flow data would be obtained
by taking all mercury flow from a single tube. The three flow terms would
be added in the flow tube and two of the three flow error terms would
vanish.
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46. During the test a definite "stick-slip" tendency of mercury on the glass
tube walls was noted. This adds to reading variation - especially in
low-flow tubes and short time intervals. The tubes should be cleaned. A
small amount of distilled water should cover the mercury in the tube to
prevent oxidation of mercury that sticks to the tube walls. This technique
was used in 5ERT II.
7. It is very difficult to estimate heights in the flow tube to one tenth of
the smallest division.
Accuracy may be improved by using height as the independent variable and
time as dependent variable. Instead of taking 10 minute readings, 6 centi-
meter readings should be tried. The mercury height could be more accurately
determined at centimeter marks on the tube. Time measurement in seconds
would provide very good resolution in time intervals of about 600 seconds.
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TABLE 6. - REPEATIBILITY OF EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENTS
Beam Efficiency Std
Thruster Current Range Dev i at ion
J-l
.739 3.13 1,25
J-l .739 2.98 1.03
702 .739 1.50 0.58






•TABLE 7. - DATA POINTS ARRANGED IN ORDER BY STANDARD DEVIATION
Range
Standard (percent Beam
Deviation Range of mean) Thruster Current Vaporizer Compression
.021 .06 1.0 702 1958 Main 0.05
.023 .06 4.5 J -1 2009 Cath 0.72
.024 .06 2.9 J-l 739 Maio 2.08
.024 .07 3.33 702 739 Main 0.05
.024 .06 7.6 702 739 Neut 0.00
.025 .06 8.1 702 1958 Cath 0.05
.028 .08 3.88 702 739 Cath 0.05
.028 .08 14.5 702 1958 Neut 0.00
.0285 .08 3.86 J-l 739 Main 2.08
.029 .08 24.0 J-l 2009 Neut 2.99
.032 .09 20.9 J-1 739 Neut 2.99
.044 . 11 7.6 J-l 739 Cath 0.72
.045 .13 2.4 J-l 2009 Main 2.08
.047 .14 36.2 J-l 739 Neut 2.99
.048 .13 9.29 J-l 739 Cath 0.72
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TABLE 8. - COMPARISON OF AVERAGE DELTA vs SLOPE METHOD OF CALCULATION
Beam Efficiency
Thruster Current Average Delta Slope
J-l .739 85.2 85.3
J-1 .739 84.5 84.7
702 .739 76.2 76.3
J-1 1.958 101.2 101,25















TO: 6122/J. F. DePauw
FROM: 6122/C. E. Siegert
SUBJECT: Report on Flow Tube Variation During Warm-Up/Start-Up
REF: Flow Tube Variat ion During Warm-Up/Start-Up (Test Procedure)
TRIM 105
OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this test was to accomplish the following:
(1) determine the length of time required for the thruster to reach,
stability so that accurate flow data can be taken.
, (2) determine if flow rate changes when second thruster is operated.
INTRODUCTION
This test was performed using thruster J-l with F.M-3 power processor and
thruster 7~2 with FM-2 power processor in 10 foot por.t of tank 6 in EPL.
The thrusters were located in the center section of th~ 10'foot port and
the power processors were mounted to heat pipes and located outside the
10 foot port.
A mercury feed system located outside the 10 foot port had individual
feed lines to the main vaporizer, cathode vaporizer and neutralizer
vaporizer of each thruster. Each feed line had a precision bore tube
as the measuring instrument and a set of valves. The precision bore
tubes were filled with mercury from a reservoir and then isolated from
the reservoir. The mercury used by the thruster was supplied from the
precision bore tubes.
Each tube had been calibrated prior to installation into the feed system.
The following table shows the calibration constants for each precision
bore tube. (When the c~libration constant is multiplied by the number
of millimeters of mercury that flowed in one minute the result is equal









..1-1 neutralizer vaporizer 84.09 ma-min
mm
702 main vaporizer 347.5 ma-m in
mm
702 cathode vaporizer 84.14 ma-min
mm
702 neutralizer vaporizer 84.18 ma-min
mm
For this test a compression test was performed on the mercury feed system
for J-1 and 702 thrusters. The mercury height is noted in each ~recision
bore tube. 10 psi is applied and the height is noted. If there is a change
in height there is an indication that the feed line contains trapped gas.
'This trapped gas will cause inaccurate flow measurements. The results of
the compression test were as follows:
702 neutralizer 0.00
702_ cathode. 0.05 em
702 main 0.05 em
J-1 neutral izer 2.99 em
J-1 cathode 0.72 em
J-1 main 2.08 cm
The 702 compression was acceptable an9 J-l as unacceptable for accurate flow
measurements. Since the purpose of this test was not to obtain accurate
flow data the system was used as it was. For th~ reason the data should
not be used for absolute level of performance.
TEST DATA
The test data will be presented by discussing the series of figures attached.






Figure shows the sequence of events that occurred during this testing .
On April 21, 1980 the thruster J-l was started and flow and temperature
data were recorded during startup. The thruster J-l was operated over-
night at a 0.75 amp beam to ensure that thermal equilibrium had been
achieved. Then transient flow and temperature data was taken when the
thruster was throttled from 0.75 amp beam to a 1.0 am beam. After four
hours of operation at 1.0 amp the thruster J-l was throttled to 0.75 amp
beam current. Two hours later the thruster 702 was started.
Both thrusters were operated at 0.75 amp beam overnight. On April 23
data was taken on both thrusters while they were operating at the 0.75 amp
beam current. The two thrusters were then throttled to the 2.0 amp
beam current. Data was not taken until the thrusters had operated at the
2.0 amp beam current for 3 hours. The thrusters were ·then operated over-
night at the 2.0 amp set point and data on both thrusters was taken on the
morning of April 24, 1980. The test was then ~rminated by commanded
shutdown of the thrusters.
Figure 2
Figure 2 represents a plot of the height of mercury in main, cathode, and
neutralizer flow tubes during the warmup and startup of the thrusters J~l and
702 and also the temperature of the vaporizers. The height of the
mercury increases,as the thruster starts to warmup due to the expansion of
the,mercury in the vaporizer and feed system. Then as the vaporizer temp-
erature increases more the height starts to decrease as the mercury is
heated enough to cause flow. Note that mercury flow exists in the
vaporizers prior to "Beam On".
Figure 3
Figure 3 represents a plot of the flow of the three vaporizers in milliamps,
a temperature plot of the J-l manifold, total flow in milliamps, and
thruster efficiency. The manifold temperature was taken by a therm9couple
on the propellant ,manifold which is mounted on the rear of the thruster.
On the left side of the figure is the transi~nt startup data taken on
April 21, 1980. On the right side of the figure is the data after the
thruster had operated overnight. Note that the efficiency and total flow
of the thruster at about 13:06 on April 21 is about the same as the data
taken the next morning. However, the contribution by the main on the 21st
is more than the one on the 22nd. The cathode contribution is less on the
21st than it was on the 22nd. Based on this set of data it could be con-
cluded that the efficiency and total flow has stabilized about one hour
after the manifold temperature has reached equilibrium; however, the flow
distribution between the main vaporizer and cathode vaporizer has not
reached their final values.
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4Figure 4
Figure 4 represents the mercury flow as the thruster was throttled from
0.739 amp to 0.995 amp. Based on this data the total ,flow and efficiency
at a~out 11:30 have stabil ized to their final value, however, the
percentage of contribution by the main and cathode have not reached
steady state. The sudden shift in main flow rate at 11 :00 has been
attributed to refilling the feed tubes and gas being trapped in the lines.
Figure 5
Figure 5 represents the flow and efficiency data for both thrusters
operating at a 0.75 amp beam current (0.739 actual). The operating point
for thruster 702 had not been optimized, therefore, the efficiency is
lower than thruster J-l. The purpose of this figure is to show that
there exists variation in flow rate measurements of the thruster J-l flow
rates which did not have an acceptable feed system fill a~d,thruster 702
flow rates which did have an acceptable feed system fill. It appears that
at this power level {0.75 amp beam current)variation experienced in the
measurement of flows was independent of the type of fill the feed system
had. At the 2.0 amp level, the efficiency variations of thruster 702
(with a good fill) were significantly less than those of thruster J-l (with
a poor fill).
Figure 6
Figure 6 is, a comparison of the flow data taken on J-l when it was operating
alone and when thruster 702 was operating. As can be seen the magnitude of
the flow rates and the variations for a given measurement were the same for
both operating conditions. It can be concluded that the flow rates of a
thruster are not affected by a second thruster operating.
Figure 7
Figure 7 is the data plotted for thruster 702 starting about 3 hours after it
had been throttled from 1.73? to 1.995 amp beam current. The data shows that
there is slightly over a 1% variation in the main flow rate on April 23, and
there is still about a 1% variation on April 24.
Data Variations
The efficiency data di~cussed above shoed more scatter than expected. In case
of the J-1 thruster, apparently the gas in the feed system is a major con-
tributor. However, it was also noted in the test that the mercury meniscus
in the feed tube did not drop uniformly. The meniscus changed shape and
seemed to stick at certain places. Stick-slip tendency at one place in a tube
was repeated several times when the flow tube was repeatedly refilled to




point. Time was marked when the column of mercury passed mi 1.1 imeter
marks on the flow tube. Time variations show that the height change was
not un i form.
The following table shows the time for the mercury level to move one
millimeter. The data is for the main vaporizer feed tube for J-1. The
two columns are readings by different people on April 23, 1980.
Time Difference Time
08: 16:47
17: 16 29 08:23:44
17:47 31 24: 10
18:10 23 24:34
18:47 37 25:05
19: 19 32 25:33
19:45 26 26:04 -. '."' -
20: 13 28 26:35
29:38 25 27:02
21:02 34 27:32
21 :40 28 27:51'
22: 17 37 28:20














This stick-slip tendency was attributed to unclean flow tubes.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
(1) For the test configuration in EPL a stable total flow measurement of
a thruster is possible one hour after manifold temperature reaches
equilibrium or four hours after startup, however, the absolute value
of the main and cathode take longer, possibly 8 hours~-
(2) An unacceptable fill of the mercury system caused inaccurate flow
data regardless of how long the thruster operates at a given set
point. When calculation of efficiencies for J-1 at 2.0 amp beam
current are made,the efficiencies were 100%.
(3) A variation of flow rates was obtained for the J-1 and 702 thrusters.
This variation cannot be attributed only to the acceptability or un-
acceptability of the "fill" of the system. During the test it was
noted that the mercury did not flow evenly in the tubes. The meniSCUS
of the mercury did not maintain its shape. The uneven flow and
meniscus are attributed to "unclean"glassware. (During post test tube
cleaning, the tubes were examined under a microscope. The bore of
the precision tubes was found to be rough and to contain some tiny pits
129
The bore is not as glossy-smooth as the outside of the glass. The
volume of this roughness and the pits is inconsequ~ntial but it may
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I-leIIJ. J1J del/a mJ"'" h4- ~Y~("2~)~/8 ) .... .. .q f '-"" \....V ~
0' ., . .... r•
. .
TIME: J-\. Flow ,ubes 70? Flow Tubesl " ~..
ft14./~ t:.4TiI 1J~l)r M4/~ d-Irrlf IJtur
Hie fIIIJ sc. - ~111 (!,~ (!,W'/ ~0V1 ~M r ,.' .....
~ ?o45' 32 ,~.r 32,30 3z, 4-~ 30,7{ j() ZS 3d .5"~ f'f I.:; ),/av-t
~ 32. DO 32.95" 3'2.,1 ""3~ 140 ~o 7\ ]01 t{' 3~/SQ
10J~Du '11 ,!j i 320, s4- 3"2.,% 30,75" 30 7~ ~,~
9 3~ oa 33,00 32t3'1 32,45' 3d 7)' 3d 7~ 30 ~o
9 3~ 00 35 1 /0 32,4" ,~2. 4<6 30 7~ 30 7~ 3;), ~~
') 40 0;' 35,2.0 32, S-D 32,5" 30 is'' 30, ..,~ 30,5""0
'942. 00 33,1-Q 3z,bo 32,.5",3 30,75" 3tJ, 7~ 3o,S"GJ
q 44- O~ '3, 1S'" 3l,ta1 32 1 !'g 3o,7S'" 3J,7~ 3a,5'"'"6
94~ou 3~,,5'"" 32,75 32,~s-" 30. 7~ 30,7$'" ~ (. 1'\ ? ~.3Q I o· V1Sif."L.-
')4~(}() ~3, 'LC~ .32,90 32,12" 30, 7z., 30. 7~ ,3o,S'"
. 9 5D 00 ls", II ~2,87 '3"2,7'1 30, i I 30.77 Ea. S-o
9 5'2 ~o ?2,3S' 32,90 32,8(" 30,70' 30,77 3Q,j6
9 f"4 °0 32,4-\ 32.<]0 33,00 ~, 70 30.77 3;; , S"I Nevr ~,
<1 s-, 00 11.90 32.,90 3~, 17 30 1 70 3°.,77 3d ,5"1
Iq 5'100 51.50 32/jo 33,15' 30,72,. '30,77 3D, 5",
It) 00 Dt) 30,99 32,9D 33,13 30,i I 30,77 3D. t;""1
10 0" 00 ~o. 4 ~ 32.90 33,01 30,1{ ~O, 71 30 , 5"' 2..-
10 0+ DO 2.9,95" 32, 8~ 3'3.00 30.70 30/75 30,5""2- ,
.- .. _.
10 0" 00 2Q, 4-?> 32,.')0 32.90 30. It) 3~ 77 '30 ,S"2,.. FCAI1 VI1~J. C)P .',71J
Ie> (j ~ 00 lj,qz- 3z /7:;- 31--,1D 3o.7~ .- ... ~-_.- _._--"30,70 3::>,5"0
'0 10 O/j 19 ,4-z.. 52.,~O s2 70 ,30 , 70 36 .7S' 3D A-9 ..
ID It 00 :7,"77 3'2. , "30 3 'l ~ 2,.- 3c) , (:,9 3l3, 70 3D ,41 I( ~11 TU lI'"eJ 0(-lL
10 \ 4: ()() 7.7 Ie/) 3 Z, ,05' ?~,5"O 50/70 30 J 2- 3~ .+~ - ') ,
10 /f,., tJO 27, '2.1 3I,'3l> 32., 4~ 3.:>/ 77/ 130,4-9 .1'0-1,"'- .. / -.. ~30,71)
If) '~ot'! 1~. '37 31 51; 3l.,4-o 3d,70 3C>, 71,.,.- 30 ,+9
In 2D ~o 2~ 4-1 31 ~t;" 3~ 3~ 3>,10 30, 13 30 .4-'7
10 1.7, 0':) l~,ot) 3( 00 3'2 1.9 3)/ It') ~iJ, 7J- 3tJ,49
16 1..4- M 7-§ bY 30,7'5 32.,~s'" 30 70 30. ? 5 I.3D,S"O
fl;) lb !)') 25'. 3D 30 So 32. 203 30 .. 70' 30 77 30. 5" I
10 'Til 0, 24,90 30.2..7 32 "2A 30,70 30,7g 3Q 5'_~
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HR mJ 5C C¥11 ~. ~111- ¢m t.W1 e¥Y1
/0 ~z... OtJ 24-. ,() Z9,7r- ?2.'O 30 71.- 30,~() 3d. S"i
10 34-00 2.3.13 2.9,4-8 32,Ot) 3D 73 30 1.8'<.1 30, S'i
1/0 -1(" 00 23,34- 2..9 z..z.. 31 9~ 36.1\ 30 ,~D 3Cl,S~
10 3& 00 Z2"c;g lS. 98 31,'13 30. , ( 30, io 30. roo
10 40~ Zl., ) 7 zj,7o 3/ ,C) 0 ..30 JD 30,31- 30 I~O
If) 42. 00 2,2,1)" ·2..3.4-~ 31,8 Z. 30, 77,,- 30, '83 3O,bo
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11 4(, 00 ;2/,"35- /-- 7, g "3 I. ~)J 30,7{) 3~ ,6,2..- 3C'~thO
10 L/ 'R oa ~o.91o ~75'".3 3/.63' 30,7/ .3{) , :J I ~CJ, 60
10 .5-a dO ;;o.')-~ :<7-:<7 31, be) 3:). 7 I 3j,,84 30,6()
/ () 5- 2.- tJ:1 ';;0, (g ;;70 31.5/ 30.70 3",81:7 30·bt) )~.2 .(0
·lit1 .)'u. r1, 79- ~t, 75- 1/. J,,- 31'J. 7/ 30.'fO 30,6lJ
. '-
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If)~.~e 14~ cJ'J ,~~,2. 1- JI. ~ 2. JO,11J fO.Yt" ?tJ,bl
II ~()tl Ir.S? rfb.D 31. ;.~ }o,7IJ 30,S) J{], b(
/I; oJ.. frlD J 5'.i( J(;O ~", 7 () }o.JS J().6.)
/1:0'/ 17. J ;5·50 3/,/S' 3tJ.7D J{).~7 30,6S-
/1;~6 17. 3q ;s. ;; I 31. cJ7 3~.70 3(), g5' 3C.6~
//; 09 ~ ., cJo/.9g 3~f) 3c,7 ·)O.~f' 3(). i~-It·, '/0
II: It) /6,~o ~LI,7Z- . 3052..- ]fJ.7{J 30,t~ JtJ,IoJ
II: /2- /6./ c; 7Y.({S- .Jl).90 :}'o.7D Jo,e~- 3tJ,6~
II: It( 15". gO J.t./, jO J(), ! 3tJ.70 Jo,tS 3~.65
J/!I' />': v() )y,t) 6 jO,75' !3tJ.69 ?j.6~ 3~.".!'
1/:/8 "./Q9 ;3.7.2- 30.69 J/).70 30.87 3~, b7, '.
I/:},O :1{' I'l.sr' )),r' Jo, h )~t70 3(J,t7 jO,67
1/: ;.2- / ¥, z, )3.;J. 3 3(J,S~ ]tJ,70 JIJ·t7 3tJ.I:B
1/: zy /'}, '{ ;Z 1,D ~o.So 30,70 3 !J,g K 'i,!>, bJf
//:2.t, I'. tf I 'i- ./~ 'Jo.l/~ 30·70 30,11 . ':10. /;7
1/: U /1. () 0 '-1 <,') jo.·~b ]070 30. ~9 . 31J.G 9''''V
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TIME: I J-\ Flow Tubes 702 Fro;;; . Tubes
h16.I~ C!.4TII ~tllr MAI~ altrlf lJ~r
Hi /fiN $C ~M c-m aWl ~1Y7 (!.,W/ ~
II:3.z... S'/.S"'O SI), .f:, 0 sl.~1
/2: 3 z.. .39,10 42,0'8 4-3,3 ;- 30,'0 30, fa 3 0 ,'0
/1. :3ti 38,~8 4-2.4-0 4-ESo -5b (;0 Jo.1(j 3~. kJ(J
/2', 3' 38.2...0 4-1, ,/S' 4J',t,3
/7,{"?6 37/83 4-/,8 f 4~ ,~'2
/2' 40 . 3i,4i" 4/ 100 4-3 ,~O
It " ~7 . 3700 4/.32, 41,4-0
11. 4-f 3~, C:o 41.o~ 4:1,30
It. 4& 3~, /8 4a, 'io 43.2.0
12 ~X ?r-,7g 40. 51, 41/ J L ~D.~o 30.~() 30 bO
/1, 5""0 35", 3S'" 40. z.~ t8.o Z,
11, 51 34-192.- 4-0,00 41. 'Jg
rt 51 34,S'z.. ,'1/70 4-7. 'gg
/'2 l)& 341/0 ..39.4-'1.--- 4-7, ~"
/7- 5¥ ?3,in ~g,u> 47,70
/? 61'\ 33_30 3>~.~ ~ l4-i ~r-
/? 6 l.- 31.,90 3S,f.oi 47.{po .. _- ....
~3 o~ S?~ ,4-3 Sr.3? Sf..,IO
IJ~ 40 '4'8. 7~ ~o.7o 544S' 30. ~o .30. Y5 .30 (;,4-
r~ "f~ 47 70 S'tJ. ()~ 54,30
I~ .0 y~. G'{ '19, 3~ S¥, tif
JJ 5{ IfS,bl- '/\; C, 7 ~},gl
/4- 02- <,It.(. /7 tj7,7?, !:3.s-o
}4- IS 4- 2-,'}u ~,9~ ;{3. 2. 7
If 10 00 '1z.~ if".~1 :S3./7
I~ 40 30 3&' .Is 4z,55 51 ..~o
I~ It> ~t) )-9,9?J 3Y,,~ 51l ,bO
NASA·C. 10 IS ( 10.2.. ·511
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TIME: J-\. Flow Tube.s . ·i02 . Flow TlJbes
ft11i.1~ C!.4T.JI 1Jtll/ MA/~ alrrH lJevr
HR /fI1J sc C1Y1 ~m (!.1l1 t,..~ ~WJ (!"'W'1
/)7 17"~ S-~.S2i 5:)" <10 .5"t, 10 Z'1 "l 30,05" :J-1, '35
01 l2. Db ~4.~q 5'4.ro 5")70
fJ"73l.oo
." 5"3 0",. "5~ 40 \> ~~3D
01 If z.. 00 5'()/25 .~/ ~5 ~5',oo
tJ7 SZ,co 43, U? S"D 1 30 ~4-( ~o
b1 ~l. cJc 4(, 10 i1-887 S4,24-
0112- On 44-101 47. <"0 &;3,82
//1;C()rr(~ ulJ 7~ / ",f} ~ oSIC,
IIJ fj /700 5" J{) .tJ.5 I L7 ss,40'
~ i J, f)~ 55/'2-) 5.J 93 ~ic), 34
oK-uro 51" ,,8- 54',7],' $5,27 d-9,frA :/0, /9 ..19.. 9(
tJ j 'Z-; co .54,/4 .,4,45" .5S',2-0
O'j z51)0 53, ''0 54. I g ss, IS"
It.>" 7:1 co 5'"~ d3 /7 9) .55 It)5J .
Of 2-') "0 52.~O .5) 70 5.~ 03 ZC),7o 'la, zo 2.0 cjq
o·~ 3\ 00 s/,94- ,3.40 .54,9g
·o'i 33 '-'0 S'1,40 53 IS' Sf,CJ3
837bco
C:> ~ '$~ 00 5"t', S"fo .5~,~o ~'.f ,85'
08 ':,1 O~ 50, ::;0 57, ,c,g 54-, f'Z"
t) r 39 0,) 4'117 f ,§'7, I 39 .,4,1t,
09'/1of) 'it, 3& (/.1 1:,'/,0 v
& 1'19~ :lC. 97 (1,05 S'-Il.it
o~5i f)() 't{ 0/ {~,!2- 5'i3{"
d ~5'/ ~ l./ '-I. 2 L, t/9,1 fL!. 20
rJ9LJ t./ 6t '-12,87 .V9,/.J ~'fOt./
In\l oy (J~ l.f r. '-I f Lf5,{ t; ., '1~' J.
eft1L.f:· t 'ID I I j t!7Zg r.:- ~. Jb
--,.
Del/Cloy ~ '.1 '-/7,2- 5j,6O'~I',4 c) 37.3) L{ ~ . (1 ~ 3.L,'(,










. . . D:~~/- ~ t- go.
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H~ mJ$C ~n c..yt1 e.M (!.M c1-#J e,~
d9~'It)6 1cf./,O t./ ...... '1) .53,/L. )' ....'
073i1i6 3~.lL '-/$1, ~g S 3. at) ,
1J /'1'100 ?;It? Y'-/,o2, ~1.,35' '.
~9fYoo /1, IS- '72,7(. 5) ,Sz-
V/)DL/ 00 At. .¥ «I. If 5),2-
I)DI'/oO )),h7 'IO,/~ 5/,9
1/0 '-tf rn, JCJ.97 38.t jl)~
/01'161 /g,z,1 37.55' 6"1.,,5'
jOllV 0"tI /).Cf; ~ I. . "Z. 1-1<,,,,.'1 ''. ~
/O5~(){) /2. I '37 .J5'. ()O S"IJ, b I
12t--:1.;11 IZ 6...15
If)" 55rM S'c',tO· S-S, Po ~S-,g1
JII~(Jo S"o,14- ~3,13 S-,j, 2..0
IJJ2~oo 4~ ,04- $"/, V; 'i' S4,8J'
Jj 3S'"' DO 45'",'2..1 S().5S' S4-,~2,
1/1 45"00 42. 5""D 4'1/ 30 54,2-0 .
II .5r00 3(j, 7~ 43,00 53 C)o
/'1- d~oO ~(,..cO 4~ l~ )3 fAo ~9/~~ 30,8~ 30, ~4-
f4moli gd Pre~~lIy,:r r" ~ !vJs.~ t!.l...01~ feJ 1' 0 "
,"'-- ,- .."i AA Ar... - .-"..- i2 ~ I / ~I l- . ,J I . ~ ' ...... 'OJ'"' ~ """ ":')
... ,l"._ )) .,., ,1'" v\?
- "
. F-J ""\. fU 0-
I'-





















. -.., .. .~..
- . I-':j . 70?. .. Flow TlJbesT'ME: - . -.\ Flow TubeS
h16:'~ (!.4rll PtlJ/ MA/~ a~1f /Je,v,-
HI( /liN $C eM c,m C!,1V/ e.m em t!-J111
/2- 3() Od thytJ 'fie ifJ 1R!.Jc. to 314- a.-
Il, ~.s- stf (,0 sf, 81 5"r: 'flJ
lz. 45' SZ ,)0 53 .18 S-S,OO ~9, /0 S3,2~ SJ,/o
/2.. ~~ 56,40 5) C)~ 54,flO
I; 0' 4,L3o $"0. S'S' $4 25
/J /~ 4'.20 49 /5' $:1.9(",
44,10 47,7S" $3,tJ. <; . -1/3 2.5' ') ~1
/3 3~ 00 42.00 4-t. 31 ~3, 10
/1 4:;.- ()O 39.(}4- 44,9f ~Z.7S' 5"1, IS S~ 4-7· S7.:s.3
13 S~ 00 37.8D 43.5S St 3~ '01 it BC? 7.3 \
/4- or 00 3r175' 42. 13 $2,. Dz...
14- /5'00 .13(,., i 10,/'l ~/~ t,~
Jt)/ I:s' 0 ;k. ~p(J~ d~~ E~ ~r rr
/,~Pd.(~ ,-1 ~ p rD ,} ,~
/4fJoo '5i?J.r:1' a 7~Y()~k ~ "2... N"'v yj"'ttl ':;Ta-rl
I ~50 "0 5! 2,." 5~ '8L.. £J:S'~ 59. I}' Sf. 75' .57 (,1)
/451-- 00 $l) 2..7 sg 30 s2.L~ 2.-
IJ4-.£4-o~ ~Cj, 31 £3,g'1 $7. b '8
1/4 s-' DO S"IJ , 4-5" 58,98 57 7?
:/45~ 00 59 s!' S'1,04 S7,YO
1)("()() tN, ;-3 //0 ~4,S-O S;,/~ seJ,07 $0,10 S7, ff
I~~'l- Of) ~~/ 7;' Sq. 2.-0 SI, t) "
It;'rJJ.., di) . 5Q, 77 ~,~f ~3' ,00
l~()& '.' 5'"9 f() stJ, 30 5'8,04-
V~j1 59} 7'g 59.3D ISg. ,()
1('/b "0 ~I,o~ 5'3./0 154-, "il 59. ~G, S-q, 340- 58 14-
I~/'l, 00 5'9, S-I Sq,~O 5"3,45
/5'" /!J... dO ~,30 S'1,4-o .sg,4~
I~ I L, r~, I ftJ $"9,4- Z, over "0
.If I~
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I07~ ~-(>-J 5J , () 3 )), LfR 5"5:cZ 5'1 tz. ,,-'l,b 0 ~-7, tl:;-
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This appendix defines the symbols and equations used in this
report for describing the thruster characteristics and reducing
data. Tables and curves presenting the more important data from
the acceptance tests of the retrofit thrusters is included also.
1. Symbols, Definitions and Equations
The symbols for the thruster parameters which follow
are related to. the power supplies and test circuit
as shown in Figure C1.
Accalerator Pctential
ictal AccelerJting Vo1tage
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Neutralizer to Ground Clamp Curre~t
Main Vaporizer Temperature
Cathode Vapol"izer Temperature





Thrust reduction factot' due to doubly charged ions
·Thrust reduction factor due to non-axial ien
trajectories
Singly charged ion beam current
Doubly charged ion beam current
c:. DIRECTLY ~'Et\SUR[D i'ROPELU\NT FLO'.1 RATES
·mMV M~in Propellant Flow Rate
·mCV Cathode Propellant Flow Rate
·n~V ~eutralizer Propellant Flow Rate
J... RELATIOr,S DET::EEN DI2ECTL'i ~!EASURED P.A.P'.!l1-1EERS
Vb = Vs + Vo - IVGl V
V :: V. IVGI VAceel As;- •
V_ = Vb + VA 1 VI eee •




( e., CAI.CULATED PC~:ERS
Po = Discharge Power
=
=
Vb J b • W
. VD J E ' \oj
P~ = Neutralizer Pawer =
Pv = Vaporizer P01:er
Pt = Total InplIt PO\~er
=
=
VMV JHV + VCV J CV + VNV J Ny , W
[ Pb + Po + PN + Py
+ (VS ~ IVASI) JAccel
+ VCK Jete + V~1B Jt.m] , H
~. OTHER PERFOR:-:;,.riCF. C;\LCUL.t,-;IONS
y = Total Thrust Reduction Factor .= aFT
a : Discharge Chamb~r Utilization =[; (1 +~) -~]
Corrector Factor T
,n
mD (unc): Uncorrected Discharge






= Total Propellant Flow Rate = ~V + rnCV + mNV , ·A eq.
J b ~X 100, 10
T\I1D ~ Corrected DischdrgePrcpsllant Utilization = B nmD (une) "', ,0
X 100), ~





= Electrlc~~ Efficiency =
n
m(Ur.c)
= Corrccted Specific r~pulsc - 100.03 Y
F
- CQl'rl~C tc;c T,; i.a 1
Thruster Efficie~cy = y2








2.· Thruster Performance Data and Characteristics
The data contained in the following pages is organized by
thruster and is comprised of the following:
• Acceptance Test Data/Performance Summary
• Maqnetic Baffle Current Characterization
and Reference Selection
• r~eutralizer Characteristics and Reference
Selection
• Ion Optics Characteristics (Perveance)
and Minimum Extraction Voltage
• Minimum Discharge Loss Characteristic
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. THRUSTER J_~---:'· _
TEST POINT 1 2 3 4 5 6 R 7 3 9 ( 10
..
Vb v· '100 I \~()O hoqq cP::>fo \ \ 0 \ I S\C\ !loa \ \G \ CoC:6 CoW
...
Jb A \.qq ~ '.'-\crt ,".'\S \~+ \.-;0, \. :,Q:). \.ouo :lSI .~S:+ i .1 <))
VD V ,.).0\ :cQ1 ,~t).. -:lQ.OC:; I~).u ~ J,).()() ?» c:f) I~l. 't;s 3\.Y~ I~ \.00
Jo A
. \\:s~ 1C1..\ e:.s \ II 6. 51- 1\".4AVI \ 4-.0 \ Cr ,0 ~,,4- 1,\.~ . '.s.0ex::
u.J JE Ati \d.,O \J...D t\.'\- \0.0 is 'g.S 1,0 5.'1(", S LtO Sl4-
~ J~lB A 2,'0 .).CoO d.G. d.90 '7l,.tO :> ·to ~.:'O 3>.'0 3.?;,l> 3." 0 !e::::
c:( VCK V 1\ .~SS D.l';' (tlS~ C.S; G,.<;;,4a.. 3.'1,}. ~.ctq <\..0(, 4.Q. 4-.~J ,
~
,J CK A \.\.)? I \.U? \.0 ?z: \ .00- LG'? \.oJ.;> \ .03 \.tl? ..u -:z;, l.0?.....
I-
VAccel V -')03 -"1,0(., ~d-1.q ~~c:( -?u1 ~~ ~?()4; -;01 -a.'l\o -dct~ex::
'-LU
JAccel mA L') \a.. 13.'? \ I,Sl 3.so ?.-¥1 \.4.') ~.\l I\'sl \. ~o \.~~0
VNK v 0.?8 l,.q, \)AO n~q \,.')\ \.,.)) \~.~~ 1\3:1 C,) \~.1:e t'?"1(
JNK A' \. KO \. ~0 \.I(D \-'6° \.~ t.~O \. ~c I\.~l) I \. ~o l. ~() I 1
VG V Q.41 ~.41 '1.4(.., 1.;6 1<i,:S q.J.~ q. \ b 41X' 4.ud- '\~
TMV DC l~yFI ,4,\ ~4q ")40 ~2"d- ))~ ):}~ ?\\ 'J\\ ~\d- ;
TCV DC »)S 3)1 ~~~ '?So :,4l y:\'5 352... '?ss -£>s 1:::'<;1
f NV DC d'\ \ d>\\ d-~ d~~ ~'\l J'1.~ d'1.~ ?Od- ~u~ ?\:l~.. '
-
.
eq. A :m~w \.q~7 V\<tS \."\ ~r.. \Sl~ \."'(53 ' •.302 to6 71l,.<:::\ :1S~ .1 ~I
rTI CV eq. ,A .0 CS(, .04..0 .oS3 .018 old-- .~S . o~o . () ~'b .6~ . () "6"1VI
rTINV , A:::;;: eq. .o.}'? ,01...4- ,().1-~ .()~i .o~1 .o:l.~ .0'J..1 .03 \ .~;,() .0" \0




. <:1., I. 6~~mt ).. (j1;). ~.<:l1~ )·(}~l \.~-n \~o4 • f~~ 1
l'lmo (unc) I ;~ <t1.S 11l,.d-. ~l_~
, . ~S.4 S?'1. CJ. ~(.,~CHQ'<.t, q4.~ Q§.7, q\.~
Tlmo J.~' C\?"l GA...\ h4A- C\L\ .4- '\ '":J ::J. C(:, X GI~.s <6~.\ g~,? ~(0. 4- ;
-
T1m (unc) cI q~\4 't~ .\ q~.~ qS.\ '1d.<6 rqJ.l ~~ \ ~S.d- <iS~. \ &~.c.. !
ex:: Pb \-J d,\Q8 d\Ci'l .).\'\) Iv;q~ \'\"?'5 t()Cc~ leO ~d-I 4-~\ 4';\I.LI .:::;;: Pv I I 1l...~O ir).(A- ~.~~ h~;Jb0 '1/ \d~\ \300 \~.4,~ \s. '53> \S.s? {S.:A0..
Pt !J !;)C. +1 b~~ 4- eX}J !\~l4 l "l(~ ~ l :All ~ ~;)-. lOlO (.,ct;). ~kCc
T1e c' 1i1~.o 8~.<\1J'~~j1qL,I~L~ 1(.,\~ I\.~ hl.~ C. S. ').. c.Si
.qg'?S I .•~. .:x .'1\\) 1.,\& \4- .~'\G\ " .~8SS !\.tt. \\ QOotr .~tlS\ ,L\ct :.; , .~lt Q, 4-.\.
LU r T I .<1 ~60 .~k60 .'1 ~y,4 .~n~ ,~~(\3 1.~X'l\3 .~tn " .(i n1 l."t ~lsl q~~-)a::l
I '.
'Y .q~SC:, .\r.,~ 6'1, Co~?r- .((\?51'~ '?, oS .ct~ 0), .Cj~) \ .q9~8 .lf8151}!SEaB
6 .l\~ \ \ i.q~ ~ \ ,.[\(,SO h \ .. \ ,~'< Ar1:.'1 ~::~ .c..,..\\1 .'-\(1'3 .~(1<i) .q~r;
, Jb++/Jb + i .Cl~'\~ !.v<.,t,1o ,(jl.S'\I.(),\~~ l.o~~ .(,d,S'-tI.OIG,(1 1.00(.3> .00\) .()i,)SO 1-_
. l'lT -'
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The thrust produced by an ion thruster is typically calculated from the mea-
sured ion beam current, Jb' and voltage, Vb' using the expression
F = J 2m V 1/2 (l )
c b e b
where m and e are the charge and mass of the beam ions, respectively. The measured
ion beam current contains contributions from doubly charged ions, but not all ion
trajectories are paraxial. Consequently, the calculated thrust, Fc ' has to be
modified to account for these so-called thrust losses. The technique employed by
Hughes makes use of a collimating mass spectrometer to measure the distr.ibution of
singly and doubly charged ions as functions of angle with respect to the thruster
axis. This enables computation of the correction factors, a and Ft , used to
correct the measured beam current for contributions of doubly charged ions and
non-axial velocity components. Hence,
where F is the true thrust computed from the calculated thrust. The accuracy of
determining a, Ft , and Fc depends on both experimental and computational error
that is inherent in the measurement technique. An investigation has been per-
formed recently under NASA contract NAS 3-21943 to assess, quantitatively, the
magnitude of the inherent error. This appendix summarizes this analysis and its
results (a more detailed description will be found in the final report for con-
tract NAS 3-21943).
A. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Determination of the thrust-loss factors, a and Ft , requires a probing
technique that can determine the singly and multiply charged ion beam current-
density vectors as a function of the polar coordinates, r and a, defined in
Figure 0-1. Assumption of symmetry about the thruster axis simplifies the meas-







Figure D-l. Definition of polar coordinate system
in relation to the thruster axis.
the angle, ~, that this






functionial coordinate r. This measurement is accomplished through
articulating probe that can view a small region of the accelerator
different angles, ~p' and separate the total current leaving this
according to charge. This yields the currents, in (r, ~p)' where
is used to denote the charge state. Integration of these currents
+
~p' gives the current-density vector, j(r), and
vector makes with respect to the thruster axis;
determining the current-density corresponding to each ionic species as a
the use of an
geometry. A complete description of the technique used to determine the currents,





Figure D-2. Illustration of geometric variables for
current density at the accelerator grid.
1. Velocity-Analyzer Probe
Separation of the total current emanating from the active region of the
accelerator system into the current components, in(r, ¢p)' is accomplished
~sing a series-arrangement of a collimator and velocity filter. The collimator
restricts the viewing area and transmits a highly collimated beam to the velocity
filter. The transmission of the collimator is illustrated in Figure D-3, which
shows the response of the collimator to a parallel beam inclined at an angle, ~o.
The transmission is unity when the collimator is aligned with the beam (~p a
~o)' and drops rapidly to zero for angles ±~ at about ~o. The angle, ~, is
the acceptance half-angle, which is small enough (w < 0.3°) to enable the probe
response at any angle, ~p' to be .interpreted as the response due to particles
which leave the viewing area and follow straight-line trajectories inclined at an
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Figure D-3. Angular response of the collimator.
0+- 0+-
of orthogonal electric and magnetic fields (E and B, as shown in
Figure D-4) and transmits only those particles having velocity equal in magnitude
to E/B. All other particles are "filtered out" by an imbalance in the electric
and magnetic forces which deflects the particle trajectories into the upper or
lower electric-field plates, depending upon whether the particle speed is greater-
than or less-than the ratio, E/B. The series arrangement of the collimator and
velocity filter results in a probe whose output is restricted to those particles
having velocity vectors with magnitude, E/B, and direction in the range, ~p - W
~ <P ~ <Pp + W·
A schematic of the velocity-analyzer, or ExB probe, developed by Hughes for
performing the measurements of in(r, ~p) is presented in Figure D-5. The
probe assembly consists of a collimator, drift tube, separation aperture, and
current collector. The collimator apertures have a diameter of 0.25 mm, resulting
in a viewing half-angle of W= 0.29°. With this geometry, and with the probe
positioned 38 cm downstream of the accelerator grid, the viewing area is 0.13 cm 2,
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Figure D-4. Configuration of velocity filter for separating singly and
and doubly charged ions.
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Figure D-S. Configuration of collimating ExB probe.
The separator provides orthogonal electric and magnetic fields E and B, which
prevent all ions from reaching the collector except those having velocities of
magnitude E/B. The magnetic field is provided by a permanent magnet, while the
electric field is provided by the potential applied to parallel plates. Varying
the plate potential changes the ratio, E/B, allowing ions of different velocities
to traverse the separator undeflected and reach the collector. Figure D-6 pres-
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Figure D-6. Example of current output of probe as function of
deflection plate voltage (probe measuring in
thruster beam).
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the ability of the probe to resolve the peaks associated with singly and doubly
charged ions.* The nearly rectangular shape of the peaks enables the height
to be used as an indication of the total current of each species, which simplifies
the data acquisition and analysis requirements. The dimensions of the collimator
result in a viewing area that is small, but still large enough to provide a
readily measurable current (=10- 9 A). The drift-tube length and collector
aperture diameter ensure collection of the entire collimated and undeflected beam
of the ion species of interest. The collector aperture is biased 45 V negative of
the probe assembly to repel beam electrons and to return secondary electrons to
the collector.
2. Test Facility
A sketch of the probe setup used in the Hughes 9 ft diameter vacuum chamber
is presented in Figure D-7. The probe is moved vertically in or out of the thrust
beam using a precision stepping motor located on the top of the vacuum chamber to
vary the coordinate, r. The pit~h angle, ~p' is controlled using a precision
stepping motor located inside the chamber. A precision potentiometer and digital
readout provide a visual display of the probe pitch angle. The probe yaw angle, 0,
can be adjusted to position the probe axis parallel to the thruster axis. The
vacuum feed through is located off-center in the flange shown in Figure n-7 so that
the lateral position of the· probe can be adjusted, enabling the vertical axis of
the probe to be positioned on the thruster axis. The only maintenance requirement
of the probe system is an occasional replacement of the collimator aperture, which
eventually disintegrates as a result of on sputtering. The loss of the
collimating aperture is detected by the operator in the form of an increase in
collector current and the inability to resolve the peaks corresponding to the
various ion species.















Figure D-7. Coordinates (r t ~Pt n) for defining probe position with
respect to the thruster (as located in the test facility.
3. Thruster Alignment
The probe-to-thruster alignment is accomplished by aligning both the thruster
and the probe with the tank axis. This approach minimizes setup time since the
probe-to-tank alignment is required only after removal and reinstallation of the
probe. The thruster-to-tank alignment is accomplished by aligning the thruster
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Figure D-8. Illustration of procedure used for aligning thruster with the
the vacuum chamber axis.
The thruster support and vacuum enclosure flange position the thruster with
respect to the tank axis, and the angular alignment is accomplished using the
dial indicator to locate the edge of the accelerator grid at 90° intervals. In
order to ensure that the angle between the thruster and flange axis is less than
1°, the difference between the readings obtained 180° apart must not exceed 0.5
cm. If the difference is greater, the mounting fasteners are loosened and the
thruster is shifted to obtain the necessary tolerance•
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4. Data Acquisition '
The probe-positioning ~nd data-acquisition system is semi-automated,
requiring the operator to select the probe pitch angle, locate the beam edge, and
determine the plate potentials corresponding to the various ion species.* The
first step the operator performs in conducting a beam scan is to set the probe
pitch angle at ~p = 0, and then drive the probe down towards the beam until a
collector current is detected. This locates the edge of the beam at the plane of
the accelerator grid and provides a reference for subsequent movement of the probe
into the beam a distance equal to one-half the diameter of the active region of
the electrodes. If either the thruster or probe have been removed from the test
facility since the last probe measurements were performed, the probe-to-thruster
alignment is checked by varying the probe yaw angle, n, until maximum probe
current is detected. With the probe-travel axis and thruster axis aligned, this
step ensures that the viewing axis of the probe is coincident with the thruster
axis. The operator then varies the output of the el~ctric-field power supply to
determine the voltages, V+ and V++, corresponding to the peaks of the ~
and 1++ current profiles (see Figure D-4). These voltages are then input to
the data-acquisition system via potentiometers located on the control panel.
Next, the probe is driven up and out of the beam, and the pitch angle, ~p' is
set to the maximum negative value to be sampled (usually -15°). The probe is then
driven down to locate the beam edge. The beam edge is always located by moving the
probe in the downward direction, eliminating any position error that could be
caused by hyste~esis in the positioning mechanism. At this point, the operator
places the system in the auto mode, which executes the following steps:
*The normal operating conditions of the 8- and 30-cm thrusters result in a negli-
gible population of triply charged ions; therefore, the standard practice has
been to measure only the singly and doubly charged ion currents. However, the
probe system located in the Hughes 9 ft vacuum chamber also has the capability
of measuring triply charged ions, which may not be negligible in thrusters
operating at high beam currents.
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1. The probe is driven downward to a distance equal to one-fourth
the radius of the active region of the electrodes.
2. . Any vibration of the probe caused by the directed motion is
allowed to dampen out.
3. The currents, Lr and 1++, are sampled and recorded on paper
tape.
4. Steps 1-3 are automatically repeated a total of four times, with
the last measurement performed on the thruster axis.
Next, the operator drives the probe up and out of the beam, increases the pitch
angle, ~, by 5°, locates the beam edge, and resets the auto mode.
In developing the computer program used for analyzing the probe data, one of
the primary objectives was to minimize the number of input data points subject to
the constraint that the accuracy of the "reduced data should be at least comparable
to that of the raw probe data (±2% of full scale based on the manufacturers speci-
fications on the accuracy of the electrometer). Minimizing the data-collection
time ensures that the thruster operating conditions remain nearly constant during
the data scan and also relieves the operator of the time-consuming task of taking
more data than is necessary. After the initial installation of the probe, scans
having a different number of data points were taken, and it was found that four
equally spaced radial values and seven equally spaced angular values were near
optimum. A larger number of radial data points produced essentially the same
results, while a smaller number produced discontinuous-appearing curves. While
six angular values for each radial value were usually satisfactory, seven were
better for more divergent beams. The final technique chosen was to use four
radial values and seven angular values, resulting in a total of 56 data points per
scan (28 each for 1+ and 1++). In practice, the operator may conduct the
scan using as many as nine pitch angles so that the symmetry of the angular
dispersion profiles can be checked, enabling the most symmetrical data to be used
as input to the data-analysis routine.
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B. DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
The paper tape generated during the data acquisition contains 28 pairs of
probe currents (i+ and i++) corresponding to the measurements conducted
while viewing the four radial locations on the accelerator grid from seven dis-
crete angles. After completing a beam scan, this tape is input to a DEL PDP-l70
computer which performs the data analysis according to the procedure described
below.
The probe collector current, i, corresponding to species, n, is given by the
expression,
i (r, cj»:: {{I (r, cj» cos(cj> - cj> ) {u[cj> - (4) - I/J)] - u[cj> - (cj> + 1/J)]}T(4) - cj> )duxlAp 'n p )). n p p p p
(3)
where In is the intensity of the ion flux, rand 4> are the coordinates, 4>p is
the probe angle, I/J is the acceptance half-angle of the collimator, u is the unit
step function, T is the transmission of a cylindrical collimator, W is the solid
angle, and Ap is the aperture area. The combination of the transmission and
unit step functions in Equation (3) effectively "collimates" the incoming flux (as
illustrated in Figure n-9), allowing only a fraction of those ions having angles
in the range 4>p ± I/J to reach the velocity filter. In practice, the operator
selects the ion species of interest by varying the ratio, E/B, to match the parti-
cle speed. The narrow acceptance angle (2~) of the collimator permits the inten-
sity in Equation (3) to be replaced by the value corresponding to the probe angle,
4>p. Since the collimator restricts the angle difference to cj> - cj>p ( ~, the
cosine can pe replaced by unity, and Equation (3) can be written as
i (r, cj> ) :: iJI (r, cj> )TdwdA (4)
n p n pp
The narrow field-of-view of the collimator and the small size of the entrance
I
aperture permits us to assume that the ion flux is homogeneous over the aperture
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Figure D-9. Transmission of a cylindrical collimator inclined at angle
~. The step functions filter out all angles except
t£ose of bandwidth 2~ centered at ~p. The function, T,
is the transmission of cylindrical apertures viewing a
parallel beam inclined at angle ~p.
where J is the current density, and n is the solid angle subtended by the
collimator. Reference to Figure 0-10 shows that the solid angle, n, is given by
(6)
where the aperture area, Ap, is given by
(7)






For small angles, r = £E, and the expression above can be written as
dw = 27TEdE (10)
Combining Eqautions (4), (5), (6), and (10), and performing the integration over
d~, results in
i (r, 1> ) =
n p






which can be solved for the current density, I n ,
J (r, 1> ) =
n p
2 ! cTdc i (r, J. )n 't'pAP
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(12)
Figure D-10. Definition of variables used in analysis of the response of a
cylindrical collimator.
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The transmission of the cylindrical collimator is given by
T= 1- ~11; s [1 _(1 ; •/t z + sin-1 (1 ; s) I
where (for small angles e)
(13)
.(14)
The transmission represents the fractional overlap of the circular areas of the
entrance and exit apertures (as shown in Figure 0-11), and therefore represents
the response of the collimator to a parallel beam. Combining Equations (13) and
(14) gives
. 21 [ 2]1/2 1 ( IT = 1 - -; ~ 1 - (~) + sin- ~) (15)


















x sin xdx 1T= -8 (20)
Substituting these result into Equation (15) gives




Combining Equation (12) and (21) gives the relationship between the current
density at the probe aperture and the collector current,
(21)
J (r, <p ) = 4
n p




The relationship between the cur~ent density at the accel electrode and the col-
lector current can be derived using the geometric variables defined in Figure 0-12.
The small area, Ac, of the accelerator electrode is "viewed" from different
angles, <Pp , resulting in a current-density dispersion profile similar to the one
shown. This profile represents the current density* at the measurement plane
due to ion flow from the area, Ac. The total current from Ac is obtained by
integrating this current density over the measurement plane,
In =fjn .1idA •
*Note that the current density, J, is not necessarily the total current
density at the measurement plane, since the collimator restricts the probe
viewing area to Ao • For this reason, the total current from the accelerator




















Figure D-12. Definition of variables used in analysis of probe collector
current.
The scalar product is given by
-+- /\J en = J cos ¢
p
The area element, dA, is given by the expression
(24)
dA (25)
which is obtained by projecting the area element, dA, onto a plane normal to the
direction defined by the angle, ~o' and corresponding to the peak of the
current-density distribution. In this plane, the current density is assumed
symmetrical about the radii defined by the angles, ~in and ~ax, of
Figure D-12. Under this assumption, the area element dAl is given by
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dA1 = 1TRdR
where the coordinate R is given by





dR = L sec '"
, 't'o
2
sec (~ - ~ )d~pop (28)
The distance, L,from the measurement plane to the accelerator grid is given
by
L = L + R (1 - cosy)
o c
where Lo is the distance from the probe to the accelerator electrode on the
thruster axis, and Rc is the radius of curvature of the electrodes (as shown,
Rc is positive for electrodes dished outward). The angle, Y, is given by
(29)







This is also the current through the area, A , of the accelerator grid, which
o
can be written as
,.




where jn is the current density at the accelerator electrode. Combining
Equations (31) and (32) gives the desired expression relating the current density
at the electrodes to the probe current,
j (r) =
n
2 34'ITL sec <I>
o
A A cos(y - ep)
o p
i (r, <I> )
n p cos <I> sec
2 (<I> - <I> )ltan(<I> - <I> )Idep •p pop 0 P
(33)
An expression for the angle ep can be derived by applying the momentum equation to
the control volumes of Figure D-6. Using the measurement plane as the control
surface, the net thrust is given by
(34)
Using the accelerator electrode as the control surface, the net thrust is given
by
(35)
Equating the two expressions for net thrust and solving for the angle <I> results
in
cj>(r) = -1cos (36)
Substituting Equations (22), (25), through (28), and (33) into Equation (36)




cosep sec (ep - ep ) tan(ep - ep ) dep
p op 0 p
2 2
cos <I> sec (ep - ep ) tan(ep - <I> ) d~p op 0 p
.,12










The thrust-loss factors, a and Ft, are calculated using the expressions
.f2
J+ + 2'""" J+r
a =
and
j+ .f2 cos(y - ~) cos~dA+2 j++
A
F = gt .fi
cos(y - ~)dAj+ + 2 j++
Ag
where the total current of species n, and I n , is determined by






The integrations of Equations (33), (37), (39), and (40) are performed using
the trapezoidal rule, with the integrands evaluated at the midpoints of the probe-
angle intervals using a second-order interpolation routine. The probe current is
set equal to zero at the integration limits, ~min and 0max' where these
limits are defined as 5° less than the minimum input angle, and 5° greater than






The work performed under this program to upgrade the
drawings and fabrication control documents for the J-series
thruster is best summarized by the indentured parts list
that catalogs these documents. The latest revision of this
parts list is included here.
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T-1076- EBW FIXTURE FOR KEEPER ASSEMBLY C1095715 7111
T-1077
,
OXIDIZING HEADER FOR VAPORIZERS ALL
VAPORIZERS
7111
T-1078 POROUS PLUS WASHING FIXTURE 8CM &30 CM
T-1079 30-CM OPTIC SR FIXTURE 30·CM
El095752
.-
T-1080 30-CM RING STRUCTURE MACHINING 30 CM
FIXTURE El026498
T-1090 MANIFOLD LOCATING FIXTURE 30 CM30 CM C1095683
T-1091 WRENCH - RESISTOFLEX FITTING B1095397
81095397
T-1093 MASK TO GRID 30 CMSPACING BARS D1026tl62 7111








1-----.--- --------------.--f------;-----~.--.. --lPIN ALIGNMENT FIXTURE 01026137FOR DISHING 30 CM
. ~--3-0._C__M__EL,ECTRil!lES :::::S--l---_..---- '.'.
SHOE HORN - ANODE 30 CM 7111
-----------;._.- --_.... _...._- •.._--- ----~_.-.._---_ ..__._- _._.. - - -- -
RIVET GO-NO GO GAUGE E1095752
30 CM
275
1~~~~~2~~SE;~~~ ~~-~E~R -S~~EL~ - - -l ~-o-~~-'7~ - -:~;~~~~ --0. -SChnener




~ITLE - .. .. - -- -- -r-r- -- -IPfU~YS ~lolE R£." ~(ll TASS"1.18-.- 30-CM ASSEMBLY PROCEDURES ~?_~(~~ ~.- ------BY SH£ET OF SH£E~~
9 5L__
,
! DATE REVISIONSPEC. NO. OF LETTER REQUESTOR
IPO-PR- TITLE ISSUE DATE ,
I CLEANING PROCEDURE - ION THRUSTER PART, (METAL) HAVING COMPLEX CONFIGURATION Jan. 164 "B" REV W. D. Meyersi 010I (CAVITIES, THREADS, ETC.) .- 5/29/81I
--
I Prepared by:I CLEANING &FIRING OF CERAMIC PARTS Mar. 1·64 "B" REV016 7/24/79 W. Perkins! W.O. r~eyers
-
I 017 BRIGHT DIPPING TITANIUM PROCEDURE Nov. '74 "B" REV Prepared by:! . 9/11/80 R. OlneyI W. D. Mevers
I
I FLASH NICKEL PLATING, ION THRUSTER Jul. l 71 "B" REV T. Packman ;I 043I MILD STEEL PARTS 5/21/79 . ;
I Prepared by:I SHIELD-INNER FABRICATION Oct. '73 "B" REVI 050 B1026541 7/14/80 B. ReevesD. Schnelker
- .-
I Prepared by:
I 051 SHIELD-OUTER FABRICATION Oct. '73 "B" REV B. Reeves7/14/80 D. Schnelker
-
FIELD TUBE CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY Oct. 175 IIE" REV Prepared by:B. Reeves052 B1026611 7/15/80 D. Sehnelker
CATHODE ASSEMBLY Oct. '75 "0" REV D. Schnelker I
.
053 C1026624 9/12/80 i
I !BAFFLE AND POLE ASSEMBLY Oct. '75 "C" REV D. Schnelker ;I054 01095719 8/26/80 Ii
. -
ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE FOR 30-CM
"AII'-REV S. Kami055 PLENUM ASSEMBLY Jul ~ '79 7/16/80 .... I1025320 ,
-I IASSEMBLY PROCEDURE FOR RING Dec. '75 "B" REV Prepared by:062 STRUCTUHE 8/4/80 B. ReevesI I £1026496 D. Schnelker
--I 30 CM THRUSTER ASSEMBLY Jun.'76 "e" REV D. Sehnelker




1 o~~~~---lp·;~~;~ed--by :I 065 JGRIT-BLAST PROCEDURE FOR IONI, I 8/2/76 ,H. MeNul ty! THRUSTER PORTS _ jD. Schnelker
I --- -- ----_ ...---_._.- ....- .._- _. - ---- -- ..
I IPrepared by:I FINAL ASSEMBLY OF MASK Nov. '75 "B II REV
I 069 01026462 9/10/80 IC. Fi buzianI 10. Schnelker













--, jf}l /~~.~~JN(a1 A~S'Y ~










Jan. 176 "0" REV D. Schnelker
. 9/10/80













30-eM ION THRUSTER MAGNETS
B1095074 &B1095095





B. J. Reeves"A" REV
9/10/80















Oct. 175CALIBRATION OF 30 eM ION THRUSTER
RADIAL HAGNETS PIN B1095095
L----+---------------f----f-----;--------II 094




098 DYE PENETRANT TEST FOR All FORMED
SHEET METAL PARTS





"A" REV Prepared by:
3/1/80 C. Dulgeroff






133 II INTRUSION TEST AND FLOW FABRICATIONPROCEDURE~---~---~----------f----f-----+-------,
30 CM THRUSTER ACCEPTANCE TEST
PROCEDURE
~---+-----------------+---f-----+-------- -ITHRUSTER TEST FACILITY
L..--~I-_------------T---t----~-------
I 30 CM THRUSTER140 POWER PROCESSOR SPECIFICATION
I
I








I "A" REVI 3/1/80
~.._------------------------,------~----"---
-~j}J:n·s ~T1TLE . ..- . 5;2i'/~1 ] RE-~-J~O; A~S'YJ.•1~3-f 30-CM ASSEMBLY pROCEDURES ~;--- -- 'rr~ET or -. s-"~7' ~
_.-
I DATE REVISION:SPEC. NO. OF LETTER REQUESTOR
.IPD-_PR- TITLE ISSUE DATE
.-
30 CM ELECTRODE STRESS RECEIVING Mar. 178 IIB II REV
146 PROC. PIN 01026137 &01026138 7/15/80 G. J. Reeves
.
-
VAPORIZER POROUS PLUG.- HOUSING; Jul. 1 79 Prepared by:
151 ASSEMBLY AND PROCESSING PROCEDURE S. Kami
I 30 CM
I 152 MAIN ISOLATER VAPORIZER ASSEMBLY Mar. '80 IIA II REV Prepared by:I C1095755 9/10/80 S. Kami!
I
.
I 30 CM OPTICS ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE Jul. '79 Prepared by:I 153 1095752 S. Kami .
.
I
CATHODE-ISOLATOR VAPORIZER Jul. '79 IIA II REV Prepared by:
154 ASSEMBLY 9/10/80 S. Kami
1095763
-I NEUTRALIZER ASSEMBLY Sep. '79 IIA II REV Prepared by:
I 155 1095773 9/12/80 S. Kami
-"
NEUTRALIZER VAPORIZER ASSEMBLY Jul.'79 Prepared by:
156 1095761 S. Kami
---
.159 PREP. OF THRUSTER DELIVERY ? IIA
II REV Prepared by:
PACKAGE 6/2/80 R. Poeschel
--I • VAP HEATER TEMP CYCLE Mar. '80 Ray Maheux
165
-









I II I.Ii --- - ---_ .._---- -- -- -- _. •. ~. .,
I
iL-_~_ ._ '4 • __~
_. - ---- -_._-.__ .. .._-., _..-.









-".- - .... .- . - .
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·;;;-t~~;·;- ;-lf~~'-l··T;~~~ :TE~-IALS-~IS-T·-·-·--·--·- ~~!-214~R(~ l~(~~~~~T_-
.. • - BY SHEET or SHU"< ;
12 57
QTY Q-tV···
NO. MATERIAL AND USE PER NO. MATERIAL AND USE PER
THR. THR.
1. MOLYBDENUM FOR ION OPTICS
a•• 015" ARC-CAST SHEET
b..075" POWDER-:MET. SHEET
c•.160" POWDER-MET. SHEET
d. ~" ARC-CAST PLATE
2. TANTALUM FOR CATHODES
AND POLE-PIECE SHIELDS
a. l.i" DIA ROD
b. 5/16" DIA ROD
c. 2/16" DIA ROD A
d. ~" DIA ROD
e. 3/4" DIA ROD
f..125" THICK SHEET
g. 3/16" THICK SHEET
h. l.i" THICK SHEET
i .. 010 THICK SHEET
j .. 016 THICK SHEET A
k..032 THICK SHEET B
1•• 090 THICK SHEET C
m. l.i" DIA x .010 WALL TUBE
n.• 0005" THICK FOIL
A 25 lb. Min. Order
B 35 lb. Min. Order
C 50 lb. Min. Order
7. TITANIUM
2.25 kg a. .020" THICK SHEET 2.0 1b
4.18 kg b. .032" SHEET 2.0 1b
t ,4.91 kg c. .08"' 2.0 1b
1.84 kg d. 3/8" DIA ROD .9 1bi
e. ~" DIA ROD .0161 b
f. 1~" THICK PLATE 63
I
,
.42 lb 8. MAGNETS I!
.46 1b a. 12 AXIAL 15 !
.09 1b b. 12 RADIAL 15 I,
.68 1b i
1. 59 1b 9. VESPEL I2.40 1b a. l.i" SHEET3.50 lb 4 sq.i n'.
1.66 lb b. ~" SHEET 4 sq. in.
•0361 b c. 3/4" ROD 14 in .





3. CERAMIC INSULATORS 147 parte
MISCELLANEOUS ASSEMBLY
4. POROUS TUNGSTEN (VAPORIZERS) 12 parte
3 VAPORIZERS (YIELD ~)
5. IMPREGNATED POROUS WINSERT 3
2 CATHODES (YIELD 2/3)
6. HEATERS
a. CATHODE (Ta ) 4 to get
2
b. VAPORIZER ( ) 6 to get
3
c. ISOLATOR ( ) 4 to get
2






·.----- -----.-------..---------------..---.,.-.------'-~-=r-_...._. --.TITLE Ol.TE REI< t./OlA:'5·'





12. a. 165 x 800 302/304 SINTEREO
MESH
11. 302/304
a.. 003 THICK SHEET











m. 1. 500 OIA
n. 2.250 OIA
o•• 090 x .016 WALL TUB
p•• 062 x .010 WALL
b. 165 x 800 MESH
c. 165 x 1400
d. 23 rUCRON
e. 94 MESH
13. KOVAR SHEET .020



































e. 311 O.O.x.OSO WALL TUBE
16. OFHC COPPER .010 OIA
17. 2% THOR TUNGSTEN ~" OIA
18. CLASS 200 NICKEL SHEET










-..._._._ .. --._---_....._----._. __. ------
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TITLE 3001 J-SERIES ION THRUSTER DATE JREV IN::'YPj:t~RTS LIST E1026510 <./ /6-8' ABY ISHEET 14oF 57 SHEETSRc.F IrD' r ;-:~- 0c: l~ F .. ,'\~. ':"':" RJ
a: )- f- C 0 IPD TOOLNOMENCLATURE (f) c :2- z
DRAWING NUMBER I- (f) f- ~t.J ~ C. >- ." PR T-lIJ (!) ~ z Vi '.1 _.. -_.__ ... ----N >' ..
I I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 .1 6 I 7 I e I 9 1 10 III 112 :I: I- ..... 0- if• I -- - tvlA r :,-(.1 h l-en u 0 0 t.... c::r: :.~
OUTER HOUSING ASSEt·1BLY
te9'~D 1025j24 F 1 1 1 1 21 (.,- .t. I" "':1,/'0 • , ~
INSULATOR-SPACER t·1ALE ;3(; Od),.; .1:;<;, I,D.)(,~-;L.j
,A.L ~00 l\L:..;' 1 1-
B 1024226-98 G -, 12 12 2 - WE5ir".i--I GOLD Q P!.Al"'... "
SHIELD. TUBE: i. :..' DI/\ .<, • 01 Tr.":', - 3 " 7/~"" c..r .'.:BL/"~~h.. ,,","- _.......... '.'-.




HIRE MESH ANODE IO~~1 f1.t:'z. x ~'91 1l45X ';;::
071 /0 zE:' r.-.~5:-\ 3,:>i L c.C.::. ~\ '.-~D 1095246 E 1 1 5 4 ,O~G e:;-·l(j I D TO, • 0;:;::/.0 :.~v-'··l!1100 C.R!:S :.;.,.::c-"t"
INSULATOR-SPACER. FEr~ALE 13r:; O.D.···.r.?-':· r~tJ.
X .'2.51 L'f AL "').:.;0 AI-I,m-
B 1024226-99 G D 12 13 5 - INA, wsn:..\.1 6tl) .; e'...~1
SHIELD: INSULATOR .50 () i,,,,\ X.Z~ L,.,,
-, 2/""- C····-('" Po ...., ,,0 .;- "·'r ~,~.;;>
-' ' ..
B 839299 D .::'\ 12 14 6 - Q.G\.- 5 - 7 C· .3.
HIRE ASSY. ANODE
I,D 1095845-04 G- 3 e- o' 0 7 1~7-...J , ..
WIRE ASSY, ANODE




56 \(,7C:r 1 1 9
HIRE ASSY. ANODE
0 1095845-02 ' G- 1 1 5£; 10 IG7
BACK PLATE ASSEMBLY
,
E 1025353 F 1 1 8 11 18 -.
RETAINER, RADIAL MAGNET 3 . 3 x. I 7 t3 X • 0 0.5 1':',.,-,CO.',,' l. l~lJr~~ TI1"'·"'l'··
C 1026508-1 B 8 8 9 12 - AM;' ,4.'" • /4--"0, .." ~ .' ... . ..
RETAINER, RADIAL t1A(]NET , II
C 10265Q8-? B 2 2 10 13 -
RETAIr~ER. RADIAL HAGNET I'
C 1026508-3 B 2 2 11 14 -
RETAIrlER. f1AGtlET, INNER I.::.·Z. , •. \ '1( • C,? -.:".AI~r I DIO i laIc; S1F.":L
C 1025352 C 1 1 23 15 - I
n·\r,~jET • RADIAL I .30 ~ll.. • \ ~ '.. : X ~;;. -3 '_:!"" -'::- ALNICO ~,"' 1-[) 10'F)!1C15 A 12 12 3 16 I 1\., ~ I.... :
281
.....~........ ". .._.~....,. 6 _~., ,_."_
. "'-"~----......~- ...---_.--------------------------,..---~.
TITLE 30G1 J-SERIES DATF: REV INExT ASS'Y
PARTS LIST ION THRUSTER ZJ!b-3It ABY ISHEET 15 OF 57 SHEETS
RJ
NOMENCLATURE a:: ~ t- ~ 0 (PD TOOL~ 0 z "DRAWING NUMBER In ....J ~ t- C. \ PR T-III ~ >-N
I I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 1'0 III 112 C) >' z (/') (':r: ~ ~ - (/') ::-. -(I) u 0 0 lL.. eJ: '->-
RETAINER, MAGNET, OUTER
.
D 1026488 C 1 1 6 17 043
RETAINER.. FOR~lED BLANK 14·0 0.0. x II· 5 J, D.)( • ()24 THK I3lAN K.
10958~0 . ,L;... 1 1 (D (1) A1SI 10:O/101e. 5Ti:"d_r. -
MAGNET, AXIAL .140 Ol/~ .x.~.;:,Lj
-
075 ALNIC.O "5X.
B 1095094 A 12 12 18 18 DC'. r:' !DIp(,
PLENUr1 ASSEr1BLY
D 1025320 J 1 1 15 19 18 oc::r:::~'"'
SHJELP, t·1ESH 1~5.x 600 DVTc.li WJI'-l.304L Cf'E'S _nic.O, INC
-
f:) H.l95429 .n. 1 1 50 20 - /4·0 O'A
BAFFLE & POLE ASSEt1BLY
D 1095719 B 1 1 52 21 19 054 .
MESH, CIV
I C>5 )( 000 OVT':H ...,; l._
, )c4 I.. cP.~5-TET''::(;" ".<:
B 1095428 B 1 1 51 22 - 4,0 DtA
SHIELD, OliTER, INSULATOR Iq- 'C i'c'?E 3(\;; C;:.L:SCotJO A, '-lQ,' S· '~Q
1'025317 (3 it:- -:z.~ .., ... 23
l.g PIA X'OIO l~lk
B ... :; -~ -..
'INSULATOR (CERAMIC) J 9(;; 7", I"'lil.. c::, AL,;: O"; J~ KoV,Ar~ OR. E~ PEr.
I I
24- J\ST/V\ F - \ s. Ci::f. ,'/.-B 1095778~99 A 2- 19 24 - A5GAL t"r H- SO'1r-"~-':'--'
INSULATOR, ASSEt1BLy - V~SPEL, VE5~;;;1. SP-Iov PC'r.JT oc: NE~'OI..'~
B 1095712 - 2 14 30 25 -?'). -. ........
'REAR BRACE ASSEMBLY ,ITAN I VM lear.... 'I.-pv«. E, roMS ",q.;7(, /01
I
D 1026485 . H 1 1 17 26 23 I ~4-
CATHODE ASS~r'1BLY-CIV
C 1026624 G 1 1 36 27 24 053
SEAL. CATHODE COM'I.. pur..:.c TA,
.0'O!: x I.S Ol/~
B 1026601 A 1 1 53 28 ..
ISO-VAP ASS~r1B~Y. CATHODE
1013
D 1095763 A· 1 1 42 29 ?.~ 154 10 \(
COVER. BAFFLE, UPSTREAM • <.:. I 4 I '. C : I:> C<-",\, L.. t .Ii -
,.A 2.3 o,~B o I 1 I1095239 1 55 30
-~ -- ~ ..._-- IBAFFLE 1010 ".. I ::. I Sit'-t: L~.IZ.S' ,,, I A ,'<..03 TI.t<I I o.c", - s - " 'J ~B 1025423 r, ; 1 1'18 31
I
181583 "L MAY 1S1eO 282 ,
PARTS LIST
TITLE 30 CMJ-Seri es loti Thrus ter DATE (, !~, IREV INEXT ASS'Y
Standard Hardware ' ~Z~!_/_~~/!/~_A__~ ~
BY ISHEET 16 OF 57 SHEETSREJ
NOMENCLATURE a: ~ t- 0 C
DRAWING NUMBER ~ U) ~ :z :z:
!AI ~~-r---r--r--~-r---r-r--.....---r----r~ C) ~ >:: Cl >-~ 'I 2 I 3 I 4 15 16 I 7 18 19 110 III 112 5 ~ b P ~
COVER, BAFFLE, DO~NSTREAM




~. -:'00 C''''~ A .O'8~ 1.4
TA CO,'1'L Po.Jki:::
A 3 3 37 33










\' r.:~ 10 12-
-'- lOll
074-
1 1 41 35 36 155
























G 1 1 57 37
B19 23 46 38
E 19 22 47 39
C 19 20 48 40
C 38 42 45 41
- 1 1 31 42
- 2 2 32 4';'
\67
D'3B
f 010 TKK.X '·70IA
T"f'pe ::?C4 c.rJ:S rE'~
qq-S-'766 ... LCIVD A
• 3 75' DIM >C, L.J '''.'' .
AL 3,",0 wc;~"c (.'~
GCI..I~ 9 r!:"AT'I"-l~"'" ":0.
"




3"4 cr<:.6S PE.~ .
c.;,Q-$-7Gh c.,,"~o ..,.4
• OIG 1'1<. I ~-~ 1'O'l;;
3C-"1 C~E5 r;~r.,
ao - s - 7.'- ~ C,.LJfJP I~'"
I" )(.,,2.. .,<."IG.-u~
C 1095683
JUMPER WIRE, MAG BAFFLE
1--~-+--+-_1..-+--~-1-4--+--'~4--~D 1095845-03
JUr·1PER \I IRE, f1AG BAFFLE
- 1
G 1 1 59 45 167
o 1095845-09 G 1
283
1 SO 117 1~7
~--
-- ----'-
TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER DATE / IREV INExT ASS'YPARTS LIST 2//(./ 1'1 /~STANDARD HARDHARE BY 1SHEET 170F 57 SHEETSREJ
NOMENCLATURE a: >- ~ ;:: z lPD TOOL~ (f) 0 oaalDRAWING NUMBER (f) ....J <t l- e >- \.~ T-w C) >:- ~ z V1 ",f PRN
I I 2 I 3 I 4 15 , 6 I 7 lei 9 110 III T12 J: ...... V1~ ~ ~ .(I) u 0 0 l.J.. ~ ~.-'- -
JUr'TP~R\nRE,I CATHODE HEATER .
[); 1095845-06 G 1 1 ~S 49 1~7
.---'
• 015 TJ(XI·7 )(. J F.CLAMP, GU IDE, CABLE .?a IeKes peR J1.a - S - 7,~:·
B 1095709 . ~ 4 4 4 49 COMD. Y4 liRO
.
JUMPER HIRE, THERMISTER
D 1095845-41 G 1 1 &1 ;0 1~7 -
HIRING &HARNESS ASSEMBLY
D 1095845-16 thru 40 ~ -42-
... I I 1~7G e.:. e~ +4- 51
INSULATOR/HIRE CLAMP • OZO TI<.. TEFLO~
. MIL.-P- :'Z.Z,AI
B 1095009 A 2 2 39 52 - '·32. )( .~-
HIRE CLAt1P (STRAP) 'OO::J TKXlrI X."\I TYP,;
. 304' eR.E'S ,>t:r::
B 1095008 A 2 2 33 53 - £<Q.-P-7~~ COf"D A
TAPE~ INSULATION A A MIL.-P-Z';:'~I




GUIDE-H~RNESS VcseeL sp- I
cu I~O.V"'T DE IVEJlIlt P :
B 1027398 E 4 4 33 55 - I·~ x.. \.4:\ oX .:; 8
LAC ING TI E~ HIRE. (BEN Hi\~) A~
- HMS 20-1924 - - 62 56 -
SHIELD, INNER, INSULATOR .ei! (,) THI< )( 2.S 01 ..... n-r::304 q<.GS PEt? Q~-




T 1 1 7 58 50 070
COVER .o:.c Ii<. )(."i-.GCltA "O'/oT~!'<LU"·\ltvUrV\ A~LOY
B 1026809
.
B 1 1 20 59 - Q.Q.-A - 250/ II
BRACKET, MOUNTING, NEUTRALI ZER .o~z.. TI< TIT/::.' ..d\.),......SHt:~T; AI-,S 4<'("n ,'01
B 1095733 A 1 1 " . 60 COM 'I.- PU;';'E ..~) .,. '.5'.)<.. ,.7S
~lA~K ASSEi"1BLY . '016 r:,
"
0 1026462 C 1 1 lb 51 SO o~g 1093
SHIM, ~10UNTING A A . uv·c.. Tl-\·-••U· C4(; ,',
,,,.." /' ,e - 6 T'Yl"-':: J C'?f~<··t
B 1095754
- R ..... 62- cr.:c~~ couDA, ";;;.'-5-7.: .I .... ~ - - .4 •• pi ,..,
SHIELD, OUTER, SEGr,lErlT A • 0.:) <."' TI< GeJ",,-T4-AL.L/M. t:<.a-/"'-Z5~/11
D 1095121 0 1 1 27 63 - (0·1 J( 7.S
SHIELD, OUTER, SEGMENT B II
D 1095122' E 1 1 28 64- - :''2. ~ X 7.S-
284
TITLE 30CM J":SERTES D~l,j~ / REI! / NEXT ASS'yPARTS LIST Torr THRUSTER 2 /~ <:,J ASTANDARD HARDWARE BY /SHEET 18 OF 57 SHEETSREJ
a: ~ I- ~ ~ IPD TOCtNOMENCLATURE "'- :zDRAWING NUMBER ~ (f) Co L!J~ l- e >- \,) PR T-ILl (!) ~ z V"lN
I I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I B I 9 110 I'I 112 :I: >' ...... v: D:~ ~en u 0 0 w.... c:r:: -
SHIELD, OUTER, SEGI·1ENT C ,030 'tit::. (;:,0&1 - T4
I AL.LJft.'1. GG -A-~50/"
D 1095123 E 1 1 29 65 - 1~'3}(-"S
PLT ASSmBLY, HDR, MAN, 3-INLET 07~ IDt30
C 1095686 (Optional) A 1 1 34 66 5' Ground Test Version
,
PLT-SPACER, MANIFOLD SEAL .l I' 0':; I x I ><. ~ ,0 i Y i'=~CRE"S CO/...1D,4-, C-'(..' - s
B 1095684-1 B 1 1 24 67 - Ground Test Version-~:5
,
O-RING (VITON ~ I .1. Y-747-75 VITOt-.4
- PARKER #2-00; - "3 :3 54 68 - Ground Test Version
PLT ASSEMBLY, HDR, MAN. I-INLET a74l10~DI.
C 1095687 A 1 1 26 69 S\ Flight Version
PLT SPACER, MANIFOLD SEAL I I.' DS? TI<.)( \)(. Z TYpe;: JotCRES,c..O~JDA aa-s
B 1095684-2 B 1 1 54 70 - Fl i ght Vers ion / - 7C-k.
C-SEAL (PRESS SCI) ,
F t I. .
- 632-U55-0002-2 - 3 3 65 71 - llght Verslon
LOCKWIRE .o20i.025 CRES A A
QQ-W-423 , /R /R 69 72- -
..
INTERFACE ENGR MODEL
E 1095023 (ref) 0 - - 43 73 -
~':Ii(ING- '4H·Ar..NE~5 A5SY '(R~F)
D 1095845 Go - - - 7+ 1(,7
V'-lIr~c:, ELec.T, Srf::.At-H)ED, I G }..v':6 AI t<FT -5001-4 (Gal.:e)
Ht-t\S-2-1eW~OB9 I II" ,1" 235' FT
- 'f - \ } " ' -
WI R.E.J [l'=CT, ~;n,;bN':. ~.DJ zo kJ.'5- 1c
f<,FT-S'ocl -3 (GoRE)





GLJII) E, CA2.t.-S' J 'NSVL/\TED ,Z3b Df).J,...>(.(,2.5" L;}
B '095708 4- 4 1')\ ,3) )\L 1. ,": AL -3DO\.' : - I' ,.r- ",-t:. ~, ) G~":<~ .f ( :. '.1',.
Bc."D/ CE'R/\-MlC. (FlSH S~L'J[) ·'10 4· C ALUr-\\NA
T,' ,ti t
e.o IVl. /VI C R c.( I~ L r ~ 1.';- (4) (-4 ~ I
-
~7' - I
T(;\-:,o ,'11 t-tr~L LU(r (At--·\p






1'" 6 ,- , - !'CO ~ .
Ie r:..~', I Nt-:_ LUG- ': At"i' rr.~ ) rvi If ,/
32 l ;:, -' r;. f ,- :'. :... ; '. t,'.\
- .-'
,.'" .
'.. --" , -
re L \\\1 N!\L LUG- l\(I>IP .\; ~:; tJi Il I •
.
I3 .:. ::: .,- 7~_ ,-;-~ . \
-
Z~ . " ..... l -
Tl-I:; ..... liNi··L LU C:- ~_.A r-.j ..: ~ .~~) . f\il II II
~2_( S 8~; '.1 ? !(l
--
-
'(J ; I I
181583 "L MAY 1t80 285 .
TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER OA}E I IREV INEXT ASS'Y
PARTS LIST ElO26510 z ft..! 1'.' AStandard Hardware BY'J- ISHEET 19 0f57 SHEETSt-
NOMENCLATURE a:: r I- a c~ (I) 0 z z .DRAWING NUMBER J (I) I-
W (!) ~ ):: c >-N
I f 2 r 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 1 10 III 1'2 :I: >' Z V1~ ~ >- V1en (J 0 0 LL.. c:::::
t.1 ,.. r Ti ,'\, EGUS HARDWARE::II =-:~ '-1 '.
E I02GS'IO-99 G - - - 7£




SCREW, CAP, SOC HO,10-32,CRESX,C,ZL1
MS24673-3 - 6 112 2.)
. SCREH, CAP, SOC HO, 6-32,CRES :A.:.S'Lt
MS 24674-1 - 36 110 (3)
SCREH, CAP, SOC HO, (i-3?, CRES j(. 3'; '-q-
MS 24674-2 .- 16 106 (4-)
SCREl,..:) CM~ 1 Soc. HD J 6-32, c!<.cS x.as If
MS 24-" 74-3 1 125 (5)
.
SCREH, FLT HO, CROSS REC J 6-32,CRES
MS 24693-C31 - 4 ;2+ (6)
SCREH .. PAN HO, 4-40, CRE$ X ,2S Lf
MS 51957-13 - 1 II~ (7)
.
SCRB'S, PAN HD, 4-40 J CRES 1(·5 L1
MS 51957-17 - 6 m:. (6).
SCREW, PAN HO, 4-40,CRES ~ I,D Lf,
. (9)MS 51957-21 - Q \03. . . '"
SCRH/, PAN HO, 6-32, CRES X .25 l.'f
MS 51957-26 - 6 113 110\
" .
SCREH.. PA~I HO, 6-32,CRES l( .3"3 '-1.
MS 51957-28 - 32, II~ (\I)
SCREW .. PAN HO, 6-32, CRES X .5 Lr
MS 51957-30 - 6 IO~' G2)
SCRHJ, PAN HO, 6-~2,CRES \ 1.:='>L·r
. I




1a83 "L MAY 11160 286
---------------------------------'---
TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER DATE~/. IREV INEXT ASS'Y
PARTS LIST El0265l0 zitI, 9/ A-Standard Hardware BY f:-L .1 SHEET 20 Of" 57 SHEETS
NOMENCLATURE a:: ~ t- o C~ III 0 Z zDRAWING NUMBER .J ~ t-
'"
(!) ~ Cl >-N
I I 2 I 3 I 4 15 I 6 I 7 r 8 19 110 III 112 :I: >' Z ~(J) u ~ ~ ..... V)0 0 l..l- c:!'





NUT. HEX. PLAIN. 0-80 CRES
.- (IS'AN 34S-CO - 8 117
WASHER, FLAT, NO.4. CRES
AN 960-C4 - 14- 123 I, t:. \\\'0
WASHER. FLAT. NO. 6. CRES
AN 960-C6 - fO:' \07 .\7\
HASHER. F.LAT. NO. 10 CRES
AN 960-ClO - 12- rol 1/10'1_.. '1
WASHER. F.LAT. NO. 10 (THIN) CRES
AN 960-ClOL .- 22 IIG j9"..
NUT. HEX. PLAIN. 8-32 lORLO) CRES
I, \
NAS 509 C8 - 3 3 121 20
WASHER. FLAT. NO. 4 (SM. 0.0.) CRES
NAS 620'C4 - 39 10';- il)
Wi\S 11 CR. FLAT, NO f, (SMAll O. 0.) CRES
·
I
N4S 620-C6 \6 \26 .22
NUT" Hex , Pl•. '\\ :'-l O-r;(' CR~S A L.iEJuJAl' € .0 <...' S')
"1.:4';;; b7/ CO •
·
3 - -
NUT SELF-LOCKING. 4-40 CRES




NUT SELf -LOCKHIG. 6-32. CRES,
/
NAS 1291 C06 - S2 10'- 2.4
NUT. SELF-LOCKING. 10-32. CRES
\
NAS 1291 C3 -. 6 1:1 '?[
SCREH. SOC l-10 CAP. 4-40. CRES x \·0 l1
NAS 1352C04-16 20 1'- ? \i.._ _6






TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER E1026510 DATE / IRf: INExT ASS'Y
PARTS LIST OUTER HOUSING ASSEMBLY OJ z-iIG (3/D1025324 8Y ISHEET 21 OF 57 SHEETS(Pace 1 of 3) REJ
NOMENCLATURE 0:: -t; I- ~ ~ ~ IrO TOOL MATERIAL
ORAWING NUMBER ~ (/) a
LrJ ~ I- 0 >- LLl P2. r-!:::! 11213/4/516/71819 10 III 112 (!) >' ........ z V'l l!l:J: l- I- .... V'l «(/) Co) 0 0- u.. « D-
OUTER HDUS ING, ASSEM!3LY I 10':'4-
FD 1025324 1 II I~ 1 D6t It")o~
RI1lG STRJJCTURE 10;2JG4 1033
E 10~64~8 F 1 1 1 0'"2 103"., 1001
RIfIG. THRUSTER SUPPORT IO£i>P .050 1"~/<.. COM I L.I 1053 PURE ri, AM5 4100/",
4 1 (2 (1 Ilo4-D • 1026452-2 . .
·
0(,1.
UPRIGHT., RING SUPPORT .020 ~K II
f3 (3 (2 I fill' "C 1026451-1 I 4 Ll () "L
UPRI GHT., RING SUPPOR.T
1(,4 It




C 1026451-.3 B 4 4 (5 (4 \{,4ott. ' .
· RING. THRUSTER SUPPORT • 05'0 'rHK II
D 1026452-1 J.. 1 1 {6 (5 1(,40(,1-
·
, HW'/' 191 O. D• TUj3E j MAG RETAIWIWG-
- (7 (6 l(,4 X .ISO I.D. iiB 10261,94 C 12 12 o"l- AM,!) +((lj 1:>( ~
.
• (), 0::',11 ;;: c'r 'TYPE' .-
• SHTFl.n ,TrHIFR .TN~'II , I ? ," !:Y I c.RE<'"~ .... '.... (.,1~ ~
B 1025318 B 22 38 3 2- 096 I, 0 1)1 A,
.
-
r -_., • • I • J ._--. I -




B 1095712 - 14 2 - E. I. DVPONr
INSULATO~-VESPEL )I















I TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER El026510 DATE~/~ I /lEY IIlUT ASS'Y2/II.., <t! APARTS LIST 01025324 OUTER HOUSING ASSEMBLY IT] (PaQe 2 of 3) . BY -ISHEET 220,. 57 SHEtTSREJ
NOMENCLATURE 0:: -t; I- ~ ~ ~ IPC> TOOL MJ\.fERJAt-ORAWING NUMBER ~ III 0~ l- e >- LLJ PR T-~ C)
""
:z: V) l!JN
.1 1213141~16171819 10 111112 >':x: l- I- .... V) ~ -III U 0 0- u. ~ 0-
f , I
INStJLATOR f.rf='R.AMTr,) CER.AYl4-Sr:/.l.L Pr-H809B9797-1
B 10957,78-99 A 10 24 4 4
SHIELD, OUTER" INSUL. . C".lflB TYPE- 3 0 Z.!3CY1 qE=SC.OIJt. A., (Q Cl.- S- 7'~
B lq25317 B 12 26 5 5,
SCRG/,CAP,HEX ,SOC,DR~D,10-32.CRE~
- r·15 24673-1 - -to 56 6 6 - I,I
LOCK~II RE, .020-.0~5 PO~) "A/
- QQ-H-423 R - 7 7 --
OUTER SHELL ..008 TI~K. T i SlIlC[, PLR p.~S 4A.0D!OI
































TiTLE OA/1 ~/'i IREV INUT ASS'YPARTS LIST 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER ElO26510 2. If.:, 7/ A01025324 OUTER HOUSING ASSEMBLY [[J IIY ISHF'ET 23 Of' 57 SHEETS(Page 3 of 3) REJ
NOMENCLATURE a: ~ I- ~ ~ ~ [PO TOOL Ml\rERlAL
DRAWING NUMBER ~ en a~ l- e >- L1J PR. r-l&J (!)
........ z Vl t!l~ >'1/2/3/4/5/6/71 8 19 10 III /12 ::J: l- I- .... Vl e:c -en u 0 0- u... e:c a.
GumAl BRACKET ASSEr~BLY .• /(,4
C 1026509 E 2 2. Q Q (034
PLATE.. FRONT •080 THK COM I L.
· ·
. PuRE -ri Pt=~ AM5
C 1026509-~9
·









. 1026509-96 E 1 (3: {3' '.C 1
GUSSET \I






B 4 4 (5 {5
I/'.'
. Co 1'1 rilU ".
'Ie 1<>1.;:-
SHI M,110UNTI NG AI .ooz.. TH Roll • 04D wt.WPt; 302/>04 ("~f5
B 1095754 - F - 10 10 PE:~ rx.G·s- 7~~ ~IJO A
·
RING, DOWNSTREAM ~4 GJ,(.024) SH~C'iAISIIOlo!IOlsr-€1Z
0 1025384 f. 1 11 11 043 QQ-S-G:>9S
POLE II
C 1025383 · C 1 12 12 043
·
RING, UPSTREAM II.
·0 1026501 C 1 13 13
•
RING, FORMED,BLANK
"D 1095851 - 1 (l (1
Blllll RL. OtC 1973
','
ule RL D~C 1915
.
TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER El026510 DA~! IREV INEXT ASS'Y
PARTS LIST E1025353 - BACKPLATE ASSEMBLY U]] Z II, etl AD1025320 - PLENUM ASSEMBLY ~ (PaQe 1 of 1) 8Y ISHEET 24 or57 SHEETSREJ
NOMENCLATURE a: -t; I-- '*l; '*l; '*l; IPD TOOL MATl:R\AL.
DRAWING NUMBER ~ til a
ILl ~ I-- 0 >- w PR T-~ 11213141516171al9
C) >' ........ z tf) (!)
10 III 112 :I: l- I-- .... tf) c(Vl U 0- u. c( 0- -0
.
8ACKPLATE. ASSEI1BLY. .
1025353 FE 1 1 /8 1111 -
BACKPLATE • 02.0"i1-t~ SH':;GT
T --.-
COM'L PI.J~e- r,
E 1025353-99 . 0 F 1 1 1 1 AM5 4CfOO/4lfOI
tlUTPLATE. SLF-LKG. 6-32. FXD
, I , T
- M$21070-06 - 8 39 2 20 0 .
·
-
RIVET, CSK HD,.093, CRES






l02~320 .JD 1 1 1_51 I~UY nss
p~ENur1 .0\<0 "rf.tK SHEE-1"COM'L PV~E lL
D 1025320-99 .T 1 1 1 1 AM'; 4qCC/4Qol
MESH, 165x800~CRES . 3o z-7"304 C-/!.ES
J 'Z.3 M'C.~"" .D 1025320-97 \2. \'2- 3 2
D~FLECTOR • OllO lltK SHeeT
. I
COM'I.- pVP-E- Ti
D 1025320-98 J 1 1 2 3 A-M '5 4100 / -4 " GlI
'TAB, suppo,':~
- ~ --- · ----. .. .- ". .. ---
- --- ~ ... - --- . "------
/I ~ /I
1025320-96 J 4- 4- I + J/II.. X 3/8 y ,D I
·
NUTPLATE, SLF-LKG, 6-32, FXD
.
-
- M$21070-06 - 8 39 4 S-o
RIVET, CSK HD .093, CRES
·"' ,
·







TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER E1026510 DArE I~~ INEXT ASS'YPARTS LIST DI095719 BAFFLE & POLE ASSEMBLY 1m Z/If,/er,/BY 15HEET 25 OF 57 SHEns(PaQe 1 of 4) REJ
NOMENCL.ATURE Q: ~ I-- ~ ~ ~ IPD ~L MATE-RJM-DRAWING NUMBER ~ II) 0
I&J ;! I-- e >- LLJ PR T-N 11213141516171819 10 III 112
C) )0 ....... z V') (!)
II)
:x: l- I-- .-. V') ~u 0 c:r I.J.. ~ a. -
BAFF.LE &POLE ASSEHBLY .
1095719 BD . 1 1 f52 111 054·
CATHODE 'pOLE ASSEJ~BL.Y , .
D 1026605 I I G 1 1 1 1 O~4
FLANGE. CIV,
B lQ265,21 , F 1 1 (j (l -
POLE.. CATHODE
B 1025357 F 1 1 (3 (2~ - "
, FLANGE. CAIHOOE """tYPE 304L cf<E'.::
. 1026603 B r:.
&Q.-$-7t;3
B 1 1 14 - 1,5" D/A X I, D 016-
CaVER. REAR '.94 sa. MESH 304L
T is
Cl<E:S CLOTH .0035
B 1095245 1 1 (5 ) (4) - WIRE'
.
• Co 2.':; x.. 775 )(.010
, COVER, COLUMN .
(5) :
't"AVTALUJ.1,CoJ.-t'l




SUPPQRT .. BAFFLE " 1.. 0 DIA-.X ;9001.D
'l( \,407 LNG- AISI
B 1025425 ..j 1 1 (2 ~I (6) - 101 0 / 101 eo SEAMLBS,-1) [31 "-16-
COLLAR, TERMINAL '436 PIA x ·12-5 LCr
, .
r.:$l\t:: TYPE 304 L





B - 3 3 Q.O } Q) - ,. ,
TEKM. J FEEDTH RU • PV/tCHASED PART
CT2 ~o (ALB ERO)( ) - I I .). -1- -
COVER, FLANGE ,032.. Till< sl-leer
B 1095~42 r~ (, ) C
TA,J-.l'AUJtv"" c.o",'L.
, 1 1 ~\Jl<.e .













. TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER E1026510 D~TE j. IR~Y INEleT ASS'.,
PARTS LIST D1095719 BAFFLE & POLE ASSEMBLY~ ,: 11t?/ '"{.! to'8'1 ISHEET 26 OF' 57 SHEETS(Page 2 of 4) REJ
NOMENCLATURE Q: ~ I- =tl:: =tl:: =tl:: tPD TODl tv\A-T~l A-L
DRAWING NUMBER ~ en 0
I&.l ~ l- e >- lLJ PR T-~ 1/2131415/617/819 10 r"112 C) >' "'" z V') t.!)en. :%: l- I- ..... V') e:tu 0 CY LL. e:t 0- -
. . .
COVER POLE Pc..OUTER .032 x ~·CJ DIAo
B 10952-43 ~- (9 lao
TA1.n-;-\LV/l..1, CJ)M i-
0 1 1 pLJRe
COVER, POLE. PC, INNE.R





B B 1 1 ~~ 1 TArJrALU/",0 , CO/"1'L PUP_E











- ° '2.)<. " Z. x .oos 3 3 I (I), -
I - .-
CLOTH, ~RES (COIL., COVE~) 0 AI 4.-0 x .S-o ~~cr.
-
.0035x94 SQR MESH (304L) - f - 20 3
SHIELD ASSEMBLY, INNER \ .'
B 1095811 A 2 2 10 4
SH,IELD, ,KEEPER ,010 sl-lc;-e-,..\ «_"/ .'" PV- -304-
B 1025266-1 r 1 2 Q (1~ ccaE.5 C:OAJb A'- GG.-S-7G>b
ClOTH CRE$. (SHIEl D COVER), IAI
'bID X 2.0 A/JD
, . • 52.5 "'A, 'PI&CES
-
•Q035x94 so. ME.SH J 304L) - R (2 ~ (2~-
I NSULATQR. KEEPER, FEMALE • '375" o.p, )t,2DS'/·1>,
.- I • .
x .(,(,/ AL"3 00
B 1025267-1 C 2 2 E 5 ALV/'-1If<.)A. wC~T-t:" rd.l 60LD <1 pLAr,
SHI ElO ASSE.MBLS, OUTER
B 1095fUO -- 2 2 S f





':) 1 23 (1 (] co)./t> A Oa.-$-71:-"
81111 RL Of:C 1973
.TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER ElO26510 DA~ ,)1 IREV INEXT ASS'Y
PARTS LIST D1095719 BAFFLE &POLE ASSEMBLY ~ 2. 'It- ·t,' /:':'"
(Page 3 of 4) BY ISHEET 27 Of' 57 SHEETSREJ
NOMENCl.ATURE a: ~ I- ~ ~ ~ U't> TOOl. MA-TEr<.J4LORAWING NUMBER ~ II) 0
w ~ I- 0 >- w PR T-N 1121314/516171819 10 III /12
CI >- ....... z V') c.!l
II)
:I: l- I- .... V') ex:u 0 0' u.. ex: 0- -
I CLOTH, CRES (SHI ELD COVER) ~R .1 '14 )<. z., 0 f.t-JO





. KEEPER ASSE~1BL Y A 1071;,\075
C 1095715
·
1 1 12 7 051 JO~2
KEFPFR




B 1025270 C 1 1 (1 (]
CA.sT MOLY ~eR. .
·
Af./IS 780,
RIISHTNr, , KFFPFR •r95 DIA X.4-35 L
3 ( ?'
f'f<.C CAST HOLY
R 1O,q') 7.14 . ? ? (?' AMS 7&>0/0'
"
.
rn.\lI='R_MI=''<:;H 7/8)( V2, StRIPKFFPFR •
R 1n.q'l7.1fi A (1- h
94 5<1l. k{;SH' a03S
. ? ? lVlRoE' 304 eRGS ctoN
,
TW:;IIll\TnR x .... j.JI-~. MAl J:". .o'141.D.x'."37S0,P.AL 300 ALUf-lIlJA
J:" 1n.?'l?M~ E ? ?? 7 R Wr7:;,rCluJ GDl..O <tPLATINUM co •
SHY ELD KEEPER \ . oro Tltl< x. '.SP/),{3LA~1<. 304 er..rs
R 1025266-2 C 2 42 16 9
COAlp A ~~-S~7""
,FLANGE. BAFFLE 1.2'30 0.0 )( •o,,2.
D
TI-{K A-tSI 10'0/














TITLE DATE IREY THEXT ASS'Y30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER ~ El026510 ~-'(,,~S':l .....PARTS LIST 01095719 BAFFLE & POLE ASSEMBLY 21 I IlY ISHEET 28 DF57 SHEETS(Paqe 4 of 4 REJ
NOME:NCL.ATURE: a: {; I- ~ ~ ~ lPP TOOL tvlAT€R1AL-
ORAWING NUMBE:R ~ CI) 0~ .... e >- w T-ILl (!) ...... z VI t.!:J PRN 112131415161718/9 10 III /12 ::I: >' I- .... VI c(...CI) u 0 0' LL. c( 0- -
.
SHI ELD. KEEPER .oro 71,H<. x '2.3 brABUWK J04- eRE:;




COVER. COIL END .015 >< .144 DIABl.)l,.IJ~ (FOR 4 P(;s)




AN. 960-C4 - 2 30 14 13-
JUt'1PER WIRE I CAT~ODE Kr-EPER
I09S84-!)- 07 G- 1 1 14- Ib7
, I I -. -, • •
,
SC,REW, SOC }1D 4-4D
· · -
NAS1352C04-14 - 2 2 13 15-
WASHER, #8 . .
· · · -
AN 960-C8 . - 6 16 17 16-
·
NUT, HEX, PLAIN, 8-32
·






· ·, -, ,
.
·
, T ., I
1118 Rl OtC 1913
..
. TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER El026510 D~iIE~/ IREV 'NEXT ASS'Y
PARTS LIST B1095712 INSULATOR ASSEMBLY t VESPEL § (Page 1 of 1) 2 It ~/ ~... j
D1026485 REAR BRACE ASSEMBLY [?§ (Page 1 of 1) IS., ISHEET 29 0' 57 SHEETSREJ
NOMENCLATURE 0: t; I- ~ ~
"'*' IPt> TOOL MATERIALORAWING NUMBER ~ (f) 0
w ~ I- a >- w pg T-N 11213141516171819 10 III 112
(!)
>' ....... z Vl C!J
(f)
:I: l- I- ..... Vl cI:u 0 0' u.. ex: 0- -
I.NSlJ1 ATDR ASSEt~Bl Y- VESPEl
·
B 1095712 ~ 2 14 36 ~..:,....,
I tJ,SULATOR- VESPEL
·





- 1 14 1 1 DU eONT-
IN,SERT, ,SELf-LPCKJNG
·.






H 1 1 17 ~5 1'-4 10(16




B 1027343 2 2 1 1
BEAr~t CURVED II











B 1027345 4 4 4 4
GUSSET
T II
B 1095097 .. . . A. 8 8 2 5
INSERT .'375 DIA Y. ':08 L1
I
·
,.ITJUJltJM caM l PV~














I TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER . E1026510 DATE A. IR~Y INEXT ASS'Y
PARTS LIST CATHODE ASSEMBLY, CIV~ :) ?/I?<{/ HCI026624 BY ISHEET JU OF '0/ SHEETS
'(Paqe 1 of 2 REJ
NOMENCLATURE a: .t; ..... '"'= =tt: =tt: IPD TOOL MA-TffiJALDRAWING NUMBER ~ If) 0~ ..... 0 >- w PR T-w (!) ...... Z Vl t.!lN
10 III 112 >'112131415/6171819 :J: ... ..... .... Vl ~in Co) 0 0- LL. ~ 0- -
CATHDDE ASSEi·'SLY•• CJV ,
C 1026624 G 1 1 36 27 053
TUBE
.'2.(,,0 0.0)( ,010
. , . WAU-)( 1.7 Ll) TA
10254,33-2 , [) 1 1 1 1 UM'l.. pvrae=B I SE'AMLES<; TvelNG-
DI,SK. ORJFI,CE 0'2.'3.5" DIJ\. x .06:> l'J II I 2.i<> Tf-lORIATG-O
B , 10,26370 .'. 1 1 4 2 -ru/J6STENI-~.
FLAIIGE •G.~~ DIA X ,04 ~
"TA ROD. C.OM'L
~. PUP-€? '.C 1026371 , 1 1 3 3
. HEATER. ,GATt10Dl: C0.AX TA-~bo-rAI , PlJ/tC.HAS\;;/:) PAR.-r
B 1025262 E 1 2 13 4 IbG
, CLAf.1P ,Z'2S )(.370 X .13S, . TA GAR, COM'L
.
n , 1026374 C. 1 2 12 5 pur,. e:;. . , .
NOj.mT. CATHODE 1.5 t>IA X.Zso L'1, , , TA f3J.1.R C014'L
B 1026604 B 1 1 2 6 pURE
HJ~ULATO~. HEATER T~RM .OQ4 0.0. X.04 I.l>.x' 09-4- L1 AL 300
1024529 J
. ALlJA IIVA _ wC:STCRIlB 1 5 ·8 7 G.-6LD .~ ft~"ij.·~:.J1-'I
TERf·1IrJAL"COAX HTR. ,\SG ><.312,)('.(,,\TA BAR COM'L
B 10957J3-l-08 C 1 1 7 8 pUR.e
STRAP ,0\0 X .035 X I,D",iA S~IP, COM't.




eale RL OEC 1913
.TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER El026510 Dt;/Ej/~ IREY INEXT ASS'Y
PARTS LIST CIV ~ "2 /f., 7/ AC1026624 CATHODE ASSEMBLY,
2) BY ISHEET 31 OF 57 SHEETS"( Paae 2 of REJ





f) PUREB 1026635-2 1 1 6 10
,
."too.x et.s L9 XSHIELD, RADIATIO~ • oooS THt:: T"'A
1026637 . E, 1 2 14 11 r-OIL, COM'L13 . PUI?.l::
WSERT, CAT.HODE PVRC.I-lASGD PN~.r
, Fr-.o~ .sr-E:a~A-·MA1
Ii 1095590-1 A 1 1 11 12 WA~,ANIl..l.E CA.
INSERT, I~lPREGNATED PO(-:Ol)$ TU/JG:;'cnl -Y..J/C,A·cA-Al I MP~"G-
"
(1 (1 ... ~,: I RA'iIO "S 1095590-97 1 2
WIRE, RHENIUM, .020 Dia. ~/ .020 DIA X ,9~ Lg

















1lI1! RL Otc 1913
II ..
PARTS LIST
TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER E1026510
01095763 ISO-VAP ASSEM~LY, CATHODE~
lPaoe 1 of 5)
DATE I. IREV INEXT ASS'Y
;:'.I,t. <(/ L,
.' I
BY ISH~ET 32 0' 57 SHEETS
REJ
NOMENCL.ATURE a: -?;; I- "U= =4: =4: tr[> TOOL MA-iEI2.tAL
ORAWING NUMBER ~ ~ ~ 0 >- UJ h T
l.LI ~-.-~--r-r--..,.--..,.--r--,~,..---r--r~ C) >' .....1- Z Vl l!l t"" R -~ I I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I6 I 7 I 8 I 9 10 III 112 5 5 cr t;: ~ ~ -
D
ISOLATOR-VAPORIZER ASSY CAT,HOUE








8 1095771 - 1 2 3 (I) /078
8
PL UG, POROUS, BLANK







1095764 . - 1 2 2 (2.)






.209 DIA x.2.33 '--1




1095135 E 1 2 14 3 I{,S
PUi<.GU ASt'D PArx
COf\X \1.Jeo1JEL-
1'\G-O - N IQlrdJt.lE"S1.








.3~ 4 x. 01 q X·43
TA BAR COM'L
PURE
• ~G':l DIAx ;57 L~
TA ROD, cOM'L
pURE
~. 2 7 15 6
A 1 2 1 4
C 1 1 28 7'









HOUSING" VAPORIZER (RT. ANGLE.)












TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER E1026510 DATE IREV INEXT ASS'Y
"2../11../7.1 .4.PARTS LIST 01095763 ISO-VAP ASSEMBLY, CATHODE~, 8Y ISHEET 33 or57 SHEETS
Pane 2 of 5) RF.l
NOMENCLATURE a:: ~ I- ~ ~ ~ lPI) TOOL 1VlATERJAL
DRAWING NUMBER ~ II) 0~ I- 0 >- UJ PR T-l.LJ C)
....... Z V'l t!lN >'11213141516171819 10 III 112 :I: ... I- .... V'l « -II) I.) 0 0' u.. « a..
. .
• I • .




. INSULATOR. HEATER T£Rr1 .OQ40.0)(,040. 9 I.D A-L '300
1024529 • J
,ALUMINA, WGsi~JJ
B 1 5 20 GOI.t> fJ Ft.I\'WOM
PLATE. ISOLATOR-VAPORIZER 10
'.5 DIA )(.'2..5" 1.'1
32.1 CRE"S eAR.
&6t -S-7(,~ coNOA "C 1095760-1 - 1 1 5I
. IS.OLATO~ AS,SEHI3LY V~l.lI;.Or,- BPAZ-EDI II IHzl. $lJI"PU ES Br»(
C 1025498-2 C 1 2 6 :f. KOVA!~ R.ltl(,.~ .
BODY, ISOLJ\TO~ \.36 O. D.l(' j.13SI.D x. 90S L<j
B 1024208 • H 1 2 3 (1 C/98 .,AL 300 AWI-1(tvA. I.VSTIUJ G<'lP F,' ~r..}:. r
RING, ISOLATOR BODY 3.0 DIA'I. .02.IHK, 6L/l.tJl< !<ovAr<
B 1024919-2 [ 2 4 1 ~ 098 OR. E6tUIV. (Fo~'\)f'f',r-::r)
RING, BACK-UP \.3'3 0.0.. I. \4 I.P.
x .OSTHK AL ~oo
B 1025499-2 C 2 4 2 {3~ 088 ALUMINA- I.VIrSTfC:lJC.ClLD " PW\.T1I}I)M
RING, ISOLATOR IZ \.1 ~5 0.0. X.870I. D x .IZS L)1 AL "300
1024920
.
E 7 14 7 AI..LJMII..JA, WCSTRIolB °£l6 GOLD 6 r;t .....r
I~ESH, ISOLATOR DID \. '3 PIA DISI<.-13 If05X 1400 (1'1 /.II FIL
B 1024216
. E 8 16 8 TEn.. C.L011-\) J02/30~
.. •
cR-E5 (I<nc'5Slll< fN.
CONNECTOR ASSY, FEED TUBE 14·
G 10,26611 . H 1 1 10 ()5"Z
.






I TITLE DATE IR~ INEXT ~SSIY30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER E1026510 3-2s-9.tJPARTS LIST 01095763 ISO-VAP ASSEMBLY, CATHODE~ I BY ISHEET 34 OF 57 SHEETS(Paqe 3 of 5) REJ
NOMENCLATURE ~ -?;; l-
"'*" "'*" "'*" It'D IDOL -M A-TE-I2JALDRAWING NUMBER ~ CI) 0~ l- e >- w PR T-I.tJ C)
........ z V) ~N
112/3/4/5/6/7/8/9 10 III 112 :r >' I- .... V) c(I-
-




·FLANG~, ;SOLATOR OUTJ-H \.5 DIA )(. 5"1 Lt:f
·
T,<PE; 304 L c~~S
B • 10~65)9-1 A 1 1 (1 (i ~D A G..a.-S-7U. ,0 -.
·
· HEATER, ISO~.ATOR, CATHOpE 0 PV«.ClIA5.:::'::l PAR,0 COAX PJCOAlGL-
C
· 1095721 A 1 1 (4 (2 \&S M3 Q- NICHRDt-1E n-o
FEED TUBE (.09) .094- O.O.X. O/~W/.l"lL. 32.1 C.RG-S
D (2' f3~ lUBE MIL-rS'{'G -. ., ..B • 1026606 1 1 052 /0"2.3 4·7 L!J(APFft.l')( - -'.
CONtIECTOR, FEED TWBE 1.5 DIA- X .\8 LS3 0 4 L CoRE'S QQ-S
B 1026602 A 1 1 f3 (4' -,(;,6
·
· TERt·lINAL, COAX HEATE~ ."31<, x.I5x.6 Lg2.00 .lvlC.K5L &oR
B 1095713-2-04 (. 1 4 (5 (5 -.'.
INSULATOR, HEATER TERMJNAL .0940-0.:>< .041.D.AL )00 ALUMI/JA
.J 5 (6 (6 W~ST(=r:!tJ (j-OLDB 1024529
0
1 .t PLA1\ N u t-J\
FLANGE, ISOLAT,OR MOUNTING 2.2.5 OIA X •2S L:1304Lc:...«.ES ~
B 1026518-2 A 1 1 -9 IS QQ-$-7G.G;. c~~t> .
BRACKET, TERMINAL 1·5blA X -500 l!f304 L CRGS er-rt.,
B 1095769 - 1 3 18 16 at?-:--7(, 3 O?~ 0
.
SHIELD, INrlER t ozz10201
.
· ~ 1017B 1026541 . . 1 2 12 17 05(, lOl4
SHIELD S.O X \.o~ X .003of HI< TYPE 302./.304
B 10?6541-~9 £', 1 2 (I (1' Cr~E5 c.O:..JO ~tv'.! L-S -':'-0.5 9
·





I TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER ElO26510 . DATE I REV I NEXT ASS'Y
PARTS LIST ::-z'::'-etC' -01095763 ISO-VAP ASSEMBLY, CATHODE~ . BY ISHEET 35 0,. 57 SHEETS
'(Paoe 4 of 5' REJ
NOMENCI.ATURE 0: ~ .....
""" """ """
(PO TDOl MAT[?RJAl
DRAWING NUMBER ~ Ul 0~ ..... 0 >- \.Ll PQ. T-w (!) ....... Z V') t!lN 11213141516171819 10 I" 112 J: >' ..... .... V') «l-in u a 0- u.. « 0-
SKI EL D ClAr-1P. L. H.
.:30 )<.0\9 )I.. ;{)I?..(. OIS
. TH I<.t<- 304 CRgS
,~ (I ~ rID
:sIRIP. C.Of-JO A
B 1026920 1 4 Qa-S-7c"r;,
SHIELD CLAMP .. R..H. II
B lQ26921
·
A 1 4 f3 ~ (3n
SCREH, CAP .. 2-56,(RE,S .
. .. I
- (4 ~ (41)- • MS 16995-2 I
·
1 4
NUT, HEX, 2-56" CRES






B 1026538 E.. 1 2 11 18 051 10(9roz.z..
SHIELD ID"l.O S.!;, x 173 x.oo;.
\Ole T~IC.K "JOZ!104g (1 (l <::.RG5 STRIP <:.oAJOAB 1026538-99 . 1 2 lOIS"" ~"L-5-50S9
· SH I ElD 1017
4.9 X ..3~ x .Oo?
TI-tIG\<. 30Z!J04
Q (2 lOlf cr'-s .5Tl0.IP (OAJOAB 1026538-98 1 2 (2 1014 !lIL-:;'- S(>5~)
SHI ELD ClN1P .. LH
.JJx.I~' )( .OI2j.OIS
TUlck ..304




· A (4B 10,26921
• •
1 4 (4.





1 4 (5 (5
NUT, HEX 2-56, (RES .
...~-_.-
MS35649-244 - 1 4 (f; lfi ~
-
·





TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER E1026510 DATE / IREV INEXT ASS'"
PARTS LIST 01095763 ISO-VAP ASSEMBLY, CATHODE~ Z!::~ 7 1 /-~ .. .
(Paoe 5 of 5
8., ISHEET 36 0" 57 SHEETS
RF.l
NOMENCLATURE a: ~ I- ::q; ~ ~ lPD roOL MAi~IALORAWING NUMBER ~ VI 0




• INSULATOR. IHER/1 TERM .1 ~5"o.:o: S(;; 0'""Z. I· P19 )( • 117 '-t. AL 3"0
B 1095419-1 B 2 6 21
ALUM IN ,UJF$lC~rJ
. . GOl.D t; p',frt~.JUJt.1
INSULATOR. JH ER1~. TERM '. oll-ro f2Xcepr. W .,·1'Z...7 l-,/
B 1O~54J9-2 B 2 6 22
. SHJELD, THERM TERM ,I~O DIA-X .oQS L1 I21 ,,",pc:; 304 CRI;;.S
B 10954)8 • A 4 10 23 C.OIJD A QQ.-!::-7'3.
NUT/ S'HOVLI)l:;R (C$~lSroR..S<) ZZ PU RellAset> ~'1SHIPPC:~ \VIm
R'M Z2g-2.P -OZ




. ., .. .._- .. - -
I -SHPULPER. ~'OOlfI ED PtlRCHASE'-DPAAr
-
2, MADe To '*-DER
B 1095397 ~ 1 3 27 It')~'l BY f-'l?;5IS'roFtEX INC
w





- R44671-1P - 1 3 (1 NO Z3 [!,y' Rl:5ISrO-FU::)( IIJC.
BONDING AGEllT . (DYLON)
.
~/ 24-
- C-3 (SUP£RBONO) - R - 29




>< 1'312.. L1 ,AL 300
1 3 13 ALUMIAJA l1JC$7('/,'G(")lD 8 PL:';n"'l1/vl
I SENSOR. JEMPERATURE 26
purtc.HA5Eb PAp-r
-
146FR.. 200 (ROSFMOIJNT) - 1 3 17
-
- ... . - ... ~-
SCREI·l. PAN HO. 0-80.CRES )(',62 Lg 2.7
·
- CO~U1ERCI,A,L - 2 6 24
WASHER, FLAT, #0 2.6
-
NAS 620 CO - 2 8 25.
·
NUT, HEX. 0-80 2.9
- NAS 671 CO I Ai\: 3£~ S.- CO - 2 8 26
eel! III ore 19B
I,- TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER ElO2651O DATE I IREV INEXT ASS'Y
PARTS LIST C1095755 ISOLATOR VAPORIZER ASSEMBLY, MAIN ~ ::"'/1""/7' ,.\8Y ISHEET 37 Of' 57 SHEETS(P~n(> 1 nf Ii) RF.l
NOMENCLATURE a: -l;; I- =l1; =l1; =l1; lPD TOOl. MATGRJALDRAWING NUMBER .- (I) a
IIJ
-J ~ I- 0 >- w PR T-N
, 1213141516171819
C> >' ....... z Vl ~
10 I " 112 :I: .- I- ..... Vl ex:(I) u 0 0- w... ex: c.. -
ISOLATOR-VAPORI ZER ASSH1B1 Y MAJN




, -- ._- ,
PLUG, POROUS, MAIN VAPORIZER
B 1095770 - 1 1 3(1\ \51 1078
·
PLUG, POROUS, BLANK, MAIN .-(;',30 011\ ~ .0(,. 711k73 % DENSE' POR.- ,
B 1024914 I-l 1 1 {l .,- ('Us TUN6STEt--l
'.
l51 PURCHA5t=D PARr
HOUSING, PLUG,' MAiN VAP{lRIiEF - .717 O.D x .Go I· O.
-TAN1ALlJtv\ ,COM 'L
B 10957~6 \ 1 1 2"2) pURe,-,




B 1095758 1 1 4 2 PURE'
HEATER, ~lAIN VAPORIZER pURCHA-SI:D PNT-\ CoAX UJCllrJCL-lolGO
B 1024917 ~ 1 1 5 .3 1~5 -f-./rcI-J tD:.-!3.::t
STRA~ HEATER RETAINER •IX • "3 )C, 003 T.ft:
B 1095027 4-
.sTRI P, 30<./30 4-
·
C 4 4 27 c. r..:.c -.; t-1tL- 5-S05"9
HOUSING, r~AIN YAP_ (RT. ANGLE) .717 DII.!, X 054 L9
C 1095757 · A
TAtvIALUM,COM'L
1 1 1 5 pURe ,
Mourn, RTD, MAIN VAP ,- f 2::' J'IA x..:54 L<:f,
B 1095759 .
, TAlJiALUM, COM l
- 1 1 21 6 PcJRE
. -
·TRANSITION, TUBING ,1(P8 DIA X .'35 lcf
B 1095461 . .,
-;304 C.RGS CONDA
C. 2 7 16 Qtl-5-7C.'3
·







TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER E1026510 ~:~...- --;Oil I~y INEXT ASS'Y
PARTS LIST C1095755 ISO-VAP ASSEMBLY MAIN IEl
(Paae ? of ll)
BY ISHEET 38 OF 57 SHEETS
RF.l
NOMENCL.ATURE II:: ~ .- "Il: ~ ~ IPD TOOL MAreRlAL
DRAWING NUMBER ~ (I) 0
l&J ~ .- 0 >- lLJ PI? T-N 11213141516171819
C)
........ z: Vl t.!J




FEED TUBE (06) ,of>"2. 0.0 x.OIO\.VP- LL -32.1 CJ2.ES




, . c.orvD A, S.S' L:r
PLATE. I,SOLATOF- VAPO/U Z,E R I'S DCA-)( .GSLtf
.-
-,.yPE 3~1 C('l.G:~ ~A~
C · 10.95760-2
·
- 1 1 6 9 COP-ll> A c<a -5-7'6
·
.
ISOLATOR ASSEMBLY VE~t.>oR e~A'z..ED
C 1025498-2
HRL ~UFPl\ES BoD'{
C 1 2 7 10 El KOVAR RIf-lfrS " ..
BODY. IS.OLA,TOR . . .
\.36 -D.D. X 1.135 I.CI•
·
)( • goS" Lr AL "]OD
B 1024208 H 1 2 (3 (1 I\WI.1 UJA , wr;StG(Z.JJG-OLO ,.i rt...n:UJI"I
T ,
RING. ISOLATOR BODY 3. a Plr... x .ozw~
, .
--.
t1.NJK K.o'/rR oR. '
B
·
1024919-2 E 2 4 (1 (2 E.Q \ v (FOP..t""ED FtlRr) . ,
·
• RING •. BACK-UP V3S o.p'/ 1.11 I.D x
.
\ ,05 ,HI.;. AL 300
,
B 1025499-2 C 2 4 (2 )6~ /-1,. LU,'..1 "..fA, iJEST"£l.ltj
·





)( ,125 Ll ,AL 3"-'0
7 14 ,.8 11 t'-Vl.-lIIoJAp U.'G$lt,-:>JJ04> l) loA'rI.VVM
MESH, ISOLATOR' · \.1'3 DIA DISI<.-
B 1024216 -, · E
\(,5 X 140D (17 1-'1,




FLAIlGE ISOlATOR OIlTI ET 1,5' D/f.- Y. .5"1 L~
B 10,26519-,2, A
'304 L c::..RC5 CO/J1)A
·
1 1 11 13 eAR, <Q.Gl-S-7ot:.
~'ESH. END CAP 2.00 x G.~ ~CT
1O~6093 · A
MeSH ('Z.~ MICr-olJ)
B 1 1 12 1~· 304 L CRES .8 D',4,
.'
·
UIB Rl D~C 19H
\
7
I TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER E1026510 DATEJ~ IREV INEllT.ASS'YPARTS LIST C1095755 ISO-VAP ASSEMBLY, MAIN ~ 211t 'T.) /', •(Page 3 of 5) BY ISHEET 39 OF 57 SHEETSREJ
NOMENCLATURE a: ~ I-- 'It; =t*: ~ IPD lOOL MATl?RJALDRAWING NUMBER ~ II) 0
w ~ I-- 0 >- w PR T-N 11213141516171019
l!)
........ z l/) <.!J
10 I " 112
J: >'
U) U l- I--
..... l/) <
0 CY u.. < Cl.
T
HEATER. lSOLATOR PLJRClIASED pARrCOA>~ I/,J(.OI.JGt..-rJ10




2.2.5" PIA X.u, Ltf
J04L eRGS BArR
B 10265J8-l It 1 1 10 16 C.ONO A QQ-S·7~':;I
BRACK~T, TERMINAL . \·48 DI-\ x .52. Lrj'
B 1095769
(MAK'=5 S-' PMTS)
- 2. 3 17 17 304 L cRr:,S G.\.~-s-
·
/ 7"3
INSULATOR. JERMINAL .094 0.0. X-041.0, I
1024529 :J
JtL- '300 ,4.WI-1WA)
B 2 5 24 IE vJC;::Sl"€~~l GOLD (t- ".. RATINlJM
TERr~INAL, COAX HTR .3\"2. 1-. .15 X· '-I L'T
"2.00 !VI ct:: I: L
B 10~5713-2-04
·
C. 2 4 23 19
,'.
IN~ULATOR, THERMAL TERM, t\Z-5 o.p x •O"z I·j).
.
, x .177 L!I AL 30 0
B 1095419-1 B 2 6 18 20 !'-LUr-1 I I-JA, !A.Jf'5UI-:J,}GnU) eJ r;u.rOJIJM
IN~ULATOR, THERf'lAL TERM. .ICS (),o.x .0(,,20 l·O.
B 1095419-~
X .12.7 Lcj AL ~oo
~ 2 6 19 21 AU)MHJA. W£~7[(.rlGOLO fj F'"TlNUf"\




A 4 0 20 22 Q(x-S-7G.3
N lJT I SHOULDER (RESISTVFLEX) PfH:OlASGD F-ARr .
R44,Z2.6-2P-02.
5H I (,PEt> WITH :l:l. 24-
-
r :; 2..3 109/ l?€LOW
SHOULDER, M9DIFIED f'U~£.HASED PA~.r
B
t/lAD£?- TO O(~Ol::R.
1095397 B 1 3 26 24- !o91 BY RE'~ISTDA.£)< INC..
SHOULDER pU«.C-HltSf::t) y/:"t<:.Tf-1ADG '~.JTO . .#Z4-
- R44671-1P (RESISTOFLEX)
- 1 3 (L (1: \3\{ R£;SlSTOFLGJ<\IJG.








. - '. ..
. TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER El026510 DATE / .1 REV 1NEXT ASS'Y
PARTS LIST C1095755 ISO-VAP ASSEMBLY, MAIN @j) ?.//~ , -"( . /:C"B'i ISHEET 4U Of' :l/SHEEn
. (Paqe 4 of 5) REJ
NOMENCLATURE a: ~ t- "It: "It: "It: lPO TOOL tv1A-iBRJA-L
DRAWING NUMBER ~ C/) 0





:x: l- t- .... Vl .q:
-









· ,iZ$" 0, D .>c.o""SLEEVE, .sENSOR A I· P x • '312. L,t.AL.300 ALUM' :A
B 1095738
· ·
1 3 28 26 \))r;STP.~.J ~OLO <'t P' a"?"
SENSOR, TEMP pv (<'GHJ\ 50 G- Dp.A~r
146FB200 (ROSEMOUNT) · " ..
-
- 1 3 22 27
\ tJ(.~ -
· SHIELD, INNER 10'2..1
..
r; 1017B 1026541 1 2 13 28 tJ!)O \014-
SHIELD 5.0X \·04 X .003 -
·
THk T'f'PG Y02!3 0 4
B 1026541-99 B 1 2 (l ~(l CR.~S CDIVI) A :..MIL- S-SOS9
SHIELD CLAMP, LH , ,~oX.I~ X.OI~toI5It{ I c.\<.. 304 CR65




B 1026921 A- I 4 (3 ~ (3)
SCREW, CAP, 2-56, CRES
- "lS 16995-2 - 1 4 (4 (4
NUT. HEX, 2-56, CRES
-












TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER E1026510 DATE / IREY INEXT ASS'.,2/1!. 9/ p..PARTS LIST C1095755 ISO-VAP ASSEMBLY, MAIN 1m (Page 5 of 5) BY REJ ISHEET 41 OF57 SHUTS
NOMENCL.ATURE 0: ~ I-- ~ ~ ~ (PP TOOL MAief2.1AL








B 1026538 . 1 2 14 29 OSI IczZ.
· ·
SHI ElD . JO~O [;.';)1..73 X .Oo?>Tltk '302. { "i':J.. <:'IZ~S
0'"
1018 5TRI p C.oIJDB · 1026538~99 .
·
S 1 2 (1) \(H5 /'II\L- 5-5"05'9
SHIELD 1016 4. ':) x .:~'" >< .OO·jTHk 30 '2./;:04 eRGS
R., 2 C2~ (2: \017 5T/Z\P eo.•,)~ P. "B 1026538-98 1 10\4 HIt -5-5"05"9
· SHIELD CLAMP - LH . ,OIZ!. 015 X.19;< .90 )04 c.R.CS
· A 4 (3' (1 stRIP,o.Q-S-'7{'G.B 1026920 1
SHIE~D CLAMP.-' RH If
B 1026921, /I 1 4 (4. (4;,-,
· SCRE\4, CAP 2-56 l CRES .
-
- ~1S16995-2 - 1 4 (5' (5
·
NUT, HEX, 2-56 CRES.
MS35649-244 - 1 4 (6 (6'-
SCREW, PAN HD, 0-80, CR~S
· 2 6 31 30- Cor'i~lERC IAL -
WASHER, FLAT, CRES. #0
·.
NAS 620 CO - 2 8 29 3.l.-
NUT HEX. 0-80 CRES










· TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER ElO26510 Dj,E / IREV INEXT ASS'Y
PARTS LIST EI095773 NEUTRALIZER ASSEMBLY~ 2; It. 't/ I~
(Page 1 of 11) BY ISHEET 42 0F'57 SHEETSREJ
NOMENCLATURE a: ?;; I- 'tl::: 'tl::: 'tl::: leo TODL MAT&R../ALORAWING NUMBER ~ (/) 0
w ~ l- e >- lLJ PR T-N 112T3141516171aT9 Cl >' "" z V) l!l(/) 10 III 1'2 :c l- I- ..... V) C%:U 0 0- U. C%: a. -
NEUTRALIZER AS$E~IBLY ,




, C 1 1 2 1 1095




C 1095593. . 1 1 (I SHa:-r, AMS 4QOO!fJ/
BRACK~T. MAIN SUPPORT
C 1026'503 H 1 1 6 2 '.
·
·
BRACKET.. FORr~~D, MAIN SUPPT.
C 1095809 - 1 1 (1 (1






B 1 1 ~ l' ·1 SHGGr ,AM> 4.yOO!~1I
NUTPLT. SLF-LKG, 6-32, COR
- NAS (598 COp - 2 2 (2' (2
·
RIVET, CSK HDII00~ .062, CREp




- 2 14 @ (4
·
RIVET, CSK HD~ 100-0- .094 Al













TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER El026510 ~ATE/ / . IRE:' INEXT ASS'Y
PARTS LIST D1095773 NEUTRALIZER ASSEMBLY~ ...//,.,! '1 .'-\BY ISHEET 43 OF' 57SHEETS
(PilOP ? nf " RF.'
NOMENCLATURE a: ~ I- ~ ~ ~ It'D lOOL MA-TER.JAL
DRAWING NUMBER ~ CIl ~IIJ ~ Cl >- w PR i-N 11213141516171819 10 III 112
(!) >' ........ z: U1 (!J:r: l- I- ..... U1 c::(
-CIl U 0 0' I.J.. c::( a..
GRll.PH ITE COVE R BOTTO~' 1-5 X2.·1 X.05Trl~~pHI it? 1"Yr-G'
B 10952% . J~ 1 1 117 1 \4PD-/ (PO~O GRAPl(
GRAPHITE COVER INNER \; q X • 51 X ,OS'iKK. (;Rf; ~11IT c:.
B 1095297 ,~. 2 2 16 4 TtfPl; HPD-j (PD(O)
·
I :-
GRAPHITE COVER. OUTER 1.\ '3 X to 55 )(.05"";1<GP..APHIT8 TYpe
B 1095426 I A 2 2 18 5 HPD-I (fDCO Gf.';;,A,rllj
BRACKET. TERM MTG ,85 X •"/0 ~.O;;2.,HK TI1".oNI')},I\
B 1095729 A 1 1 12 6 COM'L. PVf,"j
.,
Ar.l\S 4'ICV>/ "'('11)1
KEEPER, ORIFICE \.'2.5" >C96X.313. A-~c:. CAST c--.OL.'(
B 1027360
·
c:. 1 1 5 7 A~5 7c;;'ol
TERr1INAL- LINK .ro~ x .31)( .01S",.~ k t-J ICKGL 200
B 1026083-~9 . C. 1 1 20 8
SHIELD, OUT~R , /.8 DIA X .0/
B
,. THl< 3 04 C.~ES
1095291-99 .... 6 6 32 9 SIlGl7r M-S-7{;b.. ,
INSULATOR, OUTER .
·
.274- o.D..X. 187 I.D.
B
X ,3°7 L~ AL '300
1095293-99 B 6 6 28 10 9; % PURe; WC~'rtnt
. -.
c-.<:>u:>·."2 PtATf~lUM
SHIELD, INNER 1.'B OIA X.OI THK
B 1095292-99 : A
~LAUI<' 304 CRES
6 6 31 11 (Q4.- s -"7~'"
SHl ELO, l NN~R
·
l'(, DIA- X.DI THK
B 10~52n-~7 . A
6LAV~ 304 cf'.f.'$
·
8 6 30 12 G.Q -S-7f..,t:.
5H IN , t-JEUT"RAUZER } A/ -30 DIA x . 002.J "3I .0/)'5: .f.OI 0 THI< I
B (09SeGZ t-.. 9 13 "]"2/30+ cr<f3S
·








· TITLE 30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER ~O26510 DATE II R~Y INEXT ASS'YPARTS LIST -:>//' r,'1 'D1095773 NEUTRALIZER ASSEMBLY 3~ .1--; .",-., !'
(P;lno 1 nf 11\
BY TSHEET 44 OF 57 SHEETS
R~.'
NOMENCLATURE a: -t; I- "II:: "II:: "II:: IPD mOL f\-\/1riEf<.lALDRAWING NUMBER ~ II) 0






iii :I: l- I- -





SHJFI n OIlT!='Q ,.~ PIA X.OI THI<BLAIVI< ~"4 C(U;S
B 109S2Ql-Q7 /; ? ? !?Q ,1L G.Q. -S-7GG
· INSULATOR I NN!='R ,Z 74 0.",)( .115
· ·
/. D, x ,38 Lg Q7%, P,
·B 1095294-99 A 6 6 '/7 1!; AI.. '300 ,A.LU}V\INA
·
.
Wl:STIUJ ~L.O It flU'-T









C 1095283 C 1 1 3 17 D93 "
END CAP , .'38 DlAX·''''1.1
1Q95?90 (9' (l)
TAlJTALUM BAR
B ~. 1 1 CDM'L PUR.E
·
DlSK, ORI FlCE 12."35" DIA X • OSlo
1025431
cHK Z 'Y" THOl<'lAT-




TUBE .'2..5"0 o,/) x .010
(i'
WALL seNv1 U::GS
B • 1025433-1 D 1 1 (3) T/, TUC31 rJCr. 3 L1COM'l- P()f.G-






E 1 2 (8' (4' I~b
CLMIP ,'37 X ,2.9 x .125
B · Q) TA- r3A~ COM'1...1026374 C 1 2 (5) pVRE
·





. 2 ? (1' (r..' PUr-~c=
Ulfl RL DEC it'S
11111 RL D!:C 1973
• TITLE DATE IItt... INEXT ASS'V30CM J-SERIES ION THRUSTER El026510 cl/iJc;./ p,PARTS LIST 01095773 NEUTRALIZER ASSEMBLY~ , . 11'1' ISHEET 45 0" 57 SHEns(Paoe 4 of 11) REJ
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